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Abstract
In this work we proved that Mn(k) 7  ^ 0 for n < p k + -- - +  p +  \ — k as well as the 
first M n(k) = 0 occurs when n = pk + -- -+  p +  l — k. We calculated the dimension of 
M n{3) for all odd prime where n < p2, and provided a basis elements for Mn(3) for the 
degrees n < 2p — 1 . For p = 3 we described the formula of the the elements of M*(3) 
in a higher degrees and proved some result concerning this case. We considered L*(fc) 
and constructed a general formula for its generators in case k < p, and calculated the 
dimension and the basis elements for L*(3) in some cases.
v
Chapter 1
|
Introduction
” We do not know even the dimension of the vector space QPJ} = (F2 (SU(P) Pk)n for k = 4” 
Kameko said 1998 [12].
In algebraic topology the problem which asks for the minimal set of generators for 
H*(BVk\¥v) as an *4(p)-module is known by the hit problem 1 where £14 is the classi­
fying space of an elementary abelian p-group 14 of rank A;, in other word; the underlying 
group of a /c-dimensional vector space over a field Fp of characteristic p. Alternatively, the 
aim of this problem is to calculate the basis of the vector space QP£ = (Fp <S>A{p) Pk)n — 
P£/ A +(p) Pj} where P% (the set of all homogeneous polynomials of degree n) is the subset 
of a polynomial algebra in A;-variables over Fp which is isomorphic to the cohomology of 
the classifying space of 1 4  with coefficients in ¥p if p = 2  and each variable of degree 1 . 
While when p is an odd prime and each variable of degree 2, then it is isomorphic to the 
cohomology of the A;-fold of infinite complex projective spaces with coefficients in Fp.
That was the Peterson's observation in 1987 in his paper [14] and in the same work, 
he found the basis of Q P and QPg where p =  2 . At odd primes it was Crossley who 
addressed this problem for the same values of k in [10]. Peterson in the same article had 
a conjecture which asked about in what degree of n  we do not need to look for generators 
for QP£ be. P£ = A +(p)P£. In 1988 R. M. Wood answered this conjecture in [30], see 
theorem 4.2.4, and tha t answer was generalised by Singer [2 1 ] . The same question may 
be asked at odd prime (Peterson conjecture), but the situation here is more complicated 
than in case of p = 2 . Chen and Shen in [20] and Crossley [8 ] gave some pointers to 
address this question. In chapter four of this thesis we prove tha t in the degrees less than 
pk + •• - + p + l  — A; at least there is a generator.
Kameko in 1990 in his Ph.D. thesis [11] and after tha t in [12] solved the hit problem 
for A; =  3 where p = 2, and he had a conjecture about the maximum number of the 
generators in QP£  which states that:
1Hit problem was termed by W. Singer
1
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C onjecture 1.0.1 (Kameko). For every non-negative integer n,
k
dim(W2 ®a (p) Pk)n < J J ( 2 Z -  1).
i=1
Kameko’s conjecture is true for k = 1 , 2 ,3 ,4  according to the results of Peterson [14], 
Kameko [1 1 ] and Kameko [13] and Nguyen Sum  in [25]2. After 20 years in 2010 Nguyen 
Sum [26] gave a counter example for the Kameko’s conjecture for k > 5. Crossley in [8 ] 
formulated an analogous conjecture for all odd primes. Additionally, he showed tha t the 
number of generators for H*(BVk ; Fp) as A(p)~ module has to be bounded and this bound 
depends on the rank of 14 and certainly on p. Similarly, this bound exists in the case of 
p — 2 see [4]. The hit problem particularly when p =  2  has been considered from several 
mathematical areas in many and different aspects.
Turning to the dual case, the dual form of the hit problem is the problem of determining 
the subring M*(k) of the Pontrjagin ring H*(B 14; Fp) that consists of all elements tha t 
annihilated by the right action of A(p)  on //* (£ I4 ; Fp) which is defined by
<£0,O = (£,0C)
such tha t 6 G A(p),  C £ H*(BVk]¥p) and £ G i/*(L?I4; Fp), i.e. calculate the intersection 
of KerO for all 9 G A +{p) where A +(p) is the set of elements of positive degree of Steenrod 
algebra A(p)  see [17].
The dual approach has been established in 1990 by Alghamdi[ 1], Crabb and Hubbuck 
in [2 ]. In previous work the authors calculated the basis of M*(k) where k =  1,2,3 by 
utilising the generators of the subring L*(k) of M*(/c) which is known as subring of lines. 
The significant observation in their work was tha t M n(k) = L n(k) for k = 1,2,3 except 
in the degrees n = 2t+s +  2t+1 +  2* — 3 such tha t t > 0, where the divergence between 
the dimension of M n(3) and L n(3) is 1. Later the subring of lines L*(h) has been studied 
extensively by Crabb and Hubbuck in [5] and Repka and Selick in [19]. The results of [5] 
are extended by Tran Ngoc Nam in [18]. Walker and Wood in their work [27] based on 
[5] and they used the Schubert cell decomposition of the flags to give the dimension of 
L n(k) for some n, and so a lower bound for M n(k). All the aforementioned works have 
performed with p = 2.
At odd prime the only study tha t we see in the dual case was achieved by Crossley 
in 1995 in his Ph.D. thesis [6 ] and later in [7]. He gave a complete description for M*( 1) 
and M*(2 ) provided with an explicit formula for the basis elements of them.
This thesis involves two parts, the first part consists of two chapters, and there are 
four chapters in the second one. The first and the second chapters in the first part are
2This work consists of 240 pages manuscript. On behalf Dr .M artin  the author would like to thank  
Nguyen S u m  for sending the description for some cases of calculation Q P ^ .
3dedicated for the necessary background tha t is needed during the current study. In the 
first one (chapter two), many definitions are stated to introduce the definition of Steenrod 
algebra and some of its properties.
While the second one (chapter 3) concentrates on the projective spaces from many 
different points of view, the infinite complex projective space, its cohomology and homol­
ogy and the action of Steenrod operations and their dual on them respectively.
In the second part of the thesis, the objects M*(k) and M*(k) are considered in chapter 
4 which involves two section. In the first one we introduce the main objects of this work 
M*(k) with the motivations behind the study of this objects. While the second one begins 
with definition of a spike in H*(k) and its properties which led us to say tha t there is 
at least a spike in H n(k) fo rn  < pk + - • -+ p+l  — k, and hence M n(k) ^  0 f°r those degrees.
Chapter five is divided into two sections. In the first section we calculate the dimen­
sion of Mn(3) where n < p2, and giving a basis for Mn(3) where n < 2p — 1 . The second 
section is devoted to the specific case of A/*(3) where the odd prime is p =  3. The results 
in this section extend the results in the previous one for p = 3 and they indicate some 
pointers to compute whole Af*(3) in a future study for p = 3.
The subring of lines L*{k) is considered in chapter six which consists of two sections. 
We exploit the right action of GL(k ,Fp) on H*(k) which commutes with the right action 
of dual Steenrod operations to construct a general formula for the generators of this ring 
such tha t k < p. Motivated by the results in first section, in the second one some cases 
of Ln(3) are computed.
Ultimately, chapter seven is devoted for general discussion on M*(3)/L*(3) with com­
paring with a achievement works and the difficulties in our case, this chapter is ended by 
Crossley's conjecture and our computer calculations.
” While much has been written about this problem for p =  2 , there seems to be little 
known about the odd primary case. We attem pt to redress this imbalance.” Crossley said 
1995 [7].
Part I
Basic concepts of Algebra, and 
Projective Spaces
Chapter 2 
Algebraic concepts
2.1 Algebras
D efin ition  2.1.1 (R-algebra). Let R be a commutative ring with a unit. An R -algebra
A is a ring A  together with a ring morphism h : R  — > A, such that
(r * x) • y = x  •  (r * y) = r * (x • y), r £ R  and x , y  £ A  (2 .1 )
where the operation • is the multiplication of A  and the action *: R x  A  — > A  is defined 
to be *(r, x) =  h(r) • x. An .R-algebra A  is called a com m utative R-algebra if A  is 
a commutative ring, and if it provides an identity element then it is said to be unital 
R-algebra.
!
There are other languages are used to define the R-algebra, one of them is by com­
mutative diagrams. This definition arises from the fact that any algebraic structure 1
represents a map(s) from the Cartesian product of the underlying set(s) to itself.
According to the previous definition of R-algebra, someone easily can regarded A 
| as R-module by defining the structure map <p : R  x A  — > A  by <p(r, x) = h(r) •  x.
| While, if A  is considered as an R-module, relation (2.1) turns the multiplication map
(ring multiplication) • : A  x A  — > A  to be R-bilinear map, and the last one determined 
uniquely R-module homomorphism, namely
Ha : A  <S)R A  — > A.
Hence, now we can redefine R-algebra A  by the following way.
An R-module A  with an R-module homomorphism ha '■ A A  — > A  is called
nonassociative R-algebra, and ha  is often said to be the m ultiplication map. The
commutativity of the following diagram
1 Som etim es this term refers to the underlying set(s) together with the operation(s), here we mean 
just the operation(s).
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A (£)r A
^  \  
liA 0  id \iA
A <S)r A  <S>r A A,
id 0  fiA Ha
A <S>r A
makes A  an associative .R-algebra. Furthermore, the existence of the R-module homo­
morphism t]a '■ R — > A  and the commutativity of the following diagram
A ® r R
• , 1 \id®r}A ~
A A  — Ha  -> A
t 0
r]A <8> i d ^  ~
R 0 /? A,
provide A  with a unit; tja is called the unit map, if such a map is given, then it will 
be unique. The structure m aps of an R-algebra A  are the multiplication and the unit 
maps. Finally, the com m utativity  of A  is determined by the existence of the tw isting  
m ap which is defined by r(a 0  6) =  b<S> a and the following diagram to be commute
A  0 /j A
i \
r H a
1 x
A ® r A  -  Ha ^  a .
Clearly, any ring R is itself R-algebra.
Remark 2 .1 .2 . It is often denoted to a unital R-algebra A  by the triple (A, h a -, Ha )-
D efin ition  2.1.3 (Opposite R-algebra). Let A  be an R-algebra with multiplication map 
H a , and r  be the twisting map. The module A  over R togather with multiplication map 
defined by /jla ° t  is said to be the opp osite R-algebra of A  and denoted A op.
Note tha t A  — A op if, and only if, A  is a commutative R-algebra since /aa  °  t  — H a  
see the definition of commutative R-algebra .
D efin ition  2.1.4 (Homomorphism of R-algebra). A map h : A  — > B  between a given 
R-algebras is said to be a hom om orphism  o f R-algebra if it satisfies:
i
| 1 ) h{x + y) = h{x) + h(y),
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2 ) h(xy) = h(x)h{y),
3) h(rx) = rh(x).
It is clear tha t the first and the second conditions make h to be a ring homomorphism.
On the other hand, it is an R-module homomorphism or a linear map according to the
conditions (1) and (3). The definition of R -algebra homomorphism forces the following 
diagrams to be commute if, and only if, h is an .R-algebra homomorphism
^ A A
^  \  ^ \
V* h v Va h
a ®r a  b  r  b
\  s  \  s
h<g> h VB id Vb
B  ®R R, R.
In tha t case the necessary and sufficient condition tha t turns h to a homomorphism 
of R-algebra is h o n A = n B o h ® h and h o rjA =  rjB.
2.2 Graded algebras
D efin ition  2.2.1 (Graded module2). A graded (positively graded) 3 R -m odule M  is a 
family of R-modules {Afn}vneN such tha t M  = © neN M n. Every member in M  is said to 
be a component, and if x  an element in the component Mi, then it is called a homogeneous 
element of degree (dimension) /, which is usually written by |x| =  I.
Remark 2.2.2. We say M  has trivial grading (trivially graded R-module M )  when M  — M0 
and Mk = 0 for k > 0. Hence, any underlying ring R is trivially graded R-module (put
R  — Ro).
D efin ition  2.2.3 (Graded R-module homomorphism). A hom om orphism  of graded
R -m odule o f degree d between a given graded R-modules M  and N  is defined to be 
the following family of R-module homomorphisms
hn : M n — y N n+d, n > 0
Remark 2.2.4. If we do not indicate the degree of a homomorphism that means a homo­
morphism has degree 0 , i.e. hi(Mi) C Ni.
D efin ition  2.2.5. We define the tensor product of two graded R-modules M  and N  
which is also a graded R-module by (M  N ) n = ^ r+s=n M r N s. Thus, the degree 
of a homogeneous element m ® n  will be deg m+deg n.
2 We will consider graded module over a graded algebra later, in definition 2.2.13.
3The generalisation of the terminology positively graded R-m odule is Z-graded R-m odule that is 
defined by M  — (M n}vne z 5 so the case of graded R-m odule will be the subsequence of the positive part 
of Z-graded R-module, see [16] page 175 for more details in this case. W hile, the general definition can 
be found in [3].
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D efin ition  2.2.6 (Graded R-algebra). A graded .R-module A  tha t is equipped with an 
.R-module homomorphism ha '■ A  0 # A  — > A  tha t preserves the grading, i.e. Ha((A 0 # 
A)n) C A n is said to be graded .R-algebra and pla is known as a m ultiplication or 
product of A.
In the graded case, A  is associative if ha ° (1.4 Ha) = Ha ° (ha 1^) : A  0 # 
A ® r A  — > A. While, the com m u tativ ity  property is satisfied by existence the twisting 
map of graded version which is defined by t ( x  <S> y) = (—\)\xWy\y 0  x, and the property 
Ha ° t  = ha '■ A  0 # A  — y A. Finally, the unit element in a graded algebra A  has to be 
homogeneous of degree 0  if the unit is exist.
Remark 2.2.7. 1 . According to definitions 2.2.6 and 2.2.2, R  itself is a graded R-algebra
with the trivial grading and the natural isomorphism jj,r : R  ®r R  — > R  as a 
product. Clearly, it is unital with unit given by rjR = idR.
2. The definition of a homomorphism of graded .R-algebra can be deduced from the 
definitions 2.1.4 and 2.2.3.
D efinition 2.2.8 (Augmented algebra). An .R-algebra homomorhpism e : A  — > R  is 
said to be augm entation  o f A,  while A  in such case is called augm ented graded  
.R-algebra.
Note tha t if A  is an augmented unital graded .R-algebra, then for any augmentation e 
we have s o t)a =  idR.
D efinition 2.2.9 (Connected .R-algebra). A graded R-algebra A  is called a connected  
if there is an isomorphism c : R  — > A 0.
!
Remark 2.2.10. Any connected graded R-algebra is augmented graded R-algebra by the 
augmentation c-1  : A  — > R.
We define the structure maps Ha®rb and t]a®rb for A  0  B  where (A , h a , i1a ), and 
(R ,/iB ,77s )  are graded R-algebras by the following way.
D efinition 2.2.11 ( A ® r B  R-algebra). For a given graded R-algebras (A,haiWa) and 
(R ,HBiVb)- Let A  0  B  be the graded R-module that is defined in 2.2.5. Now, defining 
the multiplication map Ha®b to be the following composition
idA 0  t 0  idR Ha ® Hb
(.A <S>r B) <g>R (A ®r B ) ---------------------> A <S>r  A  0 # B  (&r B ---------------------► A  0 # R,
i while; define t)a®rb to be the following composition
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E x am p le  2.2.12 (Graded algebra). An example of a connected unital graded algebra is 
the polynomial algebra over a field F in k variables x\, • • • ,x^ which is usually denoted 
by
P(k)  =  F[xi, • • • , x k\.
If we consider P d(k) to be the vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree d, 
then P(k) = ]Gd>0 P d(k), and P(k)  is graded by d. The monomials x dl ■ - • x ^  where 
d\ +  • • • +  dk = d and di > 0 for 1 < i < k will be the basis of P d(k), if for all % in that 
range di = 0, then this is the unit 1 of P(k),  clearly; 1 G P°(k).  Identifying P°(k)  with F 
enable us to define the identity map I  : F — > P°(k ), and hence P(k)  is a connected. In 
the case when k = 0, we set P (0) «  F.
D efin itio n  2.2.13 (Graded module over graded algebra A). Let A be a graded i?-algebra 
and M  an A-module. M  is called g ra d e d  A -m odule  if there exists a sequence {M n}nez 
of Absubmodules of M  such tha t M  =  ®„Afn, and A m • Mn C M m+n for all m, n.
2.3 Coalgebras
D efin itio n  2.3.1 (i?-coalgebra). An .R-module C  that is provided with an irblinear map 
'ipc '■ C  — > C tg>R C  is said to be .R-coalgebra. The map ipc is often called the com ul­
tip lic a tio n  m ap , c o p ro d u c t or d iag o n al m ap.
Firstly, an .R-coalgebra C  is a co associa tive  if the following diagram
C ® R C
S'
® id
C \
id ® 'ipc 
N.
C &)r c
c
C <S>r C (&r C,
commutes. Alternatively, (ipc ®r i d c )  otpc  = (idc <8>r  'ipc) 0  i^c-
Furthermore, it is a cocom m utative .R-coalgebra if the twisting map exist, and sat­
isfies t  o xfjc  =  i.e. the following digram has to be commutative;
C ® R C
/  I
*PC T
X  I
C ~ i p c ^ C ® R C.
Finally, if there is a linear form ec ’■ C  — > R  such tha t the following diagrams 
commute individually,
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i>c ~  Vjc ~
C ® R C - E C ® i d ^  R  ®r C , C G;? C — id®  £C C ®r R.
In other word, if C <S>r R  and R  ®r C  are identified, then we should have (ec ® id) o 'ipc = 
idc = (£c  ® id) o'ipc. In the case of existence e<?, then it has to be unique which is called 
counit map, and C  is said to be counital /2-coalgebra.
The term of structure m aps o f /2-coalgebra C  usually refers to the maps ipc-, and
£c-
Remark 2.3.2. Often the triple (C, V’c ^ c )  use as a notation for the unital /2-coalgebra.
D efin ition  2.3.3 (Homomorphism of /2-coalgebra). An R-module homomorphism h : 
C  — > D  between a given coalgebras C  and D, such tha t the following diagrams commute
D D
\  i s \
h V’d h £d
C D ® r D C R
N> ^ \  S'
Wc h 0  h £c  id
C ® R C. R
is called hom om orphism  o f /2-coalgebra. That is, h is an /2-coalgebra homomorphism 
if, and only if, it satisfies ip o  ° h = (h <g> h) o ipD and E c  o h =  E c -
D efin ition  2.3.4 (Graded R-coalgebra). An graded /2-module C  with comultiplication 
tha t satisfies 'ipc(Cn) C © r+s=nCV <S>r Cs, is called a graded /2-coalgebra, i.e. 'ipc has to 
preserve the gradation of C.
Remark 2.3.5. One can regard R  itself as the graded /2-coalgebra with gradation given 
by Ro = R, Rk = 0 for k > 0, such tha t the diagonal map is the natural isomorphism 
'ipR : R  — > R ®r R, and the counit map is Er =  idR : R  — > R.
D efin ition  2.3.6 (Augmented /2-coalgebra). An R-coalgebra C  is said to be augm ented  
/2-coalgebra, if there exist an /2-coalgebra homomorphism ip : R  — > C , which is called 
augm entation  o f C.
Notice tha t for any augmentation of C, £c ° <p = idR : R  — ► R
\
D efin ition  2.3.7 (Connected /2-coalgebra). An augmented /2-coalgebra C  is said to be 
connected  /2-coalgebra, if its augmentation is isomorphism.
By the same way as we have regarded the tensor product of two given /2-algebras as 
/2-algebra (definition 2 .2 .1 1 ), we may construct the structure maps of the tensor product 
of a given / 2-coalgebras from their structure maps as follows
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D efin ition  2.3.8 (C®r D  .R-coalgebra). Let (C, ipc, £c) and (D, ipd , £d) are R-coalgebras, 
then 2.2.5 implies tha t C<S>rD is graded R-module. The comultiplication map ipc®D might 
be defined by the following composition
'ipA 0  'ipB i d  a  0  t  0  i d s  , x
A  0 _r B ---------------------> A <g>R A (£)r B  (g>R B ---------------------> (A <S>r B)  0 # (A  0 # B ),
and the counit map Ec®d is given by
Ec 0  £d ~C  0i? D  — ----- ^  R R  ► R.
2.4 Hopf algebra
D efin ition  2.4.1 (R-Hopf algebra). 4 A graded R-module H  tha t is provided by a struc­
ture maps of graded algebra, that is; (H, is graded R-algebra, as well as a struc­
ture maps of a graded R-coalgebra i.e. {H,ipH,£H) is graded R-coalgebra such that the 
following diagram
H  <S>r H  R tf * H  ipH * H  0 /? H
i i
'ipH 0  'ipH pH 0  PH
I I
H  ®r H  <S>r H  <S>r H  id 0  r  0  i d  ► H  0 /? H  <S>r H  0 /? H
commutes , is said to be H opf algebra over R, and it is denoted by (R, ipH, Vtf , £ h )•
Remark 2.4.2. The maps HH,'ipH,VH and Er are said to be m ultip lication  or product, 
com ultip lication  or coproduct, unit and counit of R-Hopf algebra respectively, and 
together the are called structure maps.
On examining the above diagram we have tha t 'ipn is a homomorphism of R-algebra 
or jiR is homomorphism of R-coalgebra. Regarding the definition, it is clear to see tha t 
(R, Hh ,Ph ) is augmented R-algebra by Er , while; tjr can be viewed as coaugmentation 
of (R, IpHi Er ') .
An R-Hopf algebra is called associative or coassociative if the underlying R-algebra 
is associative or if the underlying R-coalgebra is coassociative respectively, and when both 
properties are satisfied it is said to be biassociative.
Similarly, if the underlying R-algebra or R-coalgebra is a commutative or cocommuta- 
tive, then we say there R-Hopf algebra is com m utative or cocom m utative respectively, 
and by bicom m utative if it is commutative and cocommutative. While, for the connec­
tivity property we need either the underlying R-algebra or R-coalgebra to be connected, 
since they are equivalence.
4 We follow Milnor and Moore in their work [15] to give the definition of R-H opf algebra.
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D efin itio n  2.4.3 (Homomorphism of R -Hopf algebra). Let H  and G are Hopf algebras 
over R. A linear map h : H  — > G is called a H o p f a lg e b ra  h o m o m o rp h ism  or H o p f 
m ap , if h is an R-algebra homomorphism as well as it is a homomorphism of .R-coalgebra.
Remark 2.4.4. The tensor product H  ® G of a given R-Hopf algebras A  and B  is, as 
expected, an Hopf algebra over R whose structure maps is given in definitions 2 .2 .1 1  and 
2.3.8.
E xam ple 2 .4.5 ( R *(X ;R ) and R *(X ;R ) as R-Hopf  algebra). In many literatures see 
[23], a R-space is defined to be a pointed topological space (X, e) where e is a basis point, 
tha t is equipped with a continuous map p : X  x X  — > X  which satisfies p o i1 ~  idx  and 
p o i2 ~  i d x , where i \(x) = (c(x ) ,x ) : X  — > X  x X , 1 2 (2 ) =  (x,c(x)) : X  — > X  x X  
and c : X  — > X  is the constant map c(X) =  {e}.
The map p  is called a multiplication, and is said to be homotopy associative if 
p  o (idx  x aO homotopic to p o (p x idx)- A continuous map 77 : X  — > X  is said to 
be a homotopy inverse if p o (id , rf) and p  o (77, id) are homotopic to c. A multiplication p 
is called homotopy commutative if p  ~  p o r  where rfaq, x2) =  (x2, X\).
Recall th a t H*(X  x X ;R ) «  R *(X ;R ) <g> R *(X ;R ), and that R*(X x X; R) «  
H*(X;R)  <g) H *(X ,R )  from Kiinneth  formula for cohomology and homology when R 
is given to be a field. Assume that is the case. Now, consider the continuous maps
{e} —  X  {e} and X  -=-> X  x X  X,
where A(x)  = (x,x),  Vr G X  which are induce the following homomorphisms
R  - —  H ' ( X ; R )  £ — ft, ft*(X;ft) X  ft) ® //* (* ; ft) X  H'{X;R) ,
and
ft X  i?) X  ft, ft) X  ft,(X ; ft) ® ft.(X ; ft) X  ft).
A straightforward calculation shows tha t (R* (X ; R ), p *, , A , c*) and (R* (X; R ), A*, p *, c*,
are Hopf algebras over the field R.
2.5 The mod 2 Steenrod algebra
The natural transformation
Sql : R n(X; F2) — ► R n+*(X ;F2)
where 7, 77- > 0 and R * (X ;F 2) is the cohomology of the topological space X  with coeffi­
cients in a field of characteristic 2 , tha t satisfies the following axioms:
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1 ) Sq° =  id,
2 ) If |x| =  n, then Sqn(x) = x2,
3) If i > |x |, then Sql{x) =  0,
4) Sqk{x ■ y) = J2r+s=k S(f  (x ) ' S(ls (v) > (Cartan formula),
5) SqaSqb — (V-2j ) ^ Q a+b~^Stf i (Adem relation), where 0 < a < 26,
6 ) Sg1 is the Bockstein homomorphism (3 of the coefficient sequence
2  id i Z2  > 0,
is called Steenrod square.
Let R  =  F2 and Mi = {0,Sq1}, so it is clear that Mi is F2-module for all i > 0, 
Mq = {0, id} «  F2 and M  = © ^ 0 is graded F 2-module. Now, define the tensor 
algebra of M  which is denoted by T(M)  for a fixed k by the following way, set T°(M) = F2, 
r 1(A/) =  M  and Tk(M) = M  <g> • • • <8> M, k-times. Then,
D efin ition  2.5.1 (Steenrod algebra mod 2). The Steenrod algebra m od 2, is the
connected graded associative F2-algebra T(M),  subject to Adem relations which is denoted 
by ^4(2). Formally, *4(2) — T(M )/Q ,  where Q is the ideal generated by Adem relation.
D efin ition  2.5.2 (Admissible monomial). A given vector I  =  (ii, • • • ,ik) whose entries 
are the non-negative integers, is said to be adm issible if its entries satisfy the conditions 
zs_i > 2is, for 2  < s < k, and ik > 1. The corresponding monomial Sq1 =  SqllSq12 • • • Sq%k 
is called adm issible m onom ial. By convention Sq° is admissible.
T heorem  2.5.3. The set of all monomials Sq1 such that I  is admissible, form a basis 
for A(2) as F2 -module.
D efinition 2.5.4 (Decomposable and indecomposable Steenrod square). A Steenrod square 
Sq1 is called decom posable if Sq1 = YltKidtStfi  su°h that dt is a sequence of Steenrod 
squares. Otherwise, Sq1 is indecom posable.
Hence, Sq1 is decomposable if it can be written as a linear combination of monomials 
such that at least one of them contains Sq1, and t < i.
Lem m a 2.5.5. Sq1 is indecomposable if, and only if, i is a power of 2.
Theorem  2.5.6. Sq2t for all t > 0 generate *4(2) as an F2 -algebra.
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Note that the indecomposable elements do not freely generate *4(2); for instance, 
Sq1Sq 1 =  0 and Sq2Sq2 =  Sq3Sq1 =  Sq1Sq2Sq1.
We have introduced *4(2) as an algebra over the field F2 , now we consider it as a 
F 2-Hopf algebra by defining the map on generators
k
ip{Sqk) = ^ S q k~i ® S q \
i=0
tha t is extended to be a homomorphism of algebras which is considered as a coproduct 
of *4(2). Hence,
ip : *4(2) — > *4(2) 0  *4(2)
T heorem  2.5.7. *4(2) is a connected, biassociative and cocommutative graded Hopf
algebra over ¥ 2 -
2.6 The Steenrod algebra mod p
The natural transformation
V 1 : H n( X; ¥p) — > F„),
for all integers i , n  > 0 where H*(X;  Fp) is the cohomology of the topological space X  
with coefficients in a field of characteristic p is said to be Steenrod  reduced power, if 
the following axioms are hold:
1 ) V° = id ,
2 ) V n{x) = xp, if |x| =  2 n,
3) V n(x) — 0, if |x| < 2n,
4) V n{x • y) = Yji+j=n Sql{x) • Sqj (y), ( Cartan formula),
5) (Adem relations).
A-l) V aV b = ( - l ) a+j ^ - l^ b- t i - l) V a+b- j VG if a < pb,
A-2) V aj3Vb = (—l )a+i((p~1}(b~A^p'pa+b-j'pj_\_
jN(a-l)/p] ^ _ ^ a +j-i^(p-l)(b-j)-l^pa+b-j pspj ^ if a <  6 .
Now, let
P : H n( X- ¥p) — ► H n+1( X; ¥p), 
be the Bockstein coboundary operator with coefficient sequence
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pid j
0 -------* Zp -------- > Zp2 -------* Zp -------y 0.
Then, j3 is natural for mappings of spaces, ft2 = 0 and ft(xy) =  f3(x)y +  (—1 )^x ft(y ) .  
By the same techniques tha t have been used in mod 2 case can be used for this case as 
the following.
D efin ition  2.6.1 (The mod p Steenrod algebra). The S teenrod  algebra m od p which 
is denoted by A(p) is the graded associative algebra over Fp generated by (3 of degree 1 
and the Steenrod reduced power V l,Vi > 0  of degree 2 i(p — 1), with respect to the ft2 =  0 , 
V° — id and Adem relations.
Then, according to the construction of A(p), each monomial in A(p) might be given 
by the form
ftjoV h ftjl ■■■Vikftjk,
such tha t j m = 0,1 and in =  1 , 2 , • • •, where 0 < m  < k and 1 < n < k. We need the 
following definitions and facts to show how the generators of A(p) are.
D efin ition  2.6.2 (Admissible monomial). A vector I  =  (j0, *i, Ji, • • • ftk,jk)  is called 
adm issible if its entries are non-negative integers and in — j n > in+ip for 1 <  n < k — 1 . 
If I  is an admissible vector, V 1 =  fti°'P%1 fth • • . p ^ f t h  js called adm issible m onom ial. 
V° is an admissible monomial by convention.
P roposition  2.6.3. A(p) is spanned by the admissible monomials, i.e. if 6 £ A(p), then 
6 is written as a linear combination of admissible monomials.
P roposition  2.6.4. The set of all admissible monomials is linearly independent.
Obviously, the last two propositions implies the following theorem.
T heorem  2.6.5. The admissible monomials form a basis for A(p) as a vector space over
Fp.
As expected, the definition of decomposable and indecomposable are as same as in the 
mod 2 case.
D efin ition  2 .6.6 (Decomposable and indecomposable Steenrod reduce power). Any V 1 
is said to be indecom posable, if it cannot be written as linear combination from factors
i.e. V 1 7  ^ Ylt<i where dt is a sequence of Steenrod reduce power. Otherwise, V 1 is 
called decom posable.
Lem m a 2.6 .7 . V 1 is indecomposable if, and only if, i = pk for k =  0,1, • • •.
T heorem  2.6.8. A(p) as algebra over Fp is generated by ft, V° and V pk \/k > 0.
Now, consider the map on generators
'ijj(ft) =  (3 (g) id + id 0  ft,
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and
■4>(Vk) = Y  ® v i
0<i<k
extends to a homomorphism of algebras which is represented the comultiplication map of 
Fp-coalgebra A(p). Thus
i/j : A(p) — > A{p) ® A(p).
Theorem  2.6.9. A(p) is a connected, biassociative and cocommutative graded Fp-Hopf 
algebra.
Chapter 3 
Projective Spaces FPn
3.1 R P n, CPn and MPn
3.1.1 Topological viewpoint
Let F =  Fd to be one of topological fields R, C or H (not necessary commutative). We 
denote by to the dimension of the R-algebra F, and since R =  (1),C  =  (1, z) and 
M = (1, z, j ,  fc); thus c?f =  d =  1, 2  or 4 respectively according as R, C or M. Define Fn to be 
the right vector space of n-tuples over F, with the usual inner product (x, y) =  XT=i x iVii 
where x  =  (zi, • ■ • , x„), y  =  (yi, • • • , yn)- y{ e  F and & is the conjugate of then Fn 
an inner product space, i.e. for x i ,x 2 ,y i ,y 2 £ Fn, and A G F.,
L (xiA ,yi) =  (xi,yi)A ; (x^yiA ) =  (xi,yi)A ,
2 . ( x i + x 2 ,y i) =  (x i,y i)  +  (x2 ,y i) ,
3. ( x i , y i + y 2) =  (x i,y i)  +  (x i ,y 2),
4- (x i,y i)  =  (yTTxT).
Consider the following subspace from F:
Gy — {u e  F|im  =  1 ),
so that; G r =  S'0, Gc =  S 1 and Gh =  S3, moreover; Gf is a topological group. Consider 
also Sdn_1 the unit sphere that is contained in Fn i.e.
Sdn~l =  {x G Fn |(x ,x ) =  1}.
Now, consider the scalar multiplication th a t is define by x  ■ u = {x\U, ■ ■ • , x nu), such tha t 
x  G Sdn_1 and u G Gp. Note tha t from the first property of the inner product we have 
(xit, xit) =  (x, x)im  =  1. Thus, the previous scalar multiplication preserves the definition 
of S dn~ \  for tha t reason we can define the following action;
(p : S dn_1 x Gf — > S dn_1, y?(x, it) =  xu.
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In this context, the group Gf acts on the right of 5 dn_1, and since an action gives a 
partition and so an equivalence relation. We say that x  and y  are equivalent if there is 
an u G Gp such that y  =  x  • u.
D efin ition  3.1.1 (Projective spaces). The quotient space S dn~l /  where ~  is the 
equivalence relation tha t has been defined above, is said to be (n - l) th  real, com plex  
and quaternionic projective space according as the F is R, C or H. It is denoted by 
F P n_1.
3.1.2 Algebraic definition
If we regard the equivalence relation ~  as a relation among Fns vectors, that is; v ~  
u <=> u ■= Xv, such tha t A G F and u ,v  are non-zero vector. Then the vectors of Fn are 
classified to a set of equivalence classes by this equivalence relation. We denoted by [u] 
to the class of vectors containing vector v.
From the first glance we can see tha t the set of all vectors in [x] are just multiples of 
v, tha t means; they are a vector space of dimension one with a single basis element v. 
From this we can define F P n_1  to be the set of all one dimensional vector subspaces from 
Fn. In fact this definition is just particular case for Fn. The general one is the following.
D efin ition  3.1.2 (Projective space of a vector space). The set of all one dimensional 
vector subspaces of a vector space V  of dimension n  over an arbitrary field F  is said to 
be the projective space o f V , and is denoted by P n -1(V).
Let V  be an n-dimensional vector space equipped with the complete flag, namely; 
V\ C  V2 C  • • • C  Vn, and suppose v1,v2, - - • i vn an adapted basis for V.  Now, consider 
the algebraic definition of the projective space, we denote to the elements of this space 
by [u] and we called the non-zero vector v the representative vector for the element 
[u] G P n_1 (V). Since V  is an n-dimensional vector space, then v can be uniquely written 
as
v =  X1 V1 H h x nvn
where {iq, • • • , vn} be a given basis for V.  Therefore, the coefficients Xi where i — 1,2, • • • n 
are uniquely determined, so we set [xi, x2, • • • , x n] = [u]. Note if Xv is given to be another 
representative vector then [Xv] =  [u], similarly; [Axi,Ax2 ,--* ,Xxn] =  [xi, £2 , • • • , x n]. 
The notation [xi,X2 ,-** , x n] are known a hom ogeneous coordinate. The reason be­
hind construction of the homogeneous coordinate is the following.
To describe Pn -1 (y ) , assume that Wn is given to be the subset from Pn -1(P) with 
homogeneous coordinates [xi,X2 , • • * , x n] such tha t xn ^  0 , then each one of them can be 
rewritten as
[xi, x 2, , x n] = [x i /x n, x 2/ x n, • • • ,1],
=  [2/1 , y2 , * * * , 2/n-1 , 1 ] =  K i-1-
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However, this gives a part of Pn(Vr), because we do not describe the vectors whose cor­
responding homogeneous coordinates having the form [xi,x2, • • • , £n_ i ,0 ], but these are 
homogeneous coordinates to the corresponding vectors which are written by:
v =  X1U1 +  x 2v2 H b x n-\Vn-i ,
it is clear tha t v is an element in Pn-2 (V). Consequently,
P ^ -^V ) =  Vn^ U P n- 2(V).
3.1.3 Geometric description
Geometrically the previous equivalence relation can be regards as the equation of F-line 
through the origin of Fn, in other word; I = {Ax|A G R, C or H, and x  € Mn, Cn or Hn}.
Hence, we can define the projective space by the following way.
D efin itio n  3.1.3 (Projective space). T h e  n - th  rea l, com plex  q u a te rn io n ic  p ro je c ­
tiv e  space  F P 71 is the set of all F-lines through the origin in the space Fn+1. In tha t 
case,
F P n =  F n+1 — 0 / ~  such tha t x  ~  y  x  =  Ay 
where x, y £ Fn+1 and A E F.
3.2 Infinite complex projective space
As we have seen tha t CP m = S 2mJrl/ S l . Let [z0, z ly ■ • • , zm\ an element in C P m, then we 
can define the inclusion map i : CP m — > C P m+1 by
i{[zo, %!•> ’ i ^m]) \^0i ; Zrm 0].
The in fin ite  com plex  p ro je c tiv e  sp ace  which is denoted by CP°° is define to be the
union of all finite complex projective spaces
oo
c P°° = | J  C P m.
m =0
We denote by (CP°°)fc to the Cartesian product of k copies of infinite complex projective 
spaces CP°° x • • • x CP°°.
The CW-complex structure of CP°° is
CP°° = e°Uf e2 Ur -- Uf  e2m Uf  • • • (3.1)
i.e a single cell in each dimension 2i for i > 0 and no cells in odd dimension. This cell 
structure can be obtained by induction and the following fact.
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T heorem  3.2.1. For each integer n > 0, CP n =  C P n 1 U/  e2n such that the attaching 
map f  : S 2n~l — > C P n~l is given by f (z0, • • • , zn_i) = [z0, • • • , zn. i].
Proof. Sketch of proof, define
h : C P 71- 1 Uf  e2n — > C P n,
by h([z0, • • • , zn_ i]) =  [2;0, • • • , 2„_i, 0] if [ap,• • • ,zn_1] e  C P 71-1, and for (2 0, • • • , zn- i)  G 
e2n take h(z0, • • • , 2n-i)  — [^ o, ■ • • > 2n-i, \ / l  ~  l-^ ol2 — • • • — |zn_ i|2]. First, h is a well de­
fined map, the continuity of h is clear since it is a continuous on C P n_1  and e2n. Fur­
thermore, because C P n_1  and e2n are both compact, implies C P n_1  U/ e2n is a compact. 
Finally, C P n is a Hausdorff topological space and h is a continuous bijective, then h is a 
homeomorphism. □
Regarding the cohomology and the homology of CP°°, according to 3.1 we can deduce 
the n-dimensional celluar chains which are given by
f<r -  J i e2n “  if n is even’ such that i  eUn{Ur ) — < .. . , ,
1 0 , it n is odd.
By the same way we can obtain the n-dimensional celluar cochains which are
C " (€ F “ ) = , .
0 , if n  is odd;
j e 2n =  Z, if n  is even, such that j  G Z.
While, the boundary and the coboundary operators of such sequences are automatically 
defined to be the zero maps, since they are homomorphisms from or to trivial.
Now, assume F an arbitrary field or a commutative ring with unit, then the previous 
chain complex and cochain complex of CP°° implies the following sequences
dn+i dn dn—\ d2 d\
. . .   > o --------> F -------► 0 -------> F --------> • • • -------> F ------- > 0 -------> F.
Thus
and
dn+ 1 dn- 1 f t  ^
0 < F <--------0 < F <   • • <-------F < 0 <-------F.
i fB( c p » ;F )  =  P ’ * niser ;
0 , if n is odd ,
H n(CP°°;F) =  |  ° ’ i f n i s o d d ;
IF , if n  is even.
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T h e o re m  3.2.2. The ring H*(CP00;¥p) = Fp[:r]; where x has degree 2.
Proof. Sketch of proof. If x  is taken to be a generator for H 2(CP°°; Fp), then 
the non-zero element x 2 = x  ^  x  G H 4(CP°°;¥p) can be chosen to be a generator for 
H 4(CP°°; Fp), and so x n = x ^  ^  x  (n-times) is the non-zero element tha t generates
H 2n(CP°°\¥p). Thus as graded algebra over Fp, H*(CP°°; Fp) =  Fp[x]. □
Recall tha t if F is a field or H l(X;¥)  is free module for F, then from the Kunneth  
formula for cohomology we have H*(X  x I ; F ) « F ( I ; F ) ®  H*{X\  F), so that
H*(CP°° x CP°°;Fp) «  H*(CP°°; Fp) 0  H*(CP°°; Fp),
and from tensor product properties we have Fp[x] 0  Fp[y] «  Fp[x,y]. From that we can 
deduce, the cohomology of the Cartesian product of Axfolds of infinite complex projective 
spaces with coefficients in a field of characteristic p is a polynomial algebra over tha t field 
in A;-variables, i.e.
H*(CP°° x • • • x CP°°-Fp) «  Fp[a;i, x2, • • • , x kl  (3.2)
such tha t each variable Xi has dimension 2 , where i = 1 , • • • ,k.
Now, we wish to investigate the action of A(p)  on H*((CP°°)k; Fp) which is easily 
described when we know the action of Steenrod reduce power V 1 on the generators Xj of 
H*((CP°°)k; Fp). Then Cartan argument illustrates that if we have two or more generators 
x i , x 2 ,x 3, then V l(x ix2x 3) =  ^2r+s+t=iP r(x i )Vs(x2)Vt (x3 ). The following lemma shows 
the action of V 1 and /? on a generator Xj.
L em m a 3.2.3. Let xj  G H 2((CP°°)k; Fp), then for an integer k > 0,
a) (3{xk) = 0,
b) V l{xk) = where the binomial coefficient is reduced modp.
Proof. a) From the definition of Bockstein homomorphism (chapter two section 6 ) 
we have /3(xk) — {(3{xj))k and
/? : H n( X; Fp) — ► H n+1(X-,¥p),
so since \xj\ = 2 this implies \/3(xj)\ — 3. But the construction of if*(C P°°;Fp) shows 
that H 3(CP°°: F„) =  0. Thus BixA = 0 for any component j in the Cartesian product. 
Hence f f i xk) = {(3{xj))k = 0.
b) See [24] for the proof of this part of the lemma. An alternative proof for this fact 
is, if i > k then the result holds from axiom 3 (2.6). When i < k, then applying Cartan 
formula implies this
k —tim es
T'(xkj ) =  'Pl{x]xf~~x^)= Y i  r u (xj ) - - - V ik(xj).
tiH |-tfc=i
i
\
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since k > i, in the string t\ + 1 2 +  • • • +  £& =  i there are at least k — i of tn = 0 such that 
n  =  {1,2, • • • , k}, but we do not know which they are. Therefore, we need to pick out i 
of tn (which are may be non-zero) from k, thus the previous expression can be reduced 
and rearranged as follows
V i{xkj ) = C \ x ) - i Y .  ‘P*"(xj ) - - - ‘P**{xj ).
tni H---
Now unless tni = t n 2  = • • • =  tUi =  1, the right hand side of the previous relation is zero 
according to axiom 3 (2.6), hence we get from axiom 2 (2.6) tha t
Y  ’Ptni ix i) ■ ■ ■ 'Ptni (x j) = xT .
tnj H Wni —t
so the lemma is proven. □
As we have seen in above discussion tha t //* (C P °°;Fp) is an Fp-algebra. To view this 
algebra as an Hopf algebra we need to define a coproduct on H*(CP°°; Fp) which is given 
by N(x)  =  x ® l  +  l® a :.
The homology H*(CP°°; Fp) may be regarded as a dual of the Hopf algebra H*(CP°°; Fp). 
In this case the additional structure is carried, while the product in H*(CP°°; Fp) induces 
from the coproduct of H*(CP°°; Fp). In other word, if A is the comultiplication map, 
then A : Z/*(CP°°;Fp) — > H*(CP°°; Fp) ® H*(CP°°; Fp). The dualisation of tha t map 
gives the following one A* : if*(CP°°;Fp) ® IT*(CP00;Fp) — > H*(CP°°;Fp), so our aim 
is finding A*(x ® y) which is denoted by x • y, from the known one A.
We treat a basis {1, V2 , • • •} of i/*(C P°°;Fp) such th a t vn G H 2 n{EP°°] Fp) that
satisfies
/„ xm\ =  / 1- ifTO =  n;
fo ,  otherwise.
where x m is a basis element in H 2 m(CP°°] Fp).
Assume th a t Vj • Vk is dual to taking the coproduct in iP (C P °°; Fp) which is given by:
A(x) =  x ® l  +  l® x ,  (3.3)
and then
m ,  \
A(xm) = Y  ( 1^ ® ^ ,
so Vj • Vk is the element in degree 2j  +  2 k (In fact P 2(j+fc)(CP°°; Fp) =  {%Vj+k ■ £ G Fp}) 
tha t satisfies
(Vj • vk, x m) = (Vj ® vk, A ( x m))
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since Vj • v k has degree 2 ( j  +  k ) , this will be non-zero only if m = j  -I- k in which case 
( V j  ■ v k , x m) = ( v j  0  v k , A ( x m))
= (vj P  x% ® xj+k~l)
i = 0 ^  1 '
= ( v j 0  v k , ^  ^  x j 0  x k)
j  +  k  
j
If j  + k  < p , then ( ^ k) ^  0 mod p . Thus
V j • V k =  ^  ^  ^  v j + k , (3.4)
so easily someone can check tha t the multiplication which is derived in equation 3.4 is a 
commutative and associative.
For that we can interpret the basis {1 , Vi, v2, ■ • • } of P*(CP°°; Fp) to other language as 
follows. We denote by uf =  1 , v\ =  v\ and by v\ =  v \  v\ (r-times) where r  < p, for ex­
ample; v\ =  vi-vi = 2u2, by using the induction and 3.4 we get; if v\~l =  (r — l)!ur_i, then 
v\ = r\vr. Then V\ can be introduced as a generator for / /^ ( C P 00; Fp) where 7\ < 2 p  — 2 .
The reason why we do not extend v\ to be a generator for whole P*(CP°°; Fp) like 
x  in the cohomology case is because v\ = p \ v p =  0 mod p . That is, we need to pick a
generator for H 2P(CP°°; Fp). Set vp to be a generator for H 2P(CP°°; Fp). Using the same
notations tha t have been used in previous paragraph, observe tha t according to Lucas’s 
theorem we have vip • VjP =  (%+j 3 )v(i+j)p and so vrp =  r\vrp, implies tha t {ui,up} can be 
regarded as generators for P t 2 (CP°°; Fp) if we exclude v\ where T2 < 2 ( p 2 — 1 ).
Repeating the same argument inducts tha t the set {v i ,vp,vp2 , • • • } such tha t vpn =  0 
for all integer n > 0  generates P*(CP°°; Fp), in other word; P*(CP°°; Fp) is a truncated 
polynomial algebra over Fp tha t generates by upn, Vn > 0 which are truncated at power 
p  for each generator i.e.
Fp) =  Fp[ui, tip,. . .  ] /K ,  vg,. . .  ].
Similarly, applying Kunneth  formula for homology implies
ff»((CF°°),!; Fp) =  H ,{C P °°; F„) <8> • • • ® F»(CP°°; Fp) (fc-times) 
and from the following property of tensor product
Fp[xi, xp, . . .  ]/[x%, xp, . . .  ]0F p[yi,yp, . . .  ] /[$ ,  yp, . . . ]  = Fp[x1:y i , x p, yp . . .  ]/[xp1: y{, xp, yp, . . .  ]
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we deduce the Fp-homology of the £;-copies of infinite complex projective space
TT f(<T P°°W IFT — ^p[(a'1)1’ ’ (*^ fc) 11 • • • 1 ( x k )p i • • • ] /q cr\
3.3 The action of A(p) on H*((CP°°)k] ¥p)
The same ideas tha t have been used to derive the multiplication map of P*(C P°°;Fp) 
which is induced by the comultiplication of P*(CP°°; Fp), can be developed here. From 
the left action of the opposite algebra A op(p) of Steenrod algebra A(p)
P* : j r ( C P ° ° ;F p) —■> 7P(CP°°; Fp).
We can determine the action of the operations dual, to be the right action of A(p) on 
P*(C P°°;Fp) which is defined by
{xm,{vk)V i) = ( V \ x m),vk)
where x m G iP (C P °°; Fp), Vk G P*(CP°°; Fp) and V 1 G A op(p). We denote to (vk)Vl by 
Vi(vk) to keep in our mind this is the action of the dual operation of V 1. In this context,
Vi : P*(C P°°;Fp) — ► P*(CP°°; Fp).
Furthermore, we can detect Cartan argument conduct for these new operations. Finally, 
these two ideas enable us to describe the right action of the of Steenrod algebra over Fp 
on P*((C P°°)fc;F p)
The following lemma is the same as lemma 3.2.3 but in dual case, in this lemma we 
will show the action of Vi on the basis {1 , v \ , V2 , • ■ ■ } of P*(CP°°; Fp). The proposition 
tha t follows the lemma is devoted to the action of Vi on the the generators upr where 
r  > 0 and 0 < n < p —l o f  P*(CP°°; Fp).
L em m a 3.3 .1 . For any integers i, k > 0 and Vk G P 2fc(CP°°; Fp) then
t>( \ _  ( k ~ i { p ~  1 )\'iiVk)  1  ^ J^k—i(p— 1)-
where the binomial coefficient is reduced modp.
Proof. From the action of V 1 on an element x m G i / 2m(CP°°; Fp) (lemma 3.2.3), we 
will find the action of its dual Vi on v^- Recall (x m, Vk) = 1 when k = m  and 0 if k ^  m. 
That is
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{xm,V l{vk) ) = { V \ x m),vk),
—  /  ( m \  ~ m + i ( p - 1)=  (( • )xm+^ , v k),
m '(xm*i<*-1\ v k) 1
{x iVk—i[p— l)),
{x i Vk—i(jp—1)) •
k — i(p — 1) 
z
Thus
T>( \ ^ f k ~ i ( p -  ! ) \> i \ X k ) (  ^ 1 Xk —i{jp—1) ■
□
From the first glance for lemma 3.3.1 we see tha t if k < i(p — 1), then Vi(vk) — 0. 
P ro p o s itio n  3.3.2. For t , r  are non-negative integers and 0 < n < p — 1.
nviv% \  i f r  = 1;
{ - l y - ' n v i v P - 1 • • • vp~\VpF1, i f r  > 1.
f 0, if  t > r — 1 ;
VptiVpr) = < nVpr-iVpF1, if  t = r -  1 ;
[ ( - 1  y -^nVptyPy]  • • • vp~\vpF l , if  t < r -  1.
Before starting the proof of the proposition we need the following preliminaries:
D efin ition  3.3.3. Any positive integers n and m  are said to be complement to each 
other with respect to the p-adic expansion if Vz either =  0 or bi = 0, where a ,^ bi are the 
coefficients of pl in the p-adic expansion of n and m respectively. We said m  has p-adic 
expansion complement to the p-adic expansion of m  or conversely.
Lem m a 3.3.4. Let i and j  are positive integers, such that i is complement to j  with 
respect to the p-adic expansion, then V{ Vj — vi+j.
Proof. Assume tha t i = ao +  aip +  • • • +  anpn and j  = bo + b\p +  • • • +  bmpm are 
the p-adic expansion for z and j  respectively. Take t = m ax(n , m)  since z has p-adic 
expansion complement to j , then easily we infer the p-adic expansion of z +  j  which is
given by z +  j  =  (a0 +  b0) +  (ai +  b{)p H-------1- (at + b^p*. Now, applying Lucas’s theorem
to calculate the following binomial coefficient, if t = n implies
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because each binomial coefficient in the right hand side is written by either (“*) =  1 or 
by (bg) =  1 where 0 < k < n. Thus, ViVj = (f+f ) v i+j = Vi+j. Similarly, if t = m, then we
can use the same argument, so the lemma is proven. □
C o ro lla ry  3.3.5. For any positive integer i, Vi — vaovaiPva 2 P 2 • • • vanPn, where a0, ai, • • • , an 
are the coefficients of the p-adic expansion ofi .
Proof. From the assumption of the corollary we have Vi — vao+aip+a2P2 ...+anPn. Im­
mediately, from the previous lemma we get the result, just we need to observe th a t each 
component of any p-adic expansion is complement to the other components with respect 
to the p-adic expansion. □
During the following proof we will use the corollary 3.3.5 without comment.
Proof, [proposition 3.3.2] In fact, lemma 3.3.1, the relation vpr =  n\vnpr and Lucas’s 
theorem are the keys of the proof of this proposition. Starting with Vi{vpr) when r = 1, 
then
is given by npr — (p — 1 ) =  1 -I- (p — l)p  +  (p — l)p 2 -I 1- (p — l)pr 1 +  (n — 1 )pr , so that;
P i  ( v p )  =  P i ( n ]-Vnp) = n \ V i ( v np)
n.ViV^n — i'jp
=ra>1vj; 1
If r  > 1 , then Vi{vpr) = n!(npr_| p_1^)unpr_(p_1), but the p-adic expansion of npr — (p— 1)
^ l +  (p - l)p - |- (p - l)p 2H-----|- (p - l)p r'~ 1+ ( n - l ) p ,
n\viV^p—i p^v^p—i ^p 2 • • • V(j)—\}pr-\V(n—\
Now, using the fact U(p_i)ps =  p^\ y Vps 1 for 1 <  s < r — 1 , and Wilson’s Theorem 
( p -  1)! =  - 1 , gives
Pi(Vpr) = ( - l ) r lnv 1 vvp l vvp21 • • • u
Turning to the case Vpt{vpr) =  n!(npr-^ _1 )^?;npr_J,t (p_p. Firstly, when t > r — 1, then 
npr — pt (p — 1 ) <  0, so that; Vpt(vpr) = 0. Secondly, if t = r — 1 , then
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Finally, when t < r — 1, so Vpt(vpr) =  n!(npr p^ p ^ ) v npr_pt(p_i), however; the p-adic
expansion of npr —pt (p—l) = pl +  (p — l)p t+1 +  (p — l)p*+2-I------ 1- (p — ljp 7--1 +  (n — l)pr ,
implies
/t-) / n \   J n p r - p \ p -  l ) \
^ p t \V p r )  ^ 1 ^npr—p*(p—1)
_ n l l / l  0  /  \ 0  /  I  0  /  \  0  J v pt + ( p - 1)pt+1+ - + ( p - 1)pr~ 1+ ( n - i ) p r
7l\vpt V^ p—\ p^t+l V(j)—\ p^t + 2 • • • V(j)—\ p^T-lV(ji—\ p^r 
= ( - 1  y - ^ n v ^ y - ^  • • • v p- } lV; T \
□
While, Cartan argument for the dual case is constructed by the following way:
(Vi(u 0 v ) , x 0  y) ={u 0  v, V l(x 0  y))
i
=(u (g) v, ^  V l~n(x) 0  V n(y))
n= 0
i
=  ® n, P*_n(x) ® V n{y))
n = 0 
i
=  J > ,  **""(*)) <«,?>"(j,)>
n=0
i
= ^ 2  (Vi~n M  (^)» 2/)
n=0
i
=  X ] ^ - nM  ®'Pn(v)1 xC) y)
n = 0 
i
=  ( % 2 ' P i - n ( u ) ® V n{ v ) , X ® y ) ,
n —0
therefore; 0  v) = Yln= 0 'Pi-niy) 0  'Pn(v). Now, using the following isomorphism 
on the generators a (u r <g> v3) = urvs which have been used implicitly, we get Vi(uv) —
T,'n=o'P >-n(U)'P n {v ) .
Part II
Annihilated Elements M*(k) and the 
Subring of Lines L*(k).
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Chapter 4 
On M*(k) and M*(k)
4.1 Motivation
Let H*(k) be the graded truncated polynomial algebra over Fp where p is an odd prime 
number, which is defined in relation 3.5. That is to say, H*(k) = (£)Jli H(xi)  where 
H(x{) =  Fp[(rCt)i, (xi)p, ■ ■ ■ ]/[(^ i)i, (x i)pi ■ ■ • ], and from the previous chapter we have seen 
that H*(k) = H*(CP°° x • • • x C P°°;Fp). Moreover, Steenrod algebra mod p, which is
s----------- V----------- '
k —tim es
denoted by A(p)  has an action on the right of H*((CP°°)k; Fp), thus on H*(k) given by 
proposition 3.3.2] and Cartan formula. That is A*(p) 0  H*(k) — > this action
allows us to view iL*((CP°°)fc; Fp) as an algebra over Hopf  algebra A*(p).
The main object in our study is the ring M*(k) which consists of the elements of 
H*(k) which are mapped to zero by all elements of strictly positive degree of A(p).  In 
other word, M*(k) is obtained from the intersection of KerO for all 6  G A +(p). Ac­
cording to [6 ] we can reformulate this problem as follows. From Steenrod algebra A(p)  
properties, we need to consider the action of (the dual operations) Vj and (3* which are 
defined in chapter 3.3 previously. Lemma 3.2.3.a shows tha t Bockstein homomorphism 
acts trivially on H*((CP°°)k; Fp), by duality the right action of Bockstein homomorphism 
(3 also trivial on H*(k), so Kerfi* = H*(k), thus we do not need to regard the action of (3*.
kOn the other hand, if (3 is disregarded then the remaining generators for A(p)  are V p 
where k — 0 ,1 , 2 , • • •, in addition; V°  =  1 . Obviously, the reason why V°  is excluded is 
K e r P 0 = 0 this implies =  0. For tha t we need only to consider the right action ofk / \P p which we denote by Ppk for the same values of k. Therefore, the object M*{k) now 
obviously means
Hd(k) D Md(k) =  f ] K e r P pt.
t >  0
The problem of calculating the subalgebra of H*(k), which is denoted by M*(k) tha t 
contains the annihilated elements by the set of all Ppk, where k = 0 ,1 , • * * important 
problem for many different aspects, for the following reasons:
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• It is the corresponding (dual) problem to what is known the h it  p ro b lem . The 
problem of finding M*(k) = P ( k ) / A p P(k),  where P(k)  is the polynomial algebra 
in A;-variables, Ap is the augmentation ideal in Steenrod algebra A(p),  and ApP(k )  
is the notation of the set of all elements in the image of Ap tha t are called h its . 
However, M*(/c) has stronger structure than M*(k ) because the former is subalgebra 
of H*(k) , the object M*(k)  has various application in many mathematics subjects 
such stable homotopy theory, representation theory, and in from where this problem 
had been arisen, tha t is; finding the set of minimal generators for H*(BV,  Fp) as 
^4(p)-module [14]. For more details see [9].
• The second reason emerges from Wood’s observation in [29] for the representation 
of GL(k,Fp) which states tha t all irreducible representations of GL(V)(GL(k,  Fp)) 
might be found in M*(k). That is to say, an enormous chunk will be disregarded 
when M*(k) =  0, and for those where M*(k) ^  0 the dimensions will be known. In 
[6 ] and [7] Crossley gives a complete description in case of GL(2 ,F p).
Recall tha t Vi : Hn((CP°°)k,¥ p) — > i / n_j(p_i)((C P00)fc, Fp) and the previous discus­
sion admits i = pl for t > 0, where our aim is to calculate A/*(fc), so Vpt : Hn((CP°°)k, ¥p) — 
Hn+pt_pt+i((CP°°)k,¥ p) gives a hint tha t is for a specific degree n  we are not required to 
find the K erVpt for all t > 0, but for some t.
The Vs tha t we need are those satisfy the inequality pt+l < n pl , while; otherwise
i.e. p t+ 1  > n  +  pl the image of Vpt automatically will be zero. For instance, M n(k) = 
Hn((CP°°)k, Fp) for 1 <  n < p — 1, because there is no t > 0 satisfies n  +  pl > pt+1.
4.2 The Spikes in H*(k)
The first appearance of the term spike was in William M. Singer's work in 1991, see [2 1 ]. 
In an analogous way, but in dual case we give the following definition of a spike.
D efin itio n  4.2.1 (Spike). A monomial
s = (zi ) i_1(a:i ) r 1 • • • f e o r ' t e ) ? - 1 . . .  (z2)“?2 • • • (® *)r1(a:t ) r 1 • • • (x^ 7 * € H *(k^
such tha t i i , . . . ,  ifc >  0  and 0  <  a i , . . . ,  a* < p — 1 is called spike.
Note, the degree of a spike (Xi)p1 ~1 (x2)p1~1 .. .  (x k)^_1. . .  ( x i ) ^  {x2 ) a *i2 . . .  (xk)pk is given 
by d = (ai +  l)pZl + (a 2 + l ) p t2 +  . .. (ak + l)plk — k, and the permute of any {pln, an), (pZm, am) 
between x n and x m produces another spike in this degree, unless p%n =  p%rn and an = am, 
thus the set of all such permutations gives all spikes in this degree which have the same 
degree form. Particularly, a spike in H*(l) is given by x ^ x ?- 1 . . .  2y .
T h e o re m  4.2.2 (Crossley). The basis for  1) where d =  ( a +  1 )p* — 1, such that i > 0 
and I < a < p — 1 is given by . . .  x*t . Otherwise Md( 1) =  0.
P ro p o s itio n  4.2.3. I f  there is a spike of degree d in H*(k), then it is in Md{k).
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Proof. Assume
s  = ( ^ r ^ o r 1 • • • fe )° .‘, f e O i^ f e ) ? - 1 ■ • • v ) “?2 • • • f e r v o r 1 • • • f e ) ? * a sPike
in H*(k), then for t > 0
vv,{s)=vP, (fervor1 • • • fe)?. fer'fer1 • • • fe)£ • • • fervor1 • • • fe)&)
Applying Cartan formula implies
rAs) = E (fervor1., .fe);;,) (fer'fer'-fe)?.).
ni+n2H hn/c=pt
according to theorem 4.2.2, we have VUj ( f e ) i  \ xj)p 1 • • • (xj )% )  = °> for > °> so
each summand in the above expression will be zero, and this shows Vpt(S) = 0  for any 
integer t > 0. Hence, S  G M d(k). □
In addition to the previous proposition, if such spike exist in M d(k), then it will be 
a basis element (obviously, because it is a monomial). In fact, the significant difference 
between the case when p =  2  and p is given to be odd prime is tha t in the former if 
M d(k) 7  ^ 0, then there is at least a spike. By contrast, when p is odd it is not necessary 
to see that. For instance, (see [6 ], [7]) for the annihilated elements Mps+2 +^+1 p^s+i+pS_2 (2 ) 
such that 0 < i < j  < p — 3 and 5 >  0, similarly; our calculations expose that the 
annihilated elements in degree n = p s + 3  +  2ps+2 +  ps+l +  2ps — 3 does not involve a spike.
As we have seen one of the important application of M*(k) and M*(k)  is to detect 
whether M d{k) =  0 ( M d(k) = 0) or not, tha t means; in which degree d all polynomials 
will be hits, tha t is A +(p)P(k) =  P(k). On the other side, in which degrees the KerQ are 
disjoint sets V# G A(p).
In fact, the answer of these questions states according as *4(2), or A(p)  where p > 2 .
In the case of *4(2), the complete answer was the proof of Frank Peterson conjecture 1987 
[14] by R.M .W  Wood in 1988 [30] which states
T h eo rem  4.2.4 (Wood). M d(k) = 0 a(d  +  k) > k, where a(n) is the number of 
digits in 2 -adic expansion of n.
Turning to case A(p),  here it seems to be there were many efforts to address this 
problem, the first one was in the work of Chen and Shen in 1990 Barcelona conference 
on algebraic topology [20]. Followed by Crossley in [8 ] with the following theorem:
T h eo rem  4.2.5 (Crossley). I f  d and k satisfy one of the following conditions, then 
M d(k) = 0.
1 . ap(d +  k) > k(k +  1 ){p — l ) / 2 7
2 . ap((d +  k)(p -  1 )) > k{p -  1 ).
where ap(n) = Yli>on ii suc^ tha t be the digits in p-adic expansion of n.
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T h eo rem  4.2.6. Let d be an integer such that 0 < d < pk +  pk 1 +  • • • +p — k then Md{k) 
is non-trivial. Moreover, the first Md(k) =  0 occurs when d = pk H—  • +  p +  1 — k.
Proof. For 0 < d < p — 1, it is clear tha t each d can be represented by d — (a +  1) — 1
such tha t 0 < a < p — 1 , and theorem 4.2.2 implies tha t Md(k) 0. Now, assume
that p < d < pk +  pk~l +  • • • +  p — k. Then d lies in one of the following inequalities
pt _|_ pt-i  _| pi+1 + pl -1------+ p  — [i +  i); where i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  k — 1. That
is to say, for each i
0 < d -  (pl +  pl~l H \~P~i)  < Pt+ 1  ~  1
so, can be written as
d -  (pl +  p l~l H \-p — i) = atp1 +  ai-ip l~l H 1- a\p +  a0
i.e.
d =(cii +  1 )p* +  i +  l)p*  ^ +  • • • +  (<2i +  1 )p +  flo ~ i 
= (cii +  1 )p* — 1 +  {CLi—1 +  1 1 — 1 +  • • • +  (di +  1 )p — 1 +  (aQ +  1) — 1
such tha t 0  <  ao, . . .  < p — 1 , unless ai =  a2 =  . . .  a* =  0 , then 1 < ao < p — 1
since pl+l — 1 > 0 , and i < k — 1 . Theorem 4.2.2 reveals if d* =  (an +  T)pn — 1, then 
Md* (1) 7^  0 . Thus, we get that Md(k) contains at least one element for any d in that range 
which comes from the multiplication of i +  1 different elements each one of them belongs 
to M(ai+1)pi_1(l) for i = 0 , 1 , • • • , k — 1 , in other word; any degree contains at least a spike.
The previous discussion show that Md{k) 7  ^ 0 for any d < pk + •■■+ p — k. Now 
consider,
d = pk + -- -+  p + l  — k
So,
a p({d + k ) ( p -  1)) =  (& +  l ) ( p -  1)
according to the second condition in theorem (5.2.5) we get M d(k) =  0 in this degree or 
correspondingly, Md(k) = 0. □
Chapter 5 
Some results On 3)
5.1 Calculation of M (^3).
For the rest of this chapter we will deal with H*(3), unless otherwise it will mentioned. As 
we defined H(k)  with slightly difference in the notation, we define H*(3), and use x , y , z  
instead of x i , x 2 ,x^n i.e.,
H(3) = F p[ x ] , y i , zi ,xp, yp,zp, ■ ■ ■]/[xp1,y^,z\,x%,y%, zg, . . . ]  
x C P ”  x C P " ,F p).
The following theorem and the next one are the main results in this section. We use 
the same techniques used in [2] and [6].
T heorem  5.1.1. The dimension of M n{3) for  1 < n < p 2 is given according to the 
following table:
Table 5.1: Dim M n(3)
Degree , n Dim Mn(3)
1 <  n < p — 1 (n+l)(n+2)2
n  =  a +  p, (a +  2 ) ( p - l )  +  £fcU if a ^  p — 1
0 < a < p — 1.
p2 +  2 + p(P-D if a = p — 1
bp(p 1) 1 b(6-a)(a+2)- (p-a-2)(p-a-3) if a < b
n = a +  b p ,
0 < a < p  — 1, 6p(p 1) 1 (a+2)(a+1)_(p-a_2)(p_a_3) if a >  b and a ^  p  — 1
1 < b  < p  — 1.
b p ( p  1) +  p(p+1>+1,(«>+3) if a =  p — 1
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Proof. As we have observed in the last paragraph of section 4.1 tha t M n(3) =  Hn(3) 
for 1 < n < p — 1, so it is easy to detect the basis here since each element of degree n  in 
this range can be written as a linear combination from the monomials x™yk~mZi~k where
0 < k < n  and 0 < m  < k, so that; dimension M n{3) =  (W+1KW+2),
In general we consider only the homogeneous polynomial in i/*(3) because the image 
of homogeneous terms under Vpt for t > 0 is either zero or homogeneous terms, so if there 
is a cancellation between these images, then it comes from those homogeneous terms. 
Furthermore, for p < n < p2 calculation of Mn(3) requires to find only KerV\  since the 
argument in section 4.1 indicates tha t the only values of t that satisfy n + pl > pt+l are 
t = 0,1 for the degrees (p — l)p < n < p2, otherwise only t = 0. On the other hand, 
proposition 3.3.2 tell us; the operation Vp send any monomial of degree less than p2 to
zero, so the only consideration operation in this case will be V\.
In fact, any polynomial of degree n  where p < n < p2 consists of {x \ ,y i ,  z i , x p, yp, zp}, 
and because it is a homogeneous, the sum of the exponent of Xi ,y i , z \  must be a constant 
modp. Let a to be tha t constant, then the total power of Xi ,y i ,z i  will be a, p +  a or 
2p +  a. Now, observe tha t if we apply V\  on a monomial whose total power of X\, yi, z\ 
is a, then the image (if it does not equal zero) it will be monomial(s) each one has total 
power of x \ , y\ , z\ a +  1.
Similarly, for the remaining cases we will get p +  a +  1 and 2p +  a +  1 as a total power 
respectively. Evidently, the image of the first case does not cancel the other cases image, 
and the same for the other cases, therefore; these cases are disjoint. Consequently, we 
exploit this property to deal with these cases individually, moreover M n(3) is written as 
a direct sum from the kernel of these cases.
C ase 1: Total power =  a, we will consider two separated cases in this case according 
to either a ^  p — I or a = p — 1. In both, the general formula of an arbitrary polynomial 
is given by
e = E E E E Arx?yP"zP4yiP~i4~i for aT e fp t5-1)
k —0 m = 0 i= 0  j = 0
Now, when a < p — 1 applying V\ implies
(9) = E  E  E  E  -  i K mx? y t mzai +1 ' k4 y iP~izT ~ 1
k = 0 m = 0 i= 0 j —0 
k= 0 m = 0 i= 0 j = 0
+  E  E  E  E
k=0 m —0 i= 0  j = 0
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Assuming 6  belongs to M n(3) gives 7^0 =  0, and substituting = y{ = z \  = 0 in 
previous expression and rewriting it produces
EE
2 =  1 j  =  l
+ E E (* +1 _
i = 1 j = l  
2=1 j = l
+ EEE( ( 6+1- ) a;i+1^r*4_1s'p_izp_i
k =0  i = 1 j = l
+ E E E ((*+1 _ +MT) xi,+1yrm4~1yp~i4~i
7Tl=0 2 =  1 j  =  1
+ E E E +1 _ + (* + !-
k =0  2 =  1 j  =  1
+E E E E 0+1 - oaft1# 1 + (» + i- + Mr)
k =  l  771=0 2=1 j  — 1
m +1  k - m  a - k  j - 1  i - j  b - i  _  nx i yi zi yP zP —u
On examining the previous expression we find tha t the terms are independent and 
this implies each one of them is equal to zero. Likewise, it is very noticeable that the 
monomials of each term also linearly independent. Hence, we get, if a ^  p — 1, the 
following relations:
1) cqi°ij_i =  0 for 1 <  i < b and 1 <  j  < i,
2) &i’j -1  =  0 for 1 < i < b and 1 < j  < z,
3) cqj2 = 0 for 1 <  i < b and 1 < j  < z,
4) jo t i f  = — (b +  1 — for 1 <  i < b and 1 <  j  < i where 0 < k < a — 1,
5) =  — (z +  1 — j)otl'J!Xl for 1 <  z < 6 and 1 < j  < i where 0 <  m  < a — 1,
6) (z + 1 — =  —(b + l — fyaii^ i j^  for 1 < i < b and 1 <  j  < i where 0 < k < a — 1,
7) jot.k'™ =  —((b +  1 — +  (^  +  1 — for 1 < z < 6 and 1 < j  < z where
1 < k < a — 1 and 0 <  m  < k — 1.
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According to the above system of linear equations we have linear equations from 
relation (1). Examining the subscript indices of these equations shows they are indepen­
dent because each value of i or j  describes different variable. Obviously, similar thing 
could be seen when one considers the equations in relations (2) and (3).
On the other hand, the superscript indices reveals tha t these equations together are 
independent since a ^  0 (if a = 0, then the relations from (4) to (7) will be finished and 
the equations in relations (1) to (3) will be given by a =  0 for 0 < i < b and 0 < j  < i ,  
tha t means 6  = 0  and this contradict with the assumption since p < d < p2).
Turning to relation (4) that involves .ob^ +1) linear equations which are also indepen­
dent, because of; for a fixed k = c the equations ja°A = — (b +  1 — involve
new variable a cA  for each one such tha t 1 <  i < b and 1 < j  < i, so they are indepen­
dent,likewise; for any value of k such tha t 0 <  k < a — 1.
In addition, these new variables could not seen in (1), (2) and (3) except in two cases. 
The first one, if k = 0, then (4) is given by jc^'J =  —(b +  1 — > but b + 1 — i ^  0 for
1 < i < b implies these equations are independent of the equations in relations (1). The 
second one, when k = a — 1, so (4) becomes j c q j 1,a_1 =  —(6+  1 — similarly;
since j  ^  0 for 1 < j  <  i illustrates why (4) independent of (3). Consequently, the 
equations in (1), (2), (3) and (4) are independent.
The same arguments can be used to shows tha t the equations in (5) are independent 
and they are independent of what are in (1), (2) and (3). To check the independence of 
equations (4) and (5), we need to consider only the case when k = a — 1 and m  = a — 1,
so we get respectively from (4) and (5) the following
a—l,a—1 /? i i -\ a,a
3 a i j  = - ( 6  +  1 - i K i i j - ! ,
and
• a,a—1 / • | -i a,a
J a i , j  = - U  +  l -  j K i i j - i .
Clearly, the equations in the above two systems are independent. Hence, the equation of 
(5) are independent of (1), (2) ,(3) and (4).
By the same way, we can show that the equations of relation (6) are independent and 
independent of the equations in previous relations. Finally, in (7) the following equations
(6 +  1 -  = - j c f f  -  (i +  1 -  j ) ^
for 1 <  i <  b and 1 <  j  < i such tha t 1 <  k < a — 1 and 1 < m  < k — 1, introduce 
for each value of k or m  a new variable(the left side of each equation), tha t is to say; 
these equations are independent. For 1 < i < b and 1 <  j  < i where 1 <  k < a — 2 and 
1 < m  < k — 1 these new variables do not appear in any equation of previous relations, 
so the equations with these value of i , j , h  and m  are independent of what are in previous
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relations.
Whilst, if k = a — 1 we get
(6 +  1 -  iJa jL l+ l, =  • K . / "  -  (« +  1 -  a < 7 + im+t
where 1 < z <  6, I < j  < i and 0 <  m  < a — 2. The equations in this case may be give a 
sense they are dependent on some equations in relation (5), but we will see this is not the 
case when we look at the left superscript index of the right variables in both formulas. 
Moreover, in (7) if the one of right variables dose not free variables, then it depends on 
variables in relation (7) and so on until we stop at the free one. Therefore, the equations 
of relation (7) are independent of the equation in (1) to (6). Hence, all the equations in 
tha t system are independent.
Thus, we have ^L±ll linearly independent equations from relation (1), (2) and (3), so 
adding these we get 3b(b+1) equations. Now relation (4), (5) and (6) gives ab(b+1) linearly 
independent equations, this time adding gives Finally, the number of linearly
independent equations in relation (7) is Hence, the total number of linearly
independent equations we get is b(b+1)(a+3)(a+2) _
On the other hand, the number of variables of 0 is (a+1)(a+2Kb+1)(b+2) _ Conse­
quently, the dimension in this case is given by:
(a +  1) (a +  2) (b +  1) (b +  2) b{b +  l)(u +  3)(u +  2)
Dim Ci = -----------------------------------------------------------------------
4 4
{b +  1) ( cl + 2) ( a  + 1 — b) . .
If a = p — 1, then similar previous argument gives the equations below:
1) ja^ j  =  — (b +  1 — for 1 <  i <  b and 1 < j  <  i where 0 < k < p — 2.
2) jo^'J1 = — (i +  1 — for 1 <  i < b and 1 < j  < i where 0 < m  < p — 2.
3) (i + 1 — = ~{b+ l — for 1 < i < b and 1 <  j  < i where 0 < k < p — 2.
4) j a t i j 1 = — {{b +  1 — i)o^ l ij™!1 +  (i +  1 — j ) a i ^ 1) for 1 <  z < 6 and 1 < j  < i where
1 <  k < p — 2 and 0 < m  < k — 1.
The independence of the equations of the above system can be deduced from the case 
where a < p — 1, so the last relations from (1) to (4) give linearly inde­
pendent equations, whilst; there are p p^L1K b±l)lP+2) variables in the formula (5.1) when 
a = p — 1. Hence, we have
D im  Ci = I h t l l  +  i)  _  b(p -  2 )) (5.3)
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C ase  2: Total power =  a +  p. In this case we will deal with two separate cases 
according to a, the first one when a < p — 1 and the second one is if a = p — 1. For both 
we will use the same technique tha t has been done to proof case (1) to find the dimension. 
Now, if a < p — 1, then an arbitrary polynomial should be written by
d= E E E E ^rxTykrm^+a-k4yr4~i~1
k = a + l  m —0 2=0 j= 0
+E E (5-4)
A;=0 m = k + 1 i= 0 j = 0
Applying V 1 implies
= E E E E - * - i)4fa:r4-m4+“+1_‘4yr4“i"2
fc=a+ l m = 0 i= 0  j = 0
+ E E E D 1 -
b a + l  m = 0  i =  1 j = 0
+ E EE E i4r^+1!/f-m4+0''‘4-i^ 4-i-1
A ;= a+ lm = 0  i = 1 j = 1
+ E E EE(6-*-1)/?5miW+'i“m^+1“"4yr4“i“2
k= 0 m = k + 1 i= 0  j = 0
+ E E EE(i-Mr<tf+k+1~mzrk4yr~'4~i~1
k = 0 m,=k-\-l z = l j = 0
+ E E Ei2^NrVi+k-m4-k4~1yU4~'~1’
k= 0 m = k + 1 2=1 j = 1
rewriting the previous equation subject to the relations = y[ = z \  = 0 gives,
v h =  |f
fc= a+ l 2=1 j = 1
+ E E E (6 -
fc= a+ l 2=1 j = 1 
k = a + 1 2=1 j= 0  
fe=a+ l 2=1 y=0
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+ E
m = a + l 4=1 jr=1
+ E
m = a + 1 i= 1 j = l
+ E EEEi^r^r'^^^r-^r1^ ^ ' 1
fc=a+ l m = 0  4=1 j = l
+ E f  f  E ((+1 - V tT ^ 1
fc=a+ l m = 0  i = l  j = 1
+ E E E I>  - *) ;^-!1xr+l!/rm^+““^ r12/rj4"i"1
fc=a+ l m =0 i = l  jf=l
+E E
k= 0 m =fc+ l 4=1 ji= l
+E E E E (<+1 - jWm-i1*?*1
fc=0 m =fc+ l 4=1 j = l
+E E EE(6-o/^ i1j’^ 1*T,+1»r,k"m^_*<Ii/J_i^ <"1
/c=0 m = /c+ l 4=1 jf=1
If 6  E M*(3) that is, # E K e r V i,
E
k = a + 1 4=1 j = l  
A:=a+1 4=1 j —1
+ E EEo/5,T+(*+l-i)/3“;-t1}<+1yr-m4'1y r ^ 1
m = a + l 4=1 j = l
+ E E E E o^r+ ^+ i-^ i' + ^ -^ t- i1}
A;=a+1 m =0 4=1 j = l
TTi+l fc -m  p + a -/c  J - l  i - j  6 -4 -1  
X 1 y  1 ^1 x p Up z p
+E E EEo^r+^+i-^-i' + ^ -^ t- t1}
fc=0 m =fc+ l 4=1 j = l
xT+ 1^ k - m za-kx i - l y i - } z b-i- l  =  0
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Looking at the last expression we see tha t each constitute summand is independent, 
like; the monomials in these summands. For these reasons,the following relations are 
follow
1) j P i f  =  — (b — for 1 < i < b — 1 and 1 < j  < i where a + l < k < p — 2.
2) jPi 'J 1 = — (z +  1 — for 1 <  i < b — 1 and 1 <  j  < i where a + 1  < m  < p — 2.
3) ( i + l —f i P i ’jLi = i for 1 <  i < b— 1 and 1 < j  < i where a+ 1  <  k < p —2.
4) jPi,'™ = +  (b ~  l j - t 1) for 1 < z < 6 -  1 and 1 <  j  < z where
a + l < k < p  — 1 and 0 <  m  < k — 1.
5) j p t f 1 =  -( (z  +  1 -  +  (& — for 1 <  z < 6 — 1 and 1 <  j  < i where
0 <  k < a — 1 and A; +  l < m < p  — 2.
Note th a t in relation (4) =  A°dTj-i for 1 <  z <  6 — 1 and 1 <  j  < i where
0 < m  < p — 2.
The equations in relation (1) are independent since each value for z ,j and k gives new 
variable. Similarly, for relations (2) and (3). Moreover, the equations in each relation are 
independent of the others because the variables in equations of relation (1) are different 
on the variables in equations of (2) and (3). Likewise, the variables of relation (2) can 
not seen in (3)(we need to looking at the superscript to see tha t easily).
On the other hand, the right side of the equations of relation (5) introduces new vari­
ables for each value of i , j , k  and m  in tha t range. On examining the equations in relations 
from (1) to (3) we can not see these new variables since the left superscript index run 
through the value 0 to a —1, while; in (1) and (3) are taken the values a+1 < k < p —2, and 
in (2) is a, so tha t the equations in (5) are independent of the equations in these relations.
Finally, the equations of the relation (4) are independent, and they are independent 
of the equations in relation (5) for the same reason why equations (5) are independent 
of equations (1) to (3). In the same way, they are independent of the equations in (1) 
because m  < k — 1, tha t is; it is impossible to find superscript with equating indices. 
Because of, in (4) a +  1 <  k < p — 1, so we can not see a variable with left superscript 
equal to a, and since if m  = 0 the right side of each equation can not involves variable such 
tha t the right superscript of this variable could be zero. For these reasons the equations 
in (4) independent of the equations in (2) and (3). Thus, the equations of the relations 
(1) to (5) are linearly independent.
Now, according to Q's formula, it is clear to see th a t the first summation contains 
^(p — a — 1 )p — h+~°~-1 ^  b(t>+i) v a riab ly  however; the total number of variables
in the second one are ^ ( a +  1 )(p — 1) — ^±12^ b(b+i)   ^ While, the total number of the
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2 2 ) 2  
(p — a — 1) (p — a — 2) \  6(6—1)
equations in the first three relations (1),(2) and (3) is 3(p — a — 2 ) ^ —^ , whereas; relation 
(4) gives p — a — l)(p — 1) — (p-0-1)^ -0- 2)  ^ HLzll linearly equations, and from (5) we
have (a(p — 2) — — MEAl  equations. Hence, the degree of freedom is given by
_. „  ( ,  r (p -  a — l)(p -  a -  2 ) a(a  +  l ) \  6(6+1)
D i m C 2 =  ( ( p - a - l ) p + ( a + l ) ( p - l ) -  —  n  v ' '  v '
3 (p — a — 2) + {p — a — l)(p — 1) —
- (a(p-2)-a-^Ty-^L,
= ^(p  — a — 1 )(p +  6 +  a +  1) +  ^(p 4- bp +  2 ap — a2 — 3a — 6 — 1)
— ^ (3p +  66 +  3a6 — 36p — 3a — 6)
=  ~ +  6(a +  2)(p +  6 -  a -  2) (5.5)
Let a — p — 1, for this case an arbitrary polynomial is given by the form below
(s-e)
k = 0 m = k + l  i = 0
such tha t € Fp. If 6 =  1, then 5.6 becomes
«=XE A,^w+t“m^r'!“1,
k = 0 m = fc+ l
where G Fp. Apparently, # which is given in previous formula belongs to K e r V i, so 
each constituent monomial represents a basis element, hence; we get
Dim C2 = (5 .7 )
Returning to equation 5.6, now we will deal with the case when 6 >  2, so applying the 
operation V\  yields
&=0 m = k + 1 i = l  j = l  
fc=0 m = /c + l  z = l  j = l
+E E E E ^ ,Bie?,+1»r*"m^*"1< 1^ 4"‘"2
fc=0 m = fc + l  z = l  j = l
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so, equating the image of 0  under V\  to zero, and the independence of the monomials 
x T+lVi^k~mzi~k~lxp~Xyp~^zp~ %~ 2 where 0 < k < p — 3 and k + 1 < m < p — 2 for 
1 <  i < b — 1 and 1 <  j  < i provides
=  -  (* +  1 -  -  (b -  i ) # ? # 1 (5.8)
such tha t z,j, k and m  in those given ranges.
Obviously, the number of the linearly independent equations in 5.8 is • b<^ ~ L ^
whilst; formula 5.6 includes —y  -  • ^T±ll variables, so that;
n m n  = p {p ~ 1 ) 6(6 +  1) _  ( P ~  X) ( P ~ 2 ) b ( b - \ )
2 2 2 2 2
=  b ( p - l ) ( p  + b - l) (59)
C ase 3: Total power =  a + 2p. The most striking feature in this case is 0 < a < p — 3, 
because the greatest total power of x \ ,y i  and z\ is 3p — 3 =  2p+  (p — 3), when the power 
of each variable be p — 1, tha t automatically forces a < p — 3. An example of this is, when 
p = 3, then a have to be taken the value zero. Hence, any polynomial in this case will be 
given by
0 =  S  Xi j x iy i zvx3Pylp~3 zbp~2~l (5-10)
7=0 j — o
where Ai j  G Fp, but b = 2 because we deal with polynomial of degree less than p2( notice 
tha t if b < 2, then formula 5.10 will be zero), then
0 =  Xx\y\z\ ,
such that A G Fp, and without any effort we can see tha t V\(9) = 0 ,hence; when p = 3 
the dimension is one, and the basis of this case is x \y \z \ .
Now, in general any arbitrary polynomial satisfy the condition of case (3) is given by
* = E *E (5-n)
k= a + 2 m = 0  7=0 j= 0
and
E E E E (b-i- 2)\^xrv1-1~m4+a+2~Hv'p~j4
p — 1 p —l —k b—2 i
6—2—3 
P
k = a + 2 m = 0  7=0 j = 0  
p —1 p —1—k  6—2 i
i - j - 1 ~ b - i - 2+ E E EE(i-j>Ayir+* i r c M*}if,' \
/c=a+2 m = 0  7=0 j = 0
+ E "e
k = a + 2 77i=0 7=0 j = 0
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If V\9 = 0, tha t means
£  £  £  £  -  * - ! )  + ( < + 1 -  j N ? \ '  + N f }
k= a+ 2  m = 0  i = l  ji= l
771+fe+l p - l - m  p + a + l - f c  j - l  i - j  b - i - 2  _  a  
X 1 i / l  Z1 x p tip z p ~  u
So, the linearity independence of the monomials of the previous expression and since 
V\ (0 ) = 0, we infer
j K T  =  - (6  -  * -  -  (* +  1 -  TT'T-X 1 (5-12)
for 1 <  i < b — 2 and 1 <  j  < i where a + 2 < k < p  — 2 and 0 < m < p  — k — 2 .
The relation 5.12 shows tha t there are (p~q~3Xp~q~2) (b- 2Kb~1) pneariy independent 
equations. On the other hand, the number of variables in 5.11 is _
Therefore, we have
Dim, C3 = 1 ) (P~ a ~ l ) i P - a ~ 2) ( b - l ) ( b - 2 ) ( p - a - 2 ) ( p - a - 3 )
4 
(b -  l )(p — a — 2 )
{p + b — a — 3) (5.13)
According to the previous cases and degree form n = a +  bp such tha t 0 < a < p — 1 
and 1  < b < p — 1, we should discuss the following possibilities. Firstly, If b = 1, then 
for degree reason we can not get an elements satisfy case (3) condition because if b = 1, 
then p < n  < 2p — 1, whilst the elements in case (3) have to be in degrees n  such that 
n > 2 p. Thus, we infer the dimension of this case from the dimension of case (1) and (2) 
according a s a < p - l o r a  =  p - l .  For a < p — 1, substituting b = 1 in both 5.2 and 
5.5, and adding the result gives the dimension in this case as
Dim M n{3) =  (a +  2)(p -  1) +  -  - .
In the same way, when a = p — 1 we substitute b =  1 in 5.3, and add this to 5.7 to get
Dim Mn{3) = p 2 + 2 + p (p ~  F
Secondly, when b > 2, if a < b then automatically a ^  p — 1 and we calculate the 
dimension in this case from 5.5 and 5.13 which is given by
Dim M„( 3) =  bp(p -  1) +  b ( b - a ) ( a  + 2 ) - ( p - a - 2 ) ( p - a - 3 )
If a > b and a < p — 1, then we should add equation 5.2 to previous case and this yields 
M„(3) =  bp(p -  1) +  (a +  2)(Q +  1) ~  (P ~  a ~  2)(p — a — 3)
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Finally, when b > 2 and a = p — 1 as we have shown in case (3) a has to be restricted
between 0 and p — 3, hence; there are no elements from case (3) and we need only to
consider 5.3 and 5.9 to deduce the dimension in this case which is
Dim Mn( 3) =  bp(p -  1) +  P ( P + l )  +  6(fr +  3)
□
The rest of this section is devoted to determining the basis elements of a given degree 
in theorem 5.1.1. We need the following notations Cxy — {xiyp — y\Xp), Cxz =  (xizp — Z\XP) 
and Cyz =  (yizp — Ziyp), we call these elements Crossley brackets according to the first 
appearance of these elements in [6] and [7]. In fact, the Crossley bracket Cxy and its powers 
played the essential role in describing the basis of M n(2) where ps — l < n < ps+2 +ps+l — 2. 
Similarly, these brackets describe the basis of M n(3) where n < p 2 -\-(p— l)p — 3, according 
to our calculation.
T h e o re m  5.1.2. For the degrees n such that n < 2p— 1, the basis elements of M n(3) are 
given by
Table 5.2: Basis of Mn(3)
Degree, n  Basis of Mn(3)
l < n < p — l {x\y{zi\ i +  j  +  k =  n},
{ylz*~k~lCyz| 0 < k < a -  1}U 
{x™yk~mZi~k~1 Cxz\ 0  < k < a — 1,0 <  m < &}U 
n = a +  p, {xrf y k~mZY~k~lCxy\ 0 < k < a — 1,0 < m  < /c}U
0 < a < p — 1 {xrf lyl{~Tn z \+a~k\ a + l < k < p  — 1 , 0  < m  < k}U 
{xrf y ^ +k~rnZi~k\ 0  < k < a, k + 1 < m  < p — 1 },
{ x ^ X p }  u  {y{~lyP} u  { z ^ Z p }u
{yiz{~2 ~kCyZ\ 0 < k < p -  2}U 
n = a +  p, {xr[lyk~rnz{~2 ~kCxz\ 1 < k < p — 1,0 < m  < k — 1}U
a =  p — 1, {x'f'y^ 171-1 Zi~1 ~kCxy\ 1 < k < p — 1,0 < m  < k — 1}U
{xrf lyi+k~rnz{~1~k\ 0  < k < p — 2 , k  + I < m  < p — 1}.
Proof. C ase 1: When 1 < n < p — 1. We have mentioned at the beginning of proof 
of theorem 5.1.1 tha t each element in this range of n is written as a linear combination 
of monomials in the form x™y[~mZi~l where 0 < I < n and 0 < m  < I. That is to
say, if 6  6 Hn{3), then 6  = U l =0 U m=oZi,™x Ty li mz\~ l = T , i+j+k=n&j,kx iViz i > where 
€i,m,€ij,k £ Fp- Obviously, from the degree consideration there is no condition to be 
6  G M n(3), thus the basis is given as in the first row of the above table.
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C ase  2: If n = a +  p and 0 < a < p — 1. First, if the total exponent=a, then from 
equation 5.1 we have
a k 1 i
E E E E JpiJp ^p
k —0 m = 0  7=0 j = 0
where a^J 1 G Fp, but if 9 G M n{3), then the coefficients o^'J1 have to be satisfy the 
relations from 1 to 7 (the proof of 5.1.1 first case where 0 < a < p — 1). Starting with the 
equations 1,2 and 3, we get Qqo =  a io =  a i ’i =  so
9 = 2  o{;fz*zrS + E °‘i?x?yarmXr + E E _m*r ‘%
k —0 777=0 k = l  777=0
a —1 a —1 a —1 fc—1
+'E + E +E E
777=0 fc=0 k = 1 777=0
a—1 a—1 a—1 fc — 1
I V  n,*+1>*+1 ? a - k - l  , fc+1,0 fc+1 a-fc-1 , fc+1,777+1 777+1 k - m  a - k - 1
+  Z ^  °>° 1 1 p o.o 2/1 1  ^ Z ^ L  1 ^  1 p'
k = 0 fc=0 fc=l 777=0
Moving to the substitutions of the relations 4, 5 , 6  and 7, tha t implies
a—1 a—1
0 = X ! Q0-01’A:+1:ri 2:i _fc_1(a:i2:P ~ “  2/i^p)
fc=0 777=0
+E “w1,0s'hrfc'I(j'izp - *i2/p) + E E Qlom+1 <!/f m ^  - yiXp)
k = 0 fc=l 777=0
a—1 fc—1
+  ^  ^  -  ^ ip ) .
/c = l 777 =0
Therefore,
G = ^ a ofi1 '°yiz i~k~1 (yizP ~  z iVp) +  a o,o1,m+la;r i2/i_m2:r fc_1(a;i2:P -  z ixp)
A:=0 A;=0 m=0
+ ai™+lxTyl~mzi~k~l{xiyP - yixv)i
k=0 777=0
and that gives the basis elements in the third, fourth and fifth row in previous table. 
Second, when the total exponent^ a +  p, then 9 will given by,
e= E E E E W r ^ r y 1
k —a+1 777=0 i=0 j = 0
+E E T il^rx?ypC-,nzrk4yU4~i~1>
k=0 777=A:+1 7=0 j =  0
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such tha t \ k’™ for all z, j, k and m  in tha t range are elements in Fp, since 6 = 1  then
p— 1 k a p— 1
n  _  \ k , m  m - k - m ^ p + a - k  S T '  \ k , m  m . . p + k - m  a - k
V — Z_  ^ °>° 1 1 Z-^ Z ^  °>° 1 ^  1
/c= a+ l  m = 0 fc=0 m = /c + l
Hence, the basis elements are
{x™y\~mz \+a~k\a + 1 < k < p — 1,0 < m < &;}U 
{x™yi+k~m Zi~k\Q < k < a, k + l < m < p — 1}
=  {x \y[zk\i + j  + k = a + p such that z, j , k < p},
which are corresponding to the sixth and seventh rows in tha t table.
C ase 3: If n = a +  p and a = p — 1, then from relation 5.1
9=E E <<?x?ypmzr%+E E ^ r v ^ r 1\+
k=0 m =0 k=0 m =0
E E
k=0 m=0
using the same techniques tha t are used in case 2 . Substituting the relations from 1 to 4 
(the relations in the proof of theorem 5.1.1 case 1 where a = p — 1) in previous expression 
and rearranging it implies,
9 = o $ t f T \  +  +  oc{p”- 1 ^ - 1x p +  E o ^ 1’0 v P r 2 - k(y1 zT -  z iyp)+
k=0
^ 2  J 2  a o2 ,m+lx™yi~mzi~2 ~k(x i zp -  z ^xv) +  ^ 2  a i™+lx™yi~m~lz i~ l~k(x iyp -  y^xp)-
/c=l m=0 k=1 m =0
Hence, any 0 in this case can be written as a linear combination from the basis in table
5.2 from first till the fourth row from the third group.
The final case, immediately from 5.4 we have
p — 1 p — 1 p —2 p — 1
E E = E E ^Tx"vU~m^T~\
k=0 m —k+1 k=0 m=fc+l
then we get the last row in the table of basis. □
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5.2 Some properties of M*(3)
In this section we will introduce some properties and facts on M*(3) for a specific case 
where p = 3. We will give a description of the formula of the elements of M^(3) of higher 
degrees, precisely for n > p2. From one hand, these properties enable us to extend the 
results of theorem 5.1.1 in case the odd prime p =  3. On the other hand, it may help to
calculate whole M*(3) for this prime in a future work.
Before stating these properties, we will make use of the following preliminaries which 
can be found in [6 ]. We define the iterated operator e as an algebra homomorphism acting 
on the generators by e ( x pn) = x pn+1 , similarly for e (y pn ) =  ypn+1 and e ( z pn) = z„n+i. While, 
the action of the linear map /  on an element 6 G H n (3) is given by f ( 6 )  =  x \ ~  y i ~ l Z \~  e @-
The following lemmas and the corollary are a special case for three variables from the 
general one of A;-variables, which are stated.
Lem m a 5.2.1 (Crossley). For any arbitrary 6 G ff*(CP°° x C P °°  x C P°°;Fp), and a 
non-negative integer q,
xryrzrPqie0) = l f ^  «* = *»
10, Otherwise.
Corollary 5.2.2 (Crossley).
f { 9 )  G M (n+3)p-3(3) ■<=> 0 G Mn(3)
Lem m a 5.2.3 (Crossley). For any polynomial 6 G ff*(3), then
V\ (ed) = X\ecp + yieip +  Zieuj,
for some (f), ip, uj G ff*(3).
Corollary 5.2.4. For any polynomial 6 G H*(3) such that deg{9) > 0. 6 does not involve 
a factor of x, a factor of y or z-factor if and only i f  (f> = 0, ip — 0, or uj =  0 respectively, 
where (f),^ and uj are those given in lemma 5.2.3.
Proof. Let 6 to be an arbitrary polynomial in if* (3), then we have to consider the 
following cases:
Case 1: If 6 contains only the z -  factor, tha t is e6 consists of monomials in the form 
zp™i ' ' '  zp*k 5 where a:*, ra* are integers for 1 < i < k satisfy 1 < a\ < p — 1 , n\ ^  0 , for 
i = 2, • • • , k  0 < ai < P ~  1 and n\ < • • • <  nr. But,
T> ( . . . ~ak \ _  (_-\ \n-i -1 p- 1 ol\ — \ ak
' l \ /^ p ni p nk ) v / o:i/^i.Op /Opnj ^pnfc •
Extending the action of V\ linearly on each monomial in e6, we get
Vi(e9) = Zieuj. (5.14)
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Notice th a t euj 0 this is implied by, first; for each monomial rii ^  0 so when we apply 
Vi  the monomial does not vanished, the second reason; there is no cancellations between 
the image of V \ .
Comparing the relation in lemma 5.2.3 with relation 5.14 we get Xiecp +  yieip =  0, 
thus from the independence of X\ecp and yieip, then ecp = eip = 0. Hence, cp = ip = 0. 
Precisely, by the same way we can show that ip = u j = 0 and that (p = u j = 0 i f  6  involves 
only x-factor or only y-factor respectively.
C ase  2: If 9 involves a factor of y, 2  and it does not contain an x-factor. Then, there 
is at least one of the constituent monomials is given by the form y“nfi ■ • • y^nk z^  • • • z^Ls , 
such tha t the integers n*, rrij, a* and f3j where 1 < i < k and 1 <  j  < s satisfy n\  7  ^m i 7  ^ 0, 
1 <  ol\, < p — 1 rii < • • • < tv, mi < • • • < m r and 0 < a i} (3j < p — 1 where 2  < i < k 
and 2 < j  < s.
Acting by V\ on such monomial, and applying Cartan formula gives
^ 1(2$ !  • • • 1 • • • Zpms ) = ( - l ) ni_1ai? /l^_1 • • • y p L 1 • • • Vpnk Zpmi • • • Z ^ s +
( - l ) mi- i /3lya^ . . .  y ^ kzxzp~l • • • z^nf1 • • • z ^ s
extending the action of V\  linearly on each monomial in eO and grouping the terms which 
contain yi and the terms involve z\ individually, implies
V\(eQ) = yieip +  ziecj, (5.15)
for some ip,uj 6  //*(3) such tha t ip ^  u j ^  0  for the same reasons tha t have been stated 
in the previous case. According to relation 5.15 and the relation in lemma 5.2.3, we have 
tha t xie<p = 0, thus (p = 0. By the same way one can show if 9 does not involve only 
y-factor, then ip  =  0  and (p ^  u j ^  0 , or if it is not involving only ^-factor, then u j =  0  and 
cp^i p  7  ^ 0 .
In fact there is a possible case to write the polynomial e9 without the monomial 
2/p«i ' ' '  VpkzP*i ' ' '  > when eO — e0\ +  e92, where 9\ and 6 2  as same as 9 tha t is con­
sidered in the first case, such tha t 9\ is a polynomial only contains y-factor and the other 
only for z. Obviously, the argument in tha t case implies the result here.
C ase 3: If x, y and z  are all appear in 9, then 9 is given by one of the following case. 
First e9 = e9\ +  e92 +  ^ 3  such tha t e9i, e92 and e9s as in the case 1, but each one for a 
one factor. Then, immediately, from case 1 we get
V\(e9) = X\e<p +  yieip +  z\&uj (5.16)
such that (p 7  ^ ip 7  ^ u j ^  0 . Second, e9 =  e9\ +  e92 such tha t e9\ as in the case 1 for a 
factor and e92 as in the case 2 for the other factors. Hence, from case 1 and case 2 we get 
the same result as we have gotten in the first case (of case 3).
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Finally, if eO contains a monomial in the form x*^ • • • x ^ y ^  • • • ypmsz^  • • • z£t where 
the integers a*, /%, 7 *, rii, tm* and 7 * for appropriate z in tha t range, satisfy some conditions 
can be deduced from the previous cases. The same techniques tha t used in previous cases 
implies the same result as above ( first and second case of case 3).
Conversely, suppose tha t 9 E //*(3) such tha t 0 =  0  =  0, if 9 contains a factor of y 
(if it does not contain any factor of x), then from 5.15 we have V\(e0) =  yie0 +  z\euj, 
where ^  /  0 , and this is contradiction with our assumption -0 =  0 , thus 0  must
not involve any y-factor. Similarly, if it contains a factor of x and there is no y-factor, 
we will get contradiction, so that; 6  is written by z only. By using same argument we 
can show if0  =  u; =  O o r 0  =  a; =  O, then 9 consists of only y or only x-factor respectively.
Regarding the case when 0 =  0. If 9 contains any factor of x, then from 5.16 we have 
V\(e 6 ) = x \ e0  +  yiexf; +  Zieuu such that 0  ^  0  ^  a; 7  ^ 0 , contrary to hypothesis that 
0 =  0, thus 9 does not involve any factor of x. Similarly, one can show that if 0  =  0 or 
uj = 0 then 9 does not contain y-factor or a factor of z respectively. Hence, the corollary 
is proven. □
L em m a 5.2.5. For any polynomial 9 E JT*(3), then
Vi (e 2 9) =  x ix v~le2 (j) +  yiy£- 1e20  +  zxzv~Ye*u 
for some 4>,xJj,uj E //*(3).
Proof. Assume that 9 E //*(3), acting twice by the homomorphism e on 9, we 
get a polynomial such tha t each constituent monomial have to be given by the form 
x p™iXp%2 • • * Xpnrypn^ypni ••■ y% s z ^ z 1^  • • • z ^  such that rii < • • • < n r , mi < • • • < m s,
k\ < • • • < kt and > 2. Recall tha t Vi(Xpr) =  (—1 Y ^ n x i x ^ x ^ f 1 • • • xjjT1, and
similarly; for y™r and z™r.
The linearity of V\ and Cartan argument implies that, applying V\  on e29 produces 
sum of monomials of the form Xix£_1e2Ai or yiy£- 1e2A2 or ziz'fp1 e2  i.e. each one 
contains precisely one and only one factor of X\XV~X or yiyj- 1  or zizg-1. For instance,
p2 A _  f _ i  \ m - l ~ p - l  . . . a i - l  a 2 . . . „ a r 3 i  fo ..,,A r7i ~72 . . . ~71 
e A1 — V 1 J A pn2 ^pnr  ypm 1y pTn2 y pms 4, kl Zpkt ■
Now, just gathering the terms tha t contain the same factor we obtain the result. □
C o ro lla ry  5.2.6. In previous lemma 0 =  0 i f  and only if 9 does not involve x-factor. 
Similarly, the necessary and sufficient condition for 0  =  0 or u j = 0, is 9 does not contain 
y-factor or z-factor respectively.
Proof. By the same argument tha t has been used in the proof of 5.2.4, we can prove 
this corollary. □
The following lemmas describe the elements of M n(3) where p = 3 in higher degrees.
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L em m a 5.2.7. When p =  3, if  9 E Mn(3), szzc/z that n > p 2 and n = 1 mod p, then 6  is 
given by
0 = ^2 x \ y i z i e°i,j,k
i+ j+ k —p+ l
0<i,j,k<p—l
for some £ M m{?>), such that m  = y L  — 1.
Proof. Assume that 0 E Hn{3) and n = 1 mod p, this implies
(9 =  Xie6*i +  2/1 e^ 2 +  zxe93 +  ^  x l1 y[zl[e9^j}k
i+ j+ k= p+ 1 
0<ij,fc<p—1
for arbitrary polynomials 9i,92 ,93 and fltj,*. Now, since 9 E Mn(3), then # E KerV\ .  
Recall from lemma 5.2.1 that V\(e9i) =  xiefa + yieifi +  where z =  1 ,2,3,  and that;
P\{eOi j k) e(pi j k -I- yie'&ijfi d- Z\ewijk thus
Pi(0) =x\ef>i +  yJe-02 +  +  :riz/i(ez/>i +  e0 2) +  £ i2i(ez/;i +  e0 3)+
yiz i (ew2 +  e03) +  ^  ^ 2/1*1 (zie&j,* + y i ^ i , j , k +  = 0.
i+j+fc=p+l 
0<i , j,k<p— 1
From the independence of the previous linear terms we get the following. Firstly, efa = 0, 
so = 0 ,  and tha t means 6 \ does not contain a factor of x, this implied by corollary 
5.2.4. Similarly, there is no y factor and z factor in 02 and 93 respectively.
Secondly, the relation eifi =  —e<f2 reveals that e9\ =  yp.eg(z), and e92 =  xp.eg(z) 
where g(z) is a polynomial for z, because if we suppose e9\ =  eg*(yz) which is not in the 
form yp • eg(z),  then applying V\ produces yieipi +  2 1eie1 such that eipi have to be involve 
a factor of z/, but 92 does not contain a factor of z/, so <f2 also does not involve a z/-factor 
and since ez/; 1 =  — e<f2 we get contradiction, thus; e9\ =  yp.eg{z).
The same argument can be applied to show tha t from relation ezui =  —e03 we 
have e9\ =  zpeh(y). These two relations suggest tha t e9\ =  Aypzp. If A ^  0, then 
deg(e9i) — 2p => deg(9) =  2p+  1 , contrary to hypothesis that deg(9) > p2. Hence, A =  0, 
i.e. 9\ =  0. By the same way we can show 92 =  9s = 0.
According to the previous argument we get that
9 =  ^ 2  x\y{zie9idjk.
i+ j+ k —p+ l
0<i,j,k<p—l
Now, Xi~l~ly\~l~^z{~l~h9 =  x ^ y l - 1  z ^ 1 e9ijjk E M m(3) where 0 < i, j ,  k < p — 1 because 
in the left hand side 9 E M n(3) and V q ^ x ^ ^ y 1^ 1 - ^z\~l~k) =  0 for all q > 0 so we see 
tha t E Mn-i 1 (3) from 5.2.2. □1 ’ P
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L em m a 5.2.8. When p = 3, if  9 G Mn(3), where n > p2 and n = 0 m odp ; then 6 is 
given by one of the following forms:
a) 9 =  ^ 2  x \y\Z\e9ij,k,
i+j+k=p
0<i,j,k<p—l
b) d = x\y\z\e{0')
c) 6 =  ^ 2  x\y[zie6ij <k + x \y l z \e (6n )
i+j+k=p0<i,j,k<p—l
for some Oak £ M «_i(3), 9* G Mn_2(3), and 9** ^  M n_2(3).v 5*/? p p V / p \ /
Proof. Suppose 0 G Mn(3) such tha t n =  0 mod p, so by degree consideration we 
have
0 = e91 +  ^  +  x\y\z\e{9*)
i+j+k=p
0<i,j,k<p—l
for arbitrary polynomials #i,#tj,fc and in //*(3). According to our assumption # G 
Mn(3), so
7>i(0) =xie<f>i +  ?/i e^ 2 +  ^ieu;3 +  ^  x ly iz^x iec f)^^  +  yieipi^k +  =  0 .
i + j+ /c = p  
0<i,j,k<p— 1
Since the terms in previous expression are linearly independent, immediately we see 
tha t (f>i = ipi = Wi = 0. That is, 9\ does not involve any x, y, z factors, in other word 
# i= 0 .  Thus, 9 should be given by the following form, if it belongs to M n(3)
9 = ^ 2  x\y{z i e9ij,k +  x\y\z\e(0*).
i+j+k=p
0<i,j,k<p—l
Now, if 9* G M s_ 2 (3), then according to 5.2.2; the second term A2 =  x 2y2z 2e(9*) = 
f(9*) is an element of M n(3), so 7?pr-(A2) =  0 for r > 0. Consequently, the first expression 
Ai =  i+j+k=P x\y{z ,{e9ijjk must be an element in M n(3) since 9 belongs to it. Multi-
0<i,j,k<p— 1
plying Ai by Xi_1_z2/i_1_J2:f_1-A: illustrates why 9ijik has to be an element in M ^_2 (3). In 
this case 9 is given to be a sum of two elements each one of them in M n(3) i.e. 9 =  Ax+ A2. 
Hence, (a) and (b) from the lemma are proven.
Turning to the case when 9* 0  M r _ 2  , since 9 G M n(3) then x ^ ^ y 1^ 1-^z\~l~k9 =  
x\ylz\e9ij ,k = f{9 iJik) is an element of Mn+2p_(i+j+fc)(3), thus 0 ^  G M n_i(3) for 0 < 
i , j , k  < p  -  1 . □
We have not been able to establish formulas for 9 G Mn(3) such tha t \9\ > p2 and 
n  =  2  mod p.
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According to the definition of /  we can deduce that if 9 E Hn(3) such that n = 
apa +  • • • +  lpx — 3, then m s = apa+s +  • • • +  lpx+s — 3 will be the degree for f s(9). The 
following theorem serves to determine the dimension and the basis elements of M ms(3), 
if they are known for M n(3) for 5 >  1.
Theorem  5.2.9. Let p = 3 and n > 3 be an integer such that n = 0 mod p, then the 
linear injection f  : M n(3) — > M(n+2)p is an isomorphism.
Proof. In the following proof we will applying the lemma 5.2.5 without comment. Ac­
cording to the definition of /  and 6 E Mn(3) <*==> f(9)  E M(n+2)p(3), we deduce tha t /  is 
injective homomorphism. That is, we need to show that if n =  0 mod p, and M(n+2)p(3) ^  
0, then there is no element 9 E M(n+2)p such tha t 9 =  J2 i+j+k=p x \y i z i e9i,j,k or
0<i,j,k<p— 1
0 =  S  i+j+k=P x\y{z\e9^^k + x\ylzle{9**) for some 9iJ}k E M n_j(3), and 0** 0  M n_2 (3).
0 < i , j , * : < p - l  P P
Assume tha t /  in these degrees is not one-to-one correspondence, that means; there 
is an element 0 E M(n+2)P{3) such tha t 0 ^  /(A*) where A* E Mn(3), then lemma 5.2.8 
implies that
9 =  ^ 2  x \yJi z i e9i,j,k + x 21y‘lzle(9**),
i+j+k=p
0<i,j,k<p—l
for some 9ijtk E M n+1 (3 ) where 0 < z, j , A; <  p — 1 and 9** qL M n(3). Applying 5.2.1 gives 
V\(x\y\z \e{9**)) =  0, then A =  t+j+jfe=p x \y{z]le9ijik belongs to K e r V i, and it is
clear that deg(9i^k) =  1 mod p for all z, j, A; in that range because deg(e9ijtk) = (n +  l)p. 
Therefore, from lemma 5.2.7 0*Jifc =  £)z+m+n=p+i x l1y1^z^e9l^ n such tha t 0i>m>n E Af(3).
0 <l ,m ,n <p —l
Avoiding the same notations, we write 9ijtk by the following way 
&i,j,k = 2/1*1 eAiJ,fc +  z ^ e A ^ ’* +  Z iz/i^eA ^’* +  x \y leA \3'k +  Z i p ^ A ^  +  z 2piZieAgJ,fc, 
and hence;
/i 2 2 2 a iJ,k . 2 2 2 a hj,k , 2 2 a i,3,k . 2 2 2 a iJ,k , „ 2 2 a .e0ij,k =ypzpe Af +  zpZpe A2 +  xpypzpe A / ’ +  zpppe A4’J’ +  xpypzpe A f '  +
2 2 a i,l,k
%p y p Z p a  Ag
Recall tha t V\{A) = Vi i+j+k=p x\y[z\e9ij^k I =  0 and Cartan formula, implies
\  0<i,j,k<p—1 /
tha t V\{x\N)  =  0, and since x \A  =  x\y\z\e9^^x  +  £20 iZie0o,i,2 , so
7Mz?A) ^ x \ y \ z \ { 2 y 2pzpe2A ^  +  2x2pzpe2A0/ ' 1 +  2xpypzpe2h f ' 1 +  z ^ e 2^ ’2’^  
xpy2pe2A ^ 1 +  x2ppe2A60’2’1) +  z ^ ^ V A ? ’1’2 +  z ^ e 2^ ’1’2^  
xpz 2pe2A0/ ' 2 +  2x2pype2A0/ ' 2 +  2 zpz/p^ e 2A° ’1’2 +  z J ^ A ® ’1’2) =  0.
By the linear independence of the terms of the previous expression we infer (and if one 
considers V\  (p2A) =  0 and V\ {z2A) =  0)
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1) A? '2’1 =  A" '2,1 =  0, 7)A2° ’2 =  A, ’0 '2 =  0, 13)A4,2’° =  A5'2'0 =  0,
2 ) A? ’1'2 =  A0'1'2 =  0, SJAj'0 '1 =  Ag0,1 =  0, 14)A2'1'0 =  A2'1'0 =  0,
Q\ *0,2,1 a 0.1.2 n\ ,1,0,2 2,0,1 -,r\< 1,2,0 ,2,1,03) A2 =  Ag’ , 9)(f){ = ~U4' , 15)0!’ =  - 0 2’ ,
A \  A 0 ,2 ,1  a 0 ,1 ,2  i n \ A 1,0,2 A 2 .0,1 1 ,2,0  a 2 ,1 ,04) A3’ =  —A5’ , 10)A4* =  A5”  , 16)A3 =  Aj’ ,
r \  A 0 ,2 ,1  A 0 .1 ,2  1 1 \  a 1.0 ,2  A 2,0,1 1 7 \ A 1,2,0  a 2 ,1 ,05) A6’ =  A4”  , 11)A5 =  Aj”  , 17)A2’ =  A3”  ,
a \  0,2,1 ,0,1,2 10\* 1,0,2 a2,0,1 * 1,2,0 a 2,1,06 ) uj4' = - Ip2' , 12)A6’ =  - A 3’ , 18)A6 =  —A5’ ,
Now, substituting the zero’s components in A, and considering XiyiA = x 2 y iz 2 e6 i$ 2  + 
x\y\ zieOi^ i  +  XiyfzfeOo^^ which has V\(xiy \A) = 0 , gives
V i i x m A )  = x 2 y 2 z 21 (2ypz 2pe2 A 1 '0 '2 +  2x2pype2 A \ ' 0 ' 2 +  2W p e2A1’0’2 +  x 2pzpe2 A1’0’2)^- 
x\y \z\{2ylzpe2 A \ ^  +  2 *2zpe2A1’1’1 +  2W p e2A1’1’1 +  x 2^ 2^ ’1’1!- 
xpy 2pe2 A ? ' 1 +  x 2pype2 A 1^ 1) +  x \y \ z \ { 2 xpz 2pe2 A f '2 +  2 zpi/2e2A°’1’2+  
y 2 zpe2 A ®'1 ' 2 +  2xpypzpe2 Aq'1,2)
=2x\y 2l z 2lypz 2pe2 Aj’0,2 +  x ly l z^x ly l z le 2 ^ 1 ' 1 +  2x \y l z lxpz 2pe2 A%1'2+ 
x \ y \ z 2 x 2pVp{ 2 A1’0’2 +  A i 1'1) +  x 2 y 2 z 2 x 2pzp(e2 A l '0 '2 +  2e2A1’1’1)+  
x 2 y \ z l y 2pzp{ A f '2 +  A}’1,1) +  x \ y \ z \ x py 2p{e2 A ^ ' 2 +  2 e2A1’1’1)+  
2 x 2 y \ z \ x pypzp{A1 » ' 2 +  A1’1’1 +  A?’1’2) =  0
so the linearity and the independece of the terms of Vi(xiyiA),  implies the following
1) Aj’0’2 =  A2 1,2 =  uj] : 1 ' 1 = 0,
2 ) A4 0,2 =  Ag’1’1,
3) Ag’0,2 =  A j1,1,
4) A®’1,2 =  A}’1’1,
K\ a 0 ,1 ,2  A 1,1,15) A4’ =  A5’ ,
6 ) A5’0’2 +  A1’1’1 +  Ag’1’2 =  0.
By the same argument if we consider x\Z\A and y\Z\A we get
1) A}’2,0 =  A0'2' 1 =  ^  =  0 , 7)A2’1,0 =  A2'0'1 =  =  0,
2) Aj’2,0 =  Ai’1’1, 8 )A?-1-0 =  A1-1-1,
3) Aj’2,0 =  A1-1-1, 9)A2' 1'0 =  Ai-1-1,
4) A| A 1  =  Aj-1-1, 1 0 )A2,0’1 =  A3 1’1,
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5) A0,2,1 =  A3’1’1, l ^ A 2’0' 1 =  A1’1’1,
6 ) A3’2’0 +  A5 '1’1 +  Ag’2,1 =  0, 1 2 )A3 1,0 +  Aj’1' 1 +  A2’0’1 =  0,
On the other hand, 0*j^  € M*(3) for 0  <  i , j ,  k < p — 1 , tha t is; V \ = 0, denote 
to V\(eKYjk) = x\e4>Y'k +  y \ e ^ ' k +  2 iea)*’-7’fc, so we will deal with two cases of 0 * ^  and 
see what they produce, and by using same argument someone can deal with the other 
cases. Firstly, after substituting the zero’s components tha t we get from the last relations 
we have
2, i) =^ i { x \ z \ e^ 2 2'1 +  X\yiz\eJS^ 2,1 +  x^iZiA g’2’1)
= x \ y i z l e ^ 2,1 +  xlyxzlecj)0/ ' 1 +  x x y \ z l e ^ 1 +  x \ y \ z i e ^ 2,1 +  x \y ^ e ^ ’2’1 
= 0
^0 2 1 ~0 2 1 ~0 2 1 The independence of the summands of P i( 0o,2,i) gives, r r  =  r t  =  o, and r r  +
<^3 2,1 +  cj0,2’1 =  0, so that; neither A0,2’1 nor Ag’2,1 involve y-factor. While; = 0
and A}’1,1 =  A3’2,1 implies that A3’2’1 does not contain x-factor. Thus, A3’2’1 is a poly­
nomial which involves only 2 -factor, and because of A3’2’1 E M*(3) see lemma 5.2.7, 
A®’2,1 =  ^z^~l z^~l • • • z lpT for appropriate z ,r see chapter 4, theorem 4.2.2.
Secondly,
Vi (00 ,1,2 ) =Vi(x \y \e $ 1 ,2 +  X iy^ieA 0,1’2 +  x ^ ^ A 0’1’2)
=x\ylzieu%1'2 +  x ^ e ^ 0’1’2 +  X iy ^ e c j0’1’2 +  x5yj2ie$?’1,2 +  x\yiz\eL%1'2 
—Xi /^i^iecDg’1’2 +  xi y l z l e u l ’1'2 +  x\y\zi(eu%1'2 +  e$ ? ’1,2 +  e^g’1’2) =  0
Similarly, from the independence of the terms of the previous expression we get the fol­
lowing relations c5g’1,2 =  a)!1,1’2 =  0, and cjJ’1’2 +  00’1’2 -t- ^ 0’1’2 =  0. The first relation shows 
tha t there is no 2 -factor in A0’1’2, but tha t contrast A0,1’2 =  —A3’2’1 =  z^~l • • • 2j r ,
unless £ =  0 and if it is; then we get A0,1’2 =  A3’2’1 =  A}’1’1 =  0 (from A0,1’2 =  A}’1’1).
Therefore, the second relation is given alternatively by a) 0,1,2 =  —^ g’1’2, likewise; 
^ 2 2,1 =  ■ Now, since Ag’2,1 does not contain y-factor, so tha t c5g’2,1 and
do not involve y-factor, tha t is; either A0,2’1 =  0, or A0,2’1 =  yi • g(x ,z )  where y(x, 2 )
an arbitrary polynomial in x and 2 . On the other hand, A0,2’1 =  Ag’1’2, and Ag’1’2 does
0 2 1  0 2 1  0 2 1  not involve 2 -factor implies that A2’ ’ =  yi • h(x), and since A2’ ’ E M*(3), then A2’ ’ =
Ag’1’2 =  yiXi_1x^ _1 • • • xj,r. By same argument we get A0,1,2 =  Ag’2’1 =  —Zix\~x x^~l • • • x*r .
12 0Using same techniques show that from 0i 2 0 and 02 1 0 we get the following A6’ ’ =  
A2,1,0 =  A1’1’1 =  0 (A2,1,0 =  A1’1’1), A1'2’0 = ’ A2’1’0 =  - i h z T ' z r 1 - * } , ,  and Aj’2’0 =  
A2’1,0 =  x 1zf~1z^~1 • • • z*r. Whereas, 0 i jO,2 and 02,o,i gives Ag’0,2 =  A2’0,1 =  A2’1’1 =  0 
(A2’0’1 =  A1’1’1), A4’0’2 =  A2’0’1 =  z r f ^ y r 1 • • • yjr, and A1’0’2 =  A2’0’1 =  - x ^ 1^ 1 ■ • • #
First, A0,1,2 =  Ag’1’1 and A2’1,0 =  Ag’1’1, but this is contradiction unless A0,1’2 =  A2’1,0 =  
Ag1,1 =  0, and this implies Ag’2’1 =  A3’2’0 =  0. Furthermore, A0,2,1 =  A3’1’1 and A2’0,1 =
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A3’1,1 gives A2 2,1 =  A2,0,1 =  A3 1,1 =  0, so that; Ag1,2 =  A5’0’2 =  0. Finally, A^’2,0 =  Ag1,1 
and A4’0’2 =  Ag1,1 provides A^’2,0 =  A4’0’2 =  Ag 1,1 =  0 and A2,1,0 =  A2,0,1 =  0. Thus, 
&i,j,k — 0  for all i , j  and k such tha t 0  < i , j , k  < p — 1 since all their components are 
vanished. Hence, A =  ^  i+ j+ k= P x\yr[zie6i,j,k — 0, that is
0 < i  , j , k<p— 1
e =  xiyfzieid**)
Precisely, by the same argument we can show there is no element 6 G M(n+2)p(3) such 
tha t 0 = ^2 i+j+k—p x \y lz ie6 i j tk- Hence, the proof is completed. □
0<z ,j,k<p— 1
Chapter 6 
The subring of lines L*(k)
6.1 Comments and the construction of <7^ (a b • • • > a k)-
Let us consider the right action of GL(k,  Fp) =  G L (V ) on Hopf algebra Fp[:ri, • • • x k] =  
H*((CP°°)k, Fp) where \xi\ =  2 for i =  1 , • • • , k, using linear substitutions, that means: if 
g = (gitj) £ GL(V)  and Xi £ Fp[rci, • • • , x k], then
k
%i<g = g(?i) =  y ^ i j x j ,  
j = 1
for 1 <  i < k, which is extended to all 9 £ Fp[xi, • • • , x k] by the action,
( 0 < g ) { x , x n) = 0 ( x 1<gr -- , x k <g).
So that, we can view Fp[x i,. . . ,  x k] as a right G L (k , Fp)-module.
In fact, this action has been derived from the action of GL{V)  on V  via a linear 
transformation, this reveals that each g £ GL(V)  induces a Hopf  algebra homomorphism 
on H *(B V ) / H l (BV).  Thus, if one thinks of g as a m atrix and H * ( B V ) / H 1(BV) = 
Fp[ri, • • • then
k k
9(x i) =  y ,9 i , j X j ,  • • • and g(xk) = y g k j X j -  
j = 1 j = 1
Since g is an algebra homomorphism,
g i x f 1 • • • x%k) = g{xi)ai • • • g(xk)ak, for a* £ N0, i £ {1 , • • • , fc}, 
and using the linearity of g gives the action of GL(n,  Fp) on any polynomial 9 £ Fp[xi, • • • , x k].
Motivated by the definition of total Steenrod square Sq in [28], and see also [2 2 ] we 
define the total Steenrod mod p as follows.
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Definition 6.1.1 (Total Steenrod mod p). The algebra map V  : P(k)  — > P(k)  tha t is 
defined by 'P (l) =  1 and V{xn) = x n +  xp, is called total Steenrod mod p , where p is an 
odd prime, and P(k)  is the graded polynomial algebra in k variables over Fp.
Proposition  6.1.2. The right GL(k,  Fp) action on P(k) commutes with the action o f V  
on P{k), i.e. V(9 < g) =  V{9) < g, where 9 E P(k) and g E G L(k , Fp).
Proof. Using the fact tha t both V  and g are maps of algebra implies tha t we need 
to consider 9 as a variable. Thus,
V(9<ig) = V (x n <g),
k
= 'P( y   ^9 n , j x j ),
3=1
k
— ^  ^ 9 n , jP( X j ) ,
3= 1
k k
— y  ] 9 n,jXj +  y   ^gnj x
j=1 3=1
On the other hand,
XP„ < 9 =  On, 1^1 +  • ' • +  9n,kXk )P =  Y i  t f P . t  , 9n , ’ ' 3 ^ 4 * .
t\+t2~\ h tk=p  ^ ^
but each summand in the right previous expression is zero since tl2 tk\ =  0  mod p, unless 
U =  p for i =  1, • • • k and when this happen, we get g^ li = gnti because gnji E Fp and 
gv~l =  1, so (pn, 1X1 +  h gn,kXk)p = £ * =1 9 n,jXVj. Hence,
k k
P(Q<9)=Y 9n9xi + Y gndxP
j=1 3=1
= x n <g + xp <g,
= (xn + x?n)<g,
= V ( x n)<g.
□
Turning to the dual case /^ ( ( C P 00) ^ F p) =  //*(&), where H*(k) is a Divided Power 
Algebra of k variables over Fp (the product of divided power algebra has been induced 
from the coproduct of H*(BV)  which is N(x)  =  x  (g> 1 +  1 ® x, as we have seen in chapter 
3.2 ). Similarly, for each g E GL{k , Fp), gtr acts on the right of H*(BV)/ H i (B V )  by linear 
substitutions and this action commutes with the dual Steenrod operations. In other word,
k k
Vi < 9tr = 9tr(Vi) =  Y  =  Y i  stiVi’
3=1 3=1
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0 (y i , - "  ,yn)< g tr = 9{y1<gtr,--- ,yn<gtr)
and
'P,(0<9ir) = 'PqW < 9 tr>
where 9 G H*(k). The last property shows that
gtr : M*(l) — >
The main idea here is finding the image of the spike • • • xp~ \ x lpr G M(i+i)pr_1(l)
under gtr where gtr G G L (k ,¥ p). We denoted to gir(x\~lx ^ 1 • • • x lpr) by g ^ (a i>' ' '  > a k)
where a* G Fp for i =  1, • • • , k  are the entries of the first column in gtr, and L*(k) for the
graded ring tha t is generated by {gT(aq, • • • , a^K aq , • • • , a k) G F j, and i , r  > 0}. L*{k) 
is said to be the su b rin g  o f lines.
Assuming tha t (xi)pt, (x2)p», • • • , (x k)pi are generators of H*(k) which are dual to the
x ( , x%\ • • • , xvl  in P(k)  respectively for i > 0. According to (xi)n • (xi)m =  (n*m) (xf)n+m, 
those generators are the indecomposable elements in H*(k). Then < 9 < gtr, A > = <  
# ,A < g  > , where 9 G H*(k) and A G P(A;). Therefore,
(fal )n<gtr,Xti " - ^ k )  ={(X\)n,{aiXl H H KkXk)tk)
( Qq1 0*2 • ‘ • Otfc , if t\ +  t2 +  • • * +  t k = 71]
\ 0 , if ti +  t2 +  • • • +  t k 7^  n.
where t\, • • • gNo- Consequently,
gtr ((^l)n) =  Y  a ll a 22 • • • a k {Xl)tAX2 )t2 • • • (xk)tk (6 .1 )
t\ +i2H n
Since gtr is a homomorphism as we have seen, thus finding gtr{x^~lx^~l • • -xpr) will 
be required to calculate gtr(xps) such tha t 0  < s < r tha t we denoted by wps, so by 6 .1
V  =  Y  a i°%  • " d k { x i ) t A x 2)t2 • • • (zfck- (b-2 )
0+t2H l-ifc=Ps
From the first glance and basing on the results in [6 , 7], we may be expect that upS =  
esiq =  (ai(xi )ps -\-a2(x2)ps +  • • but the following discussion shows otherwise.
Now, assume p > /c, and take the p-adic expansion of L for i = 1, • • • , k to be
=  ti,o +  ti,iP H------+  ti,sPs,
^2 — hfl +  t2jip +  • • • +  t2jSps,
t k — tk n +  tk aP +  • • • +  tk .ps.
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where 0 < Uj < p —l f o r l < i < k  and 0 < j  < s. Set b0 = Yl*j=i h, o>' ' '  = £y = i tj,k-
Hence, ps = bo +  bip +  • • • +  bsps such tha t 0 <  6* <  k(p — 1) for i =  0,1, • • • , 5  — 2,
whilst 0 <  bs—i < p, and bs = 0,1. In fact we can find by the following. Since p /p s, 
so 60 — noP such that no =  0,1, • • • k — 1 (because (k — 1 )p < k(p — 1 ) iff p > k). While, 
bi = nip  if bo — 0 , otherwise; b\ = n\p — n0, so that
=  j  nip, if n0 =  0 ;
[nip — no, if n 0 ^  0 .
such tha t 0  < ni < k — 1 . likewise;
_  ( ^ p , if 7ij_i =  0 ;
* ]nip  — n i - 1, otherwise.
where 0 < n  ^ <  A; — 1 for 2  < z < 5 — 2 . In the case of 6s_i there is slightly different from
the other, like bs because 6s_i =  p — n s_2 , and
b = ( 1 , if 6s_i =  0 ;
S “ \ 0 , if bs- i  ^  0 .
Note if bi =  0, then bj = 0 for 0 < j  < i otherwise we get a contradiction. In contrast, 
when bs = 0  it has to be at least bs - 1 ^  0 , and if bs = 1 , then b0 =  • • • =  bs - 1 =  0 .
D efin itio n  6.1.3. For each value of b0, &i, • • • , bs which are defined as above, the string
ps =  bo +  b\p +  • • • +  bsps,
is called a ty p e  o f ps.
P ro p o s itio n  6.1.4. I f  k < p , then the number of all types of ps is given by
s - 1
i= 0
Proof. The proof will be achieved by induction on 5 . The first step when 5  =  0, so it 
is clearly tha t bo = 1, and we have not other cases, so the number of type is 1 . Assume if 
5 — m  — 1 , then the number of types of pm~l is given by 1 +  1 +  (k — 1 ) +  • • • +  (k — l )m-2.
Now, when 5 =  m, then each type of pm~l = b0 +  b\p-\ b 6m_ipm_1 can be regarded as
a type of pm by multiplying this type by p. Therefore, a large chunk of types of pm have 
been already known, and we need only to account the types such tha t b0 ^  0 .
But, if b0 7  ^ 0, then b\ =  n\p — n0 ^  0, and so on until bm - 2 =  nm- 2P — nm- 3 ^  0, and 
bm- 1 =  p — nm _ 2 7  ^ 0,p. On the other hand, we have k — 1 choice for b0 since b0 = nop, 
and n0 =  1 , • • • k — 1 , and for each one of these choices also we have k — 1 choice for 61 , so 
we get (k — l ) 2 types from b0 and 61 , thus up to frm _ 2 there are (k — l ) m _1 types.finally,
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6m_i is determined totally by nm_2, so we still have (k — l)m 1 types, and in this case
bm =  0 .
Hence, from induction step and this case we conclude there are 1 +  2™  o* ^  ~  ^  
types of pm. Thus, the proposition is proven. □
Returning to our task which is the calculation of u p s for s > 0 in relation 6.2. If s = 0, 
then according to previous proposition we have one type for this value of s, and from 6 .2
we get
u i — ou(T i)i +  <^2 (^2 ) i +  • • • +  ®k{x k)l-
We need to consider U\ as an element belongs to Z[(xi)i, • • • , ( x k ) i ] / [ ( x i ) i :  • • • , (xk )  1], 
so u\  =  (a i(x i) i +  a 2 (2:2)1 +  • • • +  ctk(xk)i)p is divisible by p. Let W\ be the unique with
pwi = (a i (x i ) i+ a2{x2)i-\ hafc(xfc)i)p. In fact wx e Fp[(xi)i, • • * , (zfc)i]/[(zi)i, •' ‘
precisely
W l =  E  7 1 — 7 7 " "  " '. • • • Zfc.
 Hk=P
h,---ik<P
According to the previous construction of W\, we conclude the following lemma which 
will be useful in the next theorem.
L em m a 6.1.5. Let k ,n  are a positive integers such that 2 < k < p, then
a) Wi = 0 , i f n >  k,
b) u\  *■n ^ • Wi 1 =  0 , when 2 < n < k.
Proof. Both parts of the lemma can be proven by the same idea which is if 
6 e  Fp[(xi)i, • • • , (^fc)i]/[(^i)i, • * • , (zjfe)iL then 0  ^  deg(9) < k(p -  1 ) (see the proof 
of theorem 5.1.1 case 31). Otherwise, i.e. when deg{6) > k(p — 1 ), implies 6 = 0 because 
the truncation property.
Immediately, from the construction of W\ we have deg{w{) = p , thus deg(wrl)  — np , 
so when n > k we get w± =  0. By the same way, deg(upl~('n~1^ ■ w ^ 1) =  kp +  1 — n, but 
for any value of 2  < n  <  k we see kp +  1 — n > kp — k, so • w\~ l =  0 . □
T h eo rem  6.1.6. I f  k < p, then upS can be written in terms of Ui,Wi and e. In fact,
s
ups = ^ 2  n e
{—T)CnUinw({n
e I
71=0
c Id  I(-'7i • u,n •
summands over all bo, b\, • • • , bs where ps = b0 +  b\p +  • — I- bsps is a type of ps, such that 
bn = cnp +  dn and 0  < cn, dn < p — 1, for  0  < n < s.
Tn that case we have dealt w ith three variables, but one can easily generalise this fact for any k 
variables.
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Proof. For a fixed type of ps =  b0 +  bip H h bsps, relation 6.2 shows
U P S =  ^ 2  a l a 2  • • • ttfc ( Z l ) t i ( Z 2 ) * 2  * • •
« i + - + t fc= P fl
E al “2 " ' ^  (*2k ' ’ ’
* H  \ ~t ic= P s
*i,oH \ - t k , o — b o
t i , H  \ - t k , i = b i
1 1 ,sH Kfc,s=bs
and the right summation can be factorized as
V= E a<i1'°--.a‘M(x1)(l,0---(^ )t„ ^  al'-1 ■■■a[k-1(x1)i1 aP--- (xk)tk
*i,oH l~*fc,o= fro t -i , H ----- Ht)C>i = 6 i
^  ^ a l  ■ ' ' a k  ( X l ) t i , s P s  ' ' ■ ( X k ) t k , s p s i
*1 ,sH \~tk t S = b s
l P
E
*i.oH Ctfe.o —
(^i)ti.o • • ■ (z*k,oe ( E “I1'1'''d*'1 (Xlk,. ■''
e” I E a i ' ’
v*i ,sH----- H*fc,s = f )s
/  \
=l le
n=0 /
For all types of ps we get
e  n
\
E a i ’" ' ' ' (Xl k.« ■ ■ ' (X*>h.n
=  1 t j , n = b n  Jb o , b i , - - -  , b s  n = 0
So, we just need to show that for a fixed n, let n = m  the following holds: 
( ~ l ) Cmu f nw%n
Ej?=l tj,m—bm
c ^°m-LLm•
Now consider the right hand side of previous relation
E tj,m *i,m( \ ( N W 4 l ^ f e ) l  +  * * • +^ 1  ■ ■ ■ a k  \ X 1 ) t j , m  ' ’ '  \ X k ) t j t T n  —
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We need to work in Z[(xi)1? • • • , (^/c)i]/[(^i)?, • • • , (xk)?], and since 0 < bm < k ( p — 1 ) for 
0  < m  < s, recall tha t k < p, so bm =  cmp +  dm this implies
(a i(xi)i +  a 2{x2)i H b ®k(xk)i)bm u^nP+dm p ^ w ^ u f * 1
b m \ ipmP 4” d m )\ (CmP ~b d m)\
Finally, we have to show tha t (cmp +  dm)! is divisible by pCm and mod p —
(—l)Cm cm!dm!
(cmp +  dm)! = 1  • 2  • • • (p -  1) • p { p  +  1 )  • • • (p  +  (p -  1 ) )  • 2p - (2p  +  1 )  • • • (2 p  + ( p -  1 ) )  
( ( C m  -  T)p +  1 )  • • • ((Cm -  T)p + ( p ~  1 ) )  • Cmp  • ( Cmp  +  1 )  • • • (Cmp  +  dm) ,  
=Cm\pCm (p -  1 ) !  • {{p +  l ) { p  +  2) • • • (p +  (p -  1 ) ) }  • • • {((Cm -  l ) p  +  1 )  • • • 
((Cm ~  T)p +  (p -  1 ))}  • (Cmp  +  1) • • • {cmp  +  dm) ,
and so
(CmP "b d m )\
PCm
=  Cm \{(p -  l ) \ ) Cmd m \ =  (-1 y ^ C m '.d m } .
P
as required. □
T h eo rem  6.1.7. For some integer 2 < k < p I f  r  > 0 and 1 < i < p — 1,
• - Upr =u\~l (eui — Wi)p '_1 • • • er-1(eui — W\)\
=Ui_1(eUj_1 +  u^~2Wi +  • • • +  evTx k^~^w^~2) • • • er_1(eu.i — Wi ) 1
We will argue by induction to prove this theorem, and the induction begins when 
r  =  1 , because the case r  =  0  is an trivial case as we have already seen.
Proof. If r  =  1, then p =  b0 +  b\p so we have two types. The first one b0 = 0 and 
b\ ■ 1, that is; c0 =  0, do =  0, C\ =  0, d\ =  1, where b0 =  c0p +  do and b\ =  Cip +  d\. The 
second one is b0 — p , while bi =  0 , so Co =  I, do =  0 ,ci =  0 ,cfi =  0 , applying theorem 
6 .1 .6  gives
up = eu\ — W\,
so
u ^ U p  = u{~1(eui — Wi)\
when i = p — 1, so u^~l =  YZjZo (—1)P-1_J(—1Y eu\~l~^  w{, but lemma 6.1.5 shows w{ = 0,
for k < j  < p — 1 , thus uV~l = Yl^Zo ( — 1 )p~1eu1[~1~:*w{, and because u ^ w 1^ 1 = 0  (the 
second part of the same lemma substitute n = 2 ), we conclude
P—1 v— 1 P—1 / p—1 i P—2 i i P~ (k—1) k—2\
U 1 Up ~  U l \ e U \ + e U l  W l + ' * ' + e U l W 1 J
Now, assume that the statement is true when r = t — 1 for 1 <  z < p — 1, that is to 
say;
Ui~luPp~l • • • Upt -1  =u\~l {eui — wi)v~l • • • et~2(eui -  Wi)\
=Ui~1(eUi~1 +  u\~2Wi +  • • • +  e u ^ ^ 1^ wk~2) ' '  * et_2(eui — Wi)\
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If r  =  t we need to show for 1 < i < p — 1 
u\~lup~l ■ • -Upt =u\~l (eu\ — iei) p_1 • • • et~2(eui — W\)\
=u\~l (eup_1 +  u\~2Wi +  • • • +  eui~^k~ ^ w k~2) • • • et~1(eui — Wi)1. 
Firstly, from the induction assumption we have 
u\~lup~l • • • =u{~l (eui -  Wi)p~l • • • et_2(eui -  Wi)p_1,
= u f_1(eup_1 +  up~2Wi +  • • • 4- eUi~^k~^Wi~2) • • • et~3(eup~1 4- up~2Wi+
p - i
• • • +  eiti_^ - 1^it;f- 2).e*- 2  (—l)p_1_ji(—T)ieu\~l~^w{
j=o
the same reason in the first induction step implies tha t the last summation is cut up to 
k — 1 . whilst, et~3(eup ~ 1 4 - ap~2Wi 4- • • • 4 - euvl~(<k~1^ w\'~2)et~2{eupkw\~l ) =  0  since
et~3(eup~1 +  up~2Wi 4- • • • 4- eu\~<<k~l^w]l~2)et~2{eulp~kw1l~1)
=ei~1(up~k)et~3 w\~ l ) 4- e(up~2wk~1)wi +  • • • 4-
and from 6.1.5.b and e is an ring homomorphism so the last expression will be finished. 
Hence,
u i ~ 1'LLp ~1 ' ' '  u p^-i —Ui~1(eup~1 +  u\~2Wi 4- • • • 4- eup~^ k~^w^~2) ■ ■ • et~3(eup~1 4- upl~2W\ +
• • • 4- w\~2) .el~2 (eu\~l 4- up~2Wi +  • • • 4- eitf- ^ -1^ * -2 ) 
Secondly, to complete this proof is enough to show
• • • u*7-iUpt =  v P ^ u P f 1 • • • u 1^ } 1et~ 1( e u i  -  w i ) ,
tha t means the only surviving terms from expression upt = Y^b0 ... bt n ^ = 0 ^cSdn™1 )
after multiplying it by u\~lup~l • • • u ^ l1] are just the cases when we substitute bt =
1 , 6t_i =  • • • =  b0 =  0  and bt = 0 , bt~i = p, bt - 2 =  • • • =  bo =  0  as will be shown.
Starting with the types such that 60 7^  0, then 60 =  n 0p where no =  1, • • • , k  — 1, while 
fro =  coP +  ^0  (theorem 6.1.6), so c0 =  n 0 and d0 = 0 for each c0. But, bi = C\p +  d\ = 
nip — Co =  (ni — l)p  4- p — Co, this gives tha t C\ =  rii — 1 where c\ — 0,1, • • • , k — 2 and 
tha t d\ =  p — Cq. Applying theorem 6.1.6 we get
k - 1 k - 2
PD Upt — E E  N (u i ,w i ,e )  • e{u\
c o = l  c i= 0
■f—rt I  { — l ) CnU^n WCnWe mean by PoUpt the parts of upt such tha t bo ^  0, and N[ui ,Wi,e) = Yln = 2 e?l ( — cn\dn\ 1
Hence,
k - 1
Poupt =  M (ui ,w i ,  e) • eup_c°u;J0,
Co =  l
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where M(ui,Wi,e)  = Ylci=o wi> e)ew\ ■
On the other hand,
A;—1 k — 1
uPp-1 P0upt = M {ui ,w i ,e )eupl~c°wcf >
j = 1 c0= 1
A:—1 A:—1
= £ £  Wi, e)eu2p ^ +C° ^ J +C°
j = 1 c o = l 
2k—2
— M(u\,  wi, e)ev2p~tw\
t=2
according to lemma 6.1.5 the last expression equal to zero. Thus, u^Poiip t  = 0.
Hence, for the set of all types such tha t fr0 ^  0 we get the corresponding part of upt , 
when multiplied by the result will be zero. By the same way we can
prove there is no remaining if fr0 = 0  and b\ ^  0 , similarly; for the other types until 
fro =  bi = • • • bt - 2  0 . Consequently, we remaining with the only two types which are 
bt =  1 , bt_i =  • • • =  fr0 =  0  and bt =  0 , frt_i =  p, bt_2 =  ■ • • =  fr0 =  0 .
Hence, from theorem 6.1.6 we get
ul~lup~l • • • upT \u pt = • • • upf}1et~1(eui -  wi),
and
^ r ^ r 1 ■ ■ ■ upt'-iuipt = • • * yy - i et~l (eui -  w i)1
□
Now, if we consider k = 3, then k satisfies k < p  for any odd prime number p,  and 
this implies the following
C o ro lla ry  6.1.8. I f  k = 3 and p  any odd prime number, then
' * • u%pr = u pl ~l (eui — Wi)p~l • • • er - 1 (eui — Wi)1,
= u p~l (eu j-1 +  eup~2Wi) • • • er~l {eu\ — i e u ^ W i )
Proof. Prom theorem 6.1.7 substitute k = 3. □
6.2 Calculation of L*(3).
Now we restrict our attention on the case of three variables where corollary 6.1.8 works 
perfectly. The motivation behind finding L*(3) is to determined a large part of M*(3) 
since L*(&) C  M*(k) for k > 1, this can easily be deduced from the construction of the
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generators of L*(k) and Cartan formula.
We define the spaces W*(3), VV (^3) and W^(3) to be the subspaces from the space 
Ln{3) which are spanned by 9 ^ (u i) , glrr4(vi) • ^ ( u 2) and g%(vi) ■ g%{v2) • ^ ( ^ s )  respec­
tively, where iq, u2, u3 G F^. It turns out we use the x pi,ypi , zpl instead of (£i)pq (:r2)pi and 
(:c3)pi for i >  0 as a generators, and we denote by Fp for the Fp © Fp © Fp. Before starting 
our calculation, we need to show the following fact about the generators of L*(3).
L em m a 6.2.1. For v G F^, ( g F p and 1 < i < p — 1, r > 0,
since, 1 =  1 , we have £p =  £ and this implies (£9i)la(£92)J'a(f93)*fl — £9 is92S(?3s where 
.^s +  js + ks = Pi and 0 < s < r. Thus,
where £ G Fp.
Proof. Assume that Vi = (9 1 , 9 2 , 93), v2 =  ( t i , 2^, 3^) and u3 =  (Zi,Z2 , 3^ ), then 
& - i ( v i )P o (p - i f e )9 o (p - i (v3) = ( 91^1 +  Q2Vi +  93^ i)p_1(t iX i +  t2y1 +  M i ) p_1*
(hxi +  l2yi +  hzi)p l .
In fact, each monomial in each bracket has degree p — 1, so tha t such multiplication 
produces a polynomial of degree 3p — 3 which consists only of the factors £ 1 , 2/1 and z\. 
However, this is impossible, unless it is a monomial tha t is given by Cx i_12/i_1 zi _1.
= «*&(»)■
Proof. Let v = (glt q2, q3), so
= K 9i^ i +  & 2yi +  tqaZ iY^ t t tq iXp  +  £q2 yP +  £93^ )  +
ioW-kol
io+jo+k0=p
io,jo,k0<p
■ x fyF zp Y  1 • • • {(£91V  +  £qz Vpr +  ^ 3  v ) +
as required. □
L em m a 6.2.2. I f v i , v 2,Vs G F^; then
if  tq , u2, and u3 are linearly independent; 
otherwise.
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Now if v\ and v2 are linearly dependent, then there is c G Fp such tha t v2 = cvi (or 
Vi =  cv2 where c G Fp) so,
9or,p-i(vi)9^p- i ( v2) ={qixi  +  q2yi 4  )7?_1 ( 1^ ^ 1  +  t2yi +
= ( q i x i +  922/1 +  9 3 ^i)p_1(cgiXi +  cq2y x 4  c q ^ f -1  
= c p~ l { q i X i  4  g22/i +  93^1 ) p _ 1  (9i^i +  929i +  934l) p _ 1  
4  9 2 9 1  +  93^i)2p_2,
but (91X1 4- 9291 4  93^1 )n =  0 if n > p. Hence,
9o,p-iM9o,p-i(v2) =  0 
Likewise, when v\ and x3 or if v2 and x3 are linearly dependent.
If x3 =  C\V\ +  c2v2 for C\ , c2 G Fp, then
9?p-i(^ i)9o^-i(^2)9o^-i(^3) = (9 iZ i +  929i +  93^l)p_1( ^ i  +  h y i  +  ^ i ) p_1-
( l \ X \  4  l 2y \  4  h z i ) p 1 
=  (9 1 X1 4  q2y i  4  9 3 ^i)p_1 (^iXi +  £2 9i +  *3 Zi) p _ 1  
{ ( ci9i +  c2 ^i)xi 4  ( c i q 2 4  c 2t 2) y i  4  (c i^ 3 4- c2t f ) z i ) p 1 
—(9 1 ^ 1  +  9 2 9 i +  q?>z i Y  l { t \ X \  +  t 2y \  +  t ^ z Y Y  1 
{(C1 9 1 X1 4  c xq2y i  4  Ciq3Zi )  4  (c2tiXi 4  c2t 2y Y 4  c2 t3 2q ) } p _ 1
p - i
=  ^ 2  (_ 1 )'ci c2_ 1_Z(9i2:i +  9291 +  93^1 ) p + z _ 1  (^1X1 4  *291 +  ^ i ) 2p-2-t
i= 0 
=0
Similarly, if V\ or v2 are written as a linear combinations of v2 and x3, or v\ and x3 
respectively. Consequently, if v \ , v 2 and x3 are linearly dependent vectors in Fp, then 
g ^ p - i M d o v - i M g ^ p - i M  = o, otherwise we get fx f-1^ -1^ -1 such tha t £ G Fp. □
Thus the last lemma illustrates tha t the product of more than three generators will 
be zero because the dimension of Fp is 3. Hence, for any four vectors vi, v2, x3, v\ G F^ at 
least one of them have to be written as a linear combination from the others.
Therefore, we need to consider only the case of single generator, the product of two 
generators and the product of three generators to find L*(3). In other words, our calcula­
tions of L n(3) will be based on the degree’s form n , recall 9 ^ (x ) has degree n = ( i+ l)pr — l 
where v G F^ where i, r are integers such tha t 0 <  i < p — 1 and r > 0.
P ro p o s itio n  6.2.3. I f  n = (i 4  l)p r — 1, where 1 < i < p — 1 and r > 1, then
Dim W£(3) =  p2 4  p 4  1.
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and the basis is given by
{g^ii0 , 0 , 1 )  U ^ ( 0 , 1 ,  tfi) U g^(  1, q2, q3)}
such that qi,q2,q3 £ Fp.
Proof. From the definition of W^(3) we have to deal with a single generator, th a t is; 
we need to show that in g ^ (a , ft, 7 ) there are only p2 + p + 1 linearly independent elements 
for a ,/3 , 7  G Fp. In fact, lemma 6.2.1 will reduce the choices of the representative lines 
(a, /3,7 ) to the following cases (0 , 0 , 1 ), (0 , 1 , 91) and (1 , q2, q3), since any line (a, /5,7 ) can 
be written in the form (1 , 9 2 , 93) such tha t q2 =  P /a  and q3 — 7 /a .  Likewise, in the case 
(0 , ^ , 7 ) =  /?(0, l , 9 i) where q1 = for 9 1 , 9 2 ,93 G Fp.
According to this discussion, we infer tha t W*(3) is spanned by elements
{ # i ( ° , ° ,  ! )  u  9 ^ ( 0 ,  u  9 ^ ( ! , 9 i ,9 2 )}  
and we need just to check the independency of these elements.
C ase  1: gtrri (l ,q2, q3) Consider
a^°ak°
9lr,i(1, 92, 9s) =  (zi +  922/1 +  932i)p_1{Op +  q2yp +  q3zp) +  ^  • ,2 ,3, ,s i02/i0*f°}p~1
io+jo+A:o=P Z0^ 0 ' ° '  
io ,jo,fco <P
• • • {(v  +  92V  +  ? 3 V ) +  XZ . ^ — jZpr-1, + ;  + ; }‘
tr-j+jV-l+fcr-^P r_1 '
i r  — 1 ij'r — 1 1 < P
=  +  92 2/1 +  93+l)p_1££~1 • • • £pr
n^°ak°
+ ( x i  +  922/1 +  93^ i)p-1 • r  li ,^ i02/j°^ i0^ r 2 ' ‘'
. + . + »  i o y d w " 1 " * _1 Xpr*o+jo+«o=p
io ,joM<P
+ R (x ,y , z ) ,
such tha t R ( x ,y , z )  is sum of terms which are not divisible by neither xvp 1 • • • x xr nor
qrP 2 . . rr.iXp p^,"-
Firstly, let
p -  1
i?i =  (xi + 922/1 +  93^ 1 )p_1^p- 1 -**^pr =  ^ ( - 1 ) j 922/j (^i +932i)p - 1 - j ^ _1 • • -Xp,.
j =o
There are linearly independent elements in R i: to show that it is enough to show
for each j  such tha t 0  <  j  < p — 1 there are p — j  linearly independent elements, and 
those linearly independent sets are disjoint, because each of them involves the factor y[.
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Let j  = k and R k{q2, 0 3) =  q2yk{xi +  03^i)p 1 kxp 1 • • • x lpr for 0 < q2, qz < p -  1. Then
p—l—fc
n=0
Rk(q2,q3) = {-l)kqkyki ^2  (P n 1 * Uz\xl 1
Now, put (pn = ( ~ l ) k (p I k)x[  1 k ny$z?xp so R k(qi,q2) = Y Z =o fc0 i 02 0n- It
is clear th a t the Rk{qi-,q2) is spanned by 4>n to find the dimension, let
p—1 p—1 p—l —k p —l —k p—1 p—1 p—1—k p—1 p—1
53 53 =  53 ^  53 53 =  53 53 53 =0
91=0 g2=0 n=0 n=0 gi =0g2=0 n=0 91=092=0
the last relation is exposed a homogeneous system of equations multiply by qk, so it can 
be reduced to the following system 5^g2~~io 02 £91,92 =  0-
Therefore,
/ I I  1 . . .  (p - 1 )° \ (  £ 91 ,0  ^ / 0 \
0  1 2  . . .  (p -  l ) 1 £ 91,1 0
0  l 2 2 2 . . .  (p — l ) 2 £ 91,2
=
0
[  0  l m 2 m . . .  ( p -  l )m J \  £91 ip—1 / w
such tha t m  = p — l — k. The largest (m +  1, m  +  1) submatrix contains the top left entry 
of the coefficient matrix is a Vandermonde matrix which reveals it is an invertible matrix, 
so the only solution of tha t system is the zero solution, and this implies tha t there are 
m  +  1 =  p — k linearly independent elements.
We conclude that, for each j  such that 0 < j  < p — 1 there are p — j  linearly inde­
pendent elements and for any two different values of j ,  they give distinct sets of linearly 
independent elements, thus we have
Dim R\ = ^ 2  s = p(p +  1 )
S =  1
Secondly, we consider
R 2 = O i +  qiyi +  q2zi)p~l ^ 2  Y ^ x iy i z i xPP~2 ' " XV
i+j+k—p
i,j,k<p
tha t will show, It is a subspace of dimension p(p — l)/2 . Simplify of R 2 yields 
R 2 = {xi +  qiyi +  q2z i )p~1 ^ y { z kxp- 2 ■■•xlpr (*)
j+k=p
j,k<p
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relation (*) exposes if either q\ = 0 or q2 — 0, then R 2 =  0; so in this case 1 < qi, q2 < p — 1, 
and such multiplication produces monomials each of them of degree (2p — 1).
That means we can rewrite R 2 by the following form
p—i p—i
D „ _  V '  Y '  ___________ _________________ r 2 p - j - f c - i  J  fc p - 2  . . . r *
j z i k~ _  (2p -  j  -  k -  l)\j\k\ 1 Vl l v pr’
put j  — n( 1 <  n < p — 1 ) and
p - 1  k
*»(«>, fc) =9? E  ( Z p - n - f c - D i n i t i '
k = p - n
2p—n —k —l n  k p —2 _  i 
| X 1 y i z l d'p
rp+/c—n—1
#1 ^2 ^p—k^ n^ yP+k—n—l^p—2 . . . x *_ __________
(p — fc)!n!(p +  /c — n — 1)!rC—x
Let f a =  rp~ )!nT(p+fc-n l^)!Xl ‘y”2l +<: ” ^  S0 = E L l  9"92+t n W
Obviously, fa s span the subspace R n(qi, 9 2) of the space to find the dimension of this 
subspace, let
p—1 71
~ !
E E E K M +k-n~'fa = E E tf9rB E K^'fa = E E v®?*'1 = 0
9 i = l 9 2 = l  A;=l 91= 1 9 2 = 1  fc=l 92 =  1 A:=l
have from the last system the following coefficient matrix
/ I  2 . . . (p — l ) 1 \
l 2 22 . . .  (p — l ) 2
so we
V 17
The matrix which involves the first n columns admits it is an Vandermonde matrix, 
and its determinant not zero. Hence, there are n  linearly independent rows in th a t matrix. 
Consequently, we have n  linearly independent elements forming a basis for i?n(<Zi, <72)- So 
that, for a fixed j  =  n  is gotten a subspace of dimension n  and these subspaces are 
disjoint, and since 1 < j  < p — 1, implies
p -  1
Dim R 2 = s = P(P ~  1)
S=1
On examining the elements of R\  we see tha t they are divisible by • • • x lpr. By 
contrast , an element in R 2 is multiplied by x£-2 • • • xpr. Thus, these subspaces from the 
space <7^(1, <72? <73) are disjoint, and hence , <72, Q3 ) involves p2 linearly independent 
elements where g2 ,<73 £ 1FP-
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C ase 2: ^ ( 0 ,0 ,1 )  U $ ( 0 ,1 ,  Ql)
We have from [6 ] tha t the dimension of tv,i(0,1) U r^ f l ,  q) is p + 1 if the degree is given by 
n = (i +  l)pr — 1 such tha t 1 < i < p — 1 and r > 1, where q G ¥ p which is corresponding 
to this case, tha t means;
vr,i(0 ,1) U q) ~  g%{0,0,1) U 0,1, qx),
where q\ G Fp. Moreover, there is no x  factor in this case because a = 0 in ^ ( a , / 3 , 7 ). 
Therefore, the basis elements of C ase 1 and C ase 2  are distinct, so we get
D i m U rM  ° ’ : ) u # 5 ( ° ’ 9i) u  92, qs)} =  P2 +  V +  1- 
and the basis is given by
g%i{0,0,1) U 0,1, qx) U g%{ 1, q2, q3)
□
P ro p o s itio n  6.2.4. I f  n  =  (i +  1 )pr +  (j  +  1 )ps — 2, where 1 < i, j  < p — 1, r > 1 , s > 0 
and r > s, then
Dtm W*(3) = i {j + 1)(Pl + P + 1)’ i fS  = ° m d  r ~  2;
|  (p +  l ) ( p +  p +  1 ), if  s > 1 and r > s +  2 .
In the following proof We have eight essential cases, we calculate the dimension of the 
cases from (1) to (7) for all possibilities of r, s , i  and j ,  but unfortunately we cannot find 
tha t for case (8 ) unless in two cases which are stated in the context of above proposition.
Proof. According to definition of W^(3) (the space tha t is spanned by fftfi(vi ) '9 s j (v2) 
where v i , v 2 E Fp), the degree n  of space W^(3) is given by n =  (i +  l)pr +  (j +  l)ps — 2,
where (a +  1 )pa — 1 for each generator. Avoiding to the repetition and misconception we
will take r > s and when r = s then i > j  where 1 < i, j  < p — 1 and r > s > 1 .
Assume that v\ = (qi, 9 2 , 9 3 ) and v2 = ( ti , t2 , t3) such that qi,ti E Fp for i = 1,2,3, 
then W^(3) is spanned by
9lr M  1,92,9s) -gXj ihMUz) ,
and because of,
glr,i(qi,q2 , 9 3 ) =  9%{0, 0, q3) U c^(0 , q2l q3) u  g%(qi,q2, q3),
where 1 <  qi,qi ,q3 < p — 1 and 0 <  q\,q2,q3 < p — 1. Likewise, when one considers 
glrj ( t i , t 2, t 3). Therefore, the following sets span the space W;J(3).
1) g%(0 , 0 , <*,) • s f j ( 0 , 0 , t3) =  $ ( 0 , 0 , 1 ) • 9% (0 , 0 , 1),
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2) 9%{0,0, q3) ■ ffsj(0, h,  t3) = gtlt (0,0,1) ■ ^ ( 0 , 1 ,  t3),
3) 9 (9 (0 , 0 , ?3) • gTj(i i , t 2 , t3) = g%{0 , 0 , 1 ) ■ S%( 1 , t2, i3),
4) 9(0(0,92,9 3) • < 2 (0 , 0 , t3) =  9(0(0,1,93 ) ■ 9»j'(0,0,1),
5) gU°- 93)' 9&(0, *2, t3) = 9(0(0,1,93) ■ 9(0(0,1, <3),
6) 9(0(0,92,9 3) • 9 l j ( t i , t 2, t3) = 9(0(0,1,9 3) ■ 9*j(l, *2, *3),
7) 9%(9i’92,93) ■ 9?j(0 ,0, t"3) =  9(0(1,9 2 , 9 3) • 9 ( 9  (0,0,1),
8 )  9 ^ ( 9 1 , 9 2 , 9 3 ) - 9 s j ( 0 ,  <2 , *3 )  =  9 ( ^ 1 . 9 2 . 9 3 ) '  9 (0 , ( 0 , 1 ,  f : ; ) ,
9) 9(9 (9 1,92,9 3) • 9(j(i”i, <2, <3) = 9(9 (1 ,92,9 3) • 9(j(l,<2,*3)-
The next step will be the investigation of the independency of these sets and consider 
whether there exists any overlapping among them in order to sum up the dimension of
Wn( 3)-
C ase  1: 9 ^ 0 ,0 ,1 ) - 9 ^ (0 ,0 ,1 ) .
This is the trivial case, since
1 1 ' ‘ ’ ^p7* ‘ Z1 ' ‘ ^p —
Case 2: <^(0,0,1) • ^ ( 0 , 1 ,  t3).
c2 =z\  1 • • • z lpr • (2/1 + Mi)p 1 • • • (yps + t3zps)J
= [ y { -1 • • • y3vs • ^ r 1 • • • 4 r ’ if r  > s;
\? /i_1 • • • 2/pS--i • z l~ l ’ • • p^,” 1!4 s(Vp* +  tsZPsy  ’ if r  =  5-
= j f y ( y r 1)fZ(z i~1)i if r  > 5 ;
if r = 5-
Prom to the above relation if r  > s, then the dimension will be one. If r  =  s, then we 
need to look at zpr(ypr +  t$zpr)i, where t 3 £ Fp. According to [6], we have two separated
cases, the first one if i +  j  < p — 1, then zpr{ypr + t3zpry  = X]i=o (i) t^z lpt kyJp7k and 
hence each summand in the last expression represents a basis element since they are 
independent, so in this case there are j  +  1 linearly independent elements. While, the 
second case when i +  j  > p — 1 , then zpr{ypr +  t3zpry  — {k)^3 zp-kyp^k and f°r
the same reason as in the first case, we have p — i independent elements see [6] for more 
details about the proof. Hence,
j  +  1, if i +  j  < p — 1, and r =  s;
Dim C2 = { p — i, if i +  j  > p, and r =  s;
1, if r > s.
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C ase  3: p ^ (0 ,0 ,1) • (1 ,12 > 3^ )- (we have to investigate s = 0 )
C3 =z \  1 • • • z lpr(xi + t2yi +  t ^ f  1{(xp +  t2yp +  t3zp)p 1 +  (p -  l){xp +  t2yp +  t3zp)p 2
i-30-i.ko l2 b3
io]. jo ].k 0\
  ^ -jj 1)^0
^22  • |2 \X 1°yl0Z i 0} ■ • • {(Xps +  t 2y ps +  t 3z pSy  +  j ( x ps +  t 2yps +  t 3zps)3~ l
io+jo+ko=p  
io jo ,k0<P
f j s —i j-ks~ 1
E  2 l 3 is- 1 Ja-1 k s - i \. w y . - , ! * . - !  i V - ' V - ' W -
i s - l - | - J s - l - | - K s - l = P  
*S — 1 i t s  — 1 >^S— 1 < P
To simplify C3 we need to consider the following part and by induction we can deduced 
the simple form of C3, so for 0 < n < s — 1 such tha t s > 1 and for 1 < z, j  < p — 1 we 
have
j.jn—lj.kn — 1
^ 2  j— m  j b  yP1-'12 ^ ^{(xpn+i+ 12ypn+i+ t3zpn+iy
i n -  1 + j n -  1 + k n -  1 —T 
i n —l i j n  — 1 - k n — 1 < P
tintrn
Q  — Zpn 1Z lp n+ i { ( X p n +  t 2 y pn +  t 3 Zp n ) P 1 +  (j)  — 1 ) ( X pn +  t 2 y pn +  t 3 Zpn ) P 2
0 „_! !*„_!! " P " " P
+  j{Xpn+l  +  t 2ypn+l +  t 3Zpn + i y ~ l ■ ^  ^  ^  jffig /fezfe}
*n+Jn +  » n — P
i n i j n , k n <ip
—  Z p n + 1 ( X p n  +  t 2 y P n ) P  l { x p n + 1 +  t 2 y p n ^ \  +  t 3 Z p n  + i y  +  J Z p n  2 ^ + 1  ( X p n  +  t 2 y p n ) P
  ^ j j n - ^ k n
( X p n + 1 +  £ 2 7/p n + l  +  t 3 Z p n + l  ) J _ 1  • ^  3  ,
in + J n + K n —P
inijn->kn <Lp
- \ ~ Z Pn  Z p n + l ( x p n  +  t 2 y p n  +  t 3 Z p n ) P 2  • (37p n + l  +  t 2 y p n + 1 +  ^ 3 ^ 71+ 1 ) ^ -  
y j n —1 ± k n — 1
E 2 3_______ ^*71-1 o J n ~ 1 y ^ n - li n - l ' . j n - l M n - l !  pn~lVpn- '  P - 1n^ — 1 "hjn — l + fcn— 1 —P
i n — 1 , j n — 1 j k n  — i  <p
+ j Z pn Zp n+1 ( X p n +  t 2 y p n +  t 3 Zp n ) P 2 • ( x pn+l +  t 2y p n+ 1 +  t 3 Zpn + i y
x j n —l j . k n —i  ____  j j n j - k n
E 2______3__________  i n —1 .  j n —1 k n —\  \  2  3  Zn  j n  fen7 J ?  J / r  i^ p " - 1^ " " 1 Pn_1 y \ j  \ b  p W ' V ’. . , , (,n - lv n -l- 'ln -l' , • , , tn-Jn-n/n ’
l n - \  + 3 n - l  +  k n —l — P ^ n + J n + k n —p
i n —l t j n —\ i k n  — \<i .p i n i j n i k n <C. p
clearly, + i 22/p")p_1(^P"+i + ^ 2?/p-+i + t 3V +1)j Etn+jn+A:n=p ^ 2 ^ ^ ^  =  °-
i n i j n i k n  <p
While, from induction steps we have each term in C 3  involves ^ n -i (^pn-i + t 2?/p^-1)p_1j 
so the third and the fourth terms in the previous expression will be vanished. Conse­
quently, if r  =  s; then
C3 =  • • • Z a(xi +  *2y i)p_1 * • • ( V - 1 +  2^ ^ - i ) p_1(a:pS +  t2ypS +  t 3z ps)J :
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and if r  > 5 ; then
C3 =  •• • zjr • (x i +  t22/i)p_1 • • • (xps- i  +  t 2yps - i ) p~ 1( x pS +  t 2yps)3 .
Now, when r  =  5 , we get
C3 = ^ _1 • • • z lpS{x 1 +  t2yi)p~l • • • (ay-i +  2^^ - 0 p_1 (:eps +  +  hzps)3,
=  p V i -1  • • • ^ n(:ri +  ^ / i ) p_1 • • • ( v 1 + * 2V - 1)p-1( v  +  *22/P0 J-n >
n=0 W
but for a fixed n =  c the expression zp~x • • • z£tc(x 1 +  2^y i) p_1 • * * (ay -i +  t2ypS- \ )p_1 (xpS +  
t2 yp*y~° contains p linearly independent elements since the last part (x i+ t2yi) p_1 • • • (xpS-\ + 
hVps- iy^faps  +  t2ypSy - c involves these elements by [6 ]. On the other hand, C3 consists 
of j  +  1 expression like the above one if i +  j  < p — 1 and when i +  j  > p  there are p — i 
expressions since
p-i-l ,
C 3 =  ^ 2  ^ ( n ) z i ~ l - - - z f i n (x i  +  h y i Y ' 1 * • • ( Xps - i  + t 2y ps - i ) p ~ 1( x ps + t 2y ps ) J~ n .
n= 0 '
Obviously, those expressions in both cases are distinct because each of them involves zpS 
of different power. Hence, we get (j + l)p  linearly independent elements when i + j  < p — 1, 
and if i +  j  > p then we have (p — i)p elements.
Turning to the case when r > s,
C3 = z • • • zpr • (xi +  tm y - 1 • • • (xpa-i +  t2ypS- i )p~l {xps +  t2ypSy ,
similarly the part (x\ +  t2y{)p~l • • • (xpS-i +  t2yps-\)p~l (xps +  t2ypsy  contains p linearly
independent elements, so the dimension of this case p. Therefore,
I(j +  1 )p, if i +  j  < p — 1 , and r = s;(p ~  ^  * +  j  > Pi an(i r = s ;Pi if r > s.
C ase 4: #^(0 ,1 , q3) • sJj-(0,0 ,1 ).(check the overlapping if s = 0 with C2)
Ca ={Vi +  93 2 i )p_1 • • • (yps +  g3v ) P-1' ’ ' (Vpr +  QsZp^y • z\~Y ■ • • zJpS
=f£1(vr1JT1) • 4s(yps + <izps)p~1 • • • (yPr + QzPrY-
Finding the linearly independent elements in C4 required only examining the part 
z p S( y p s + q z ps)p~ l • • • { y p r +  q z pr ) 1. As we have mentioned in proof of proposition 6.2.3 that
vr,i(0 ,1) U vTti(l ,q)  ~  g ^ ( 0,0,1) U <7^(0, l,<?i), where q,qi G Fp, so from [6 ] we have to
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deal with the following cases.
The first case, if r =  s, then we get zJpS(ypS + q3zpS)1 =  E l= o  ( lk)q3ylp7kzpy j . In fact, 
we have dealt with this in C ase 2 , just we need to swap i and j .  Thus, there are i +  1 
basis elements when i + j  < p  — 1 and if i + j  > p, then the number of basis elements is 
p — j  elements.
The second case, if r = s + 1, so zpS(yps + q3zps)p~1 (yps+i + q3zpS+i)z by rearranging this 
expression and using Vandermonde1 s determinant someone can infer tha t if i < j ,  then 
there are p + i — j  basis elements, while; we get p independent elements when i > j .
The final case, when r > s + 2, then zpS(yps + qzps)p~l • ■ • (ypr +  qzpr)1 and hence the 
same technique tha t used in the previous case can be used for this case to show tha t the 
dimension of C4 is p, see [6 ] for complete proof of these cases. Therefore,
7 + 1 , if i +  j  < p — 1 , and r = s
P ~ h if 7 +  j  > p, and r  =  s;
P + i - j , if 7 < j ,  and r  =  s +  1 ;
P, if 7 > j ,  and r  =  s + 1 ;
P, if r  >  5 +  2 .
Case 5: p ^ (0 ,1, q3) • p^(0, Ms)-
C 5  — (2 /1 +  q3z i )p 1 • • • (Vpr +  q3zpr)l ' {pi +  t3z i )p 1 • • • (yPs +  t3zps)3
recall tha t vr^( l ,q3) ■ vs j ( l , t 3) ~  g^(0, l ,q3) • g T ( 0 , 1 , t3), where q3, t 3 € ¥p via the 
homomorphism h(xpn) = ypn, and h(ypn) = zpn for n > 0. Hence, from [6 ] we have
( f y z i v r 1 z i~l ){yps +  h zp°)j {ypr + q3zpr)\ if r = s;
=  < f y z i v r 1 Zi~1){yps +  h zps)3(yPs +  Q3v )p_1 • • • (ypr +  93zPr)N if r > s and j  < p -  1
+  93V +1)p_1 • • • (ypr +  Q3zPrY> if r > s and j  = p -  1
so, we need to investigate these three cases establish how many linearly independent ele­
ments appear in this case.
Starting with the case when r  =  s, then we need to consider (ypS + t3zps)i(ypr +q3zpr)1 =  
E L o  (n )^ rn^ _n^  Em=o Set /c =  n  +  m, so last expression could be
written by (ypS +  t 3 Z ps ) j ( y pr +  q3zpry  =  Now> if 1 +  j  ^  V ~  1, then
clearly each summand in the previous expression represents a basis element, thus there 
are i + j  + 1 basis elements. In the case when i + j  >  p, recall ypS = zpS =  0, this
implies i + j  — k < p — 1 so k > i + j  — (p — 1). On the other hand, k <  p — 1 , thus
(;yps +  t3zpSy ( y pr + q3zpr)1 =  YX^i+j-{P- i) €kylpt j ~k zp*. Similarly, as previous case we can
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obtain the dimension in this case; which is 2p — 1 — i — j .  
Turning to the case such tha t r > s and j  < p — 1
j /  \  p-1
(ife.+ t 3zp. y ( Vr, + }3V r 1 =iz
n=0 ' ' 777=0
J 1771=0 77=0 v
Set k = m  +  n, then 0 < & < p + j — 1 and m  = k — n  so
p+j-i j
 ^ j^p—1—fc+n ^
n
(?/p3 +  t$Zps y  [yps +  qszps)p 1 —
fc=0 77=0 
p-1
= 4  x  E (-W! Wi
fc=0 77=0 ' '
=fe -  q3)34 s(yps + 3^ v ) p_1-
—n
Hence, dealing with this case means we deal exactly with C4 second and third cases, 
therefore; this case will be disregarded.
Similarly, the last case f y t 1{Vi~lz i~1)(yps+i + q3 zps+l )p~l ' '  ’ (Vpr+ Q3 zprY can be viewed 
as a special case from C4  when someone taken j  =  p — 1 in C4  , consequently; this case 
also will be disregarded.
C a s e  6  : s £ i ( 0 , l , g 3 ) • £ s j ( M 2 , *3 )- 
Oq ={yi  +  Q3z i)P 1 • • • (ypr +  ( ^ p O X ^ l  +  2^2/1 +  ^3^l)P 1{ ( :rp +  2^?/p +  h zp f  *+
  fjOj-ko
(P ~  1)(xp +  h y p  +  h z p)p 2 • r  u. 1 V^ i z i °} ■ *' {(^p3 +  h V p s +  t 3z psY +
i o + j p + k o = p l ° ' j 0 ' ° '  
i o , j o , k 0 < P
j(xp. + t2yp. +  t3zp, y ~ 1 • X  i \  \ 4 ‘-i}-
, ,»  5 1 * J  S 1 * 5 1 *ls -l+ Js-l- \-K s-l= P
^s — 1 )Js — 1 ?^s — 1
B u t  ( y pn + q 3 Z p n ) P  1 ( x p n + t 2 y pn + t 3 Zp n ) P  1 J ] tn + j„ + fc n=P j j f c n! =  0  fo r  a11 71 SUCh
inijmkn^P
that 0  < n < s — 1 implies
—(?/i + ?32:i)p 1 • • • {Vpr + <73-v)Xa'i T h y i  + h z i ) p 1 • • • i x ps +  h V p s + h z ps )3 •
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Now, consider Qi = (xpi +  t2ypi +  t3z ^ y ( y pi +  q3zpi)p x, where 0 <  I <  s we have 
j  /  • \  p - i
<?' = E (iVp1 + ^ +)”E ( P n 1 XX 1"
m—0 x 7 n=0 x 7
=e  O l V e e  (p“ V i_x xm—n ' ' //—n \ ' rn—n > /= 0 v 7 d = 0  77=0
j  /  • \  m  P_ 1  /  \
=E x  H ‘ m E E ( -:D" ( md ) * v - n4 t r dyd; nz y * m~d~n’
m=0 '  7  d = 0  77= 0  x 7
put k = d + n, so 0 < k < p — 1 + m  and n = k — d thus
j /  ■ \ m p—1+m , v
«« = EuH"mE E.my p 1' V dm=0 x 7 d=0 A:=0 x
p-1
—  1— k
= E ( m H ~ m E ( - x  d m t r d$ E ( - d x - ^ x x 1
7n=0 x 7 d—0 k=0
= X] (m )xp^ m^ 3 “  t 2^ m z ?  ' ( yPl +
771=0 x 7
=  (Xpi +  (t3 -  t2q3)zpi)3(ypi +  qzpi f ~ l 
for fixed q3. We have 0 < t3 — q3t2 < p — 1, set t = t3 — g3t2 , we get 
Qi = (xpi +  tzpi)j (ypi 4- g32p0 P_1 where £, G Fp
Hence,
£  _  /(2/1 +  ^3^i) p_1 • • • (s/p- +  <73v )* • (X 1 +  t z i)p~l • • ■ (XPS +  0 yP° +  t 3z pSy ,  if r  =  s;
\  (2/1 +  93^1 )p_1 • • • (ypr +  q3z pr ) 1 ■ ( x 1 +  t z ^ P ” 1 • • • ( x ps +  t z pSy , if r > s;
When s =  0, and r =  1 then
Ce ={xi  +  t z ^ i y i  +  ^ i ) p_1(2/p +  (l/i +  tf*i)P_1(2/p +  QzpY
If z > j ,  then consider the following expression R n(q) = x{~nZi(yi +  qzi)p~1(yp +  qzp)z, 
for 0 <  n < j  — 1. The case when n  =  j  is excluded because it gives -Rj(g) =
^1 (2/1 +  qz i)v~l {yP +  qzPY — Ca such tha t r  =  1 and s = 0. It is clear tha t for all n
in th a t range we still have i > n since i > j .
But we have a complete description for the expression z™{yi + qzi)p~l (yp + qzp)1, see C4 
second case such tha t s =  0. Thus for 2 " ( 2/1 +  qzi)p~l {yp +  qzp)1 there are p linearly inde­
pendent elements, and hence R n(q) = oc31~nz l(yi-\-qzi)p~1(yp + qzpy,  where 0  <  n < j  — 1 .
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Moreover, these sets are linearly independent because each set involves X\ of different 
exponent according as n. Therefore, there are j p  basis elements.
If s  =  0, r  =  1 and i < j ,  so we can split to the following forms
c6 = X  (?/i + Qzi)p~l(yP + qzp)1 + X  ( l ) tkxi~kzi(yi + w Y~l(yp + qzpY-
k = 0  '  '  k = i  '  '
Similarly, let R n(q) =  x{~nz™(yi +  qzi)p~l {yp +  qzp)*, such tha t 0 <  n < j  — 1 . Note tha t
the case where n = j  is disregarded for the same reason in previous case. Obviously, for 
0  < n <  z — 1 , we have i > n, so precisely by using the same argument as in previous case 
we get ip linearly independent elements.
Now, for i < n < j  — 1, then also C4  the second case exposes tha t the expres­
sion Zi(yi +  qzi)p~l (yp +  qzp)% involves p +  i — n linearly independent elements, and 
so Rn(q) =  x{~kZi(yi +  qz\)p~1 (yp +  qzp)1. For the same reason these sets of linearly in­
dependent elements are distinct. Thus, we have {j — i)p — Yj£= o_1 a ~  (l ~  i)P ~  2~ '~ ~  •
On the other hand, the basis elements of R n(q) such that 0  <  n < i — 1 for those 
where i < n < j  — 1 are disjoint according as n, hence the total dimension of R n(q) is
W +  (j ~  i)P ~  =  JP ~  2~^~^
If s =  0 and r > 2, so
C q =  ( x \  +  t z i Y ( y i  +  qz \  )p 1 • • • (y pr -f- qzpr ) 1
then the same techniques tha t has been used in previous case where i >  j  can be used to 
show that there are j p  basis elements.
If r > s > 1, then
C q =  {yi  +  q z z i ) p~ l • • • (ypr +  q3z pr) l ( x 1 +  t z 1)p_1 • • • (x pS +  t z ps )j .
It is clear according to q3 and t which are in Fp, then Cq in this case is spanned by p 2
elements, so we need to check the linearly independent elements. To make the proof easy 
to follow we will rearrange Cq by the following
Cq =(x1 +  te1)p_1z£“1 ■■■xJps ( y 1 + q ^ f - 1 • • • (ypr +  q3z pr ) 1 + R x ,z (t)  • (yx +  q3z i)p_1 • • •
(Vpr +  q^Zpr)1
where R x,z{t) = ( x i + t z i ) p~l • • • (xpS + t z pS)i -  (x\ +  t z i ) ^ 1 xp~l ■ ■ • x3pS = {x\ + t z i ) p~l • • • 
X!a=o (—l)p~1~atp~l~ax pmZpm1~a • • • (xpS + tzps)i, such tha t 1 < m  < s — 1. Then, we 
choose the first summand in Cq which is denoted by Q(t , q3) to investigate how many 
independent elements in Cq, however; there can be little concerned about this choosing.
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Apparently, Q(t,q3) M*(3) unless t = 0, so in fact it is not an element in L*(3),
but each element in Cq which is automatically in L*(3) C M*(3) involves this expression. 
Thus, there is no problem with this choosing. While the second concern, the number of 
independent elements in tha t part does not determine the dimension of Cq, but it exposes 
how many at least linearly independent elements are there.
Now, let us consider
Q ( t ,  q3) =(xi  +  t z ^ ^ x ^ 1 • • ■ x Jps( y i  +  q3z  i )p_1 • • • {ypr +  q3z pr ) 1
p - i
=  ^ 2  • • • 4 s2:1 f e l  +  9 3 ^ l ) P_1 • • • { y pr  +  q 3 Zp r ) 1.
k= 0
Let R n{q3) = • • • x jpSz rl { y i  +  q3Z i ) v~ l • • • (y pr +  q3zpr )1 such tha t 0  < n < p  -  1 .
From C4 we have that 2 " ( 2/1 +  q3Z i ) p~ 1 • • • (ypr +  q3zpr ) 1 involves p  linearly independent 
elements which are determined by q3, and so R n { q 3). Moreover, there are p  expressions 
like R n(q3) in Q(t,q3) and those expression are different according as the power on X\, 
then Qt,q3 contains p 2 linearly independent elements.
Thus, Cq is spanned by p 2 elements, furthermore; these elements are independent. 
Hence,
Dim Cq =  <
jp,  if i > j ,  s = 0  and r  =  1 ;
jp _  (j- 0  ~C? - 0  ? if z < j ,  s =  0  and r = 1 ;JP 
JP, 
P2,
if s = 0  and r > 2 ; 
if r > s > 1 .
C ase  7 : ^ ( 1 ,  q2, q3) • p*-(0,0,1).
C7 =z[~l ■ ■ ■ z3pS -g^ii 1 , 9 2 , 93)
--z\~Y • • -z^ ixx  + q 2yi +q
* ( V  +  q2 Vpr +  qsZprf-1 ^  ^  ^   -x*Z\ yp--\Zkp;z{}
l r - 1 + J r - i  + K r - 1 —P,
— 1 i j r  — 1 —  1
zp7-i • (xi +  q2 yi)p~1 * * • {Xps-i +  q2yps-i)p~1 • zJpS(xpS +  q2yps +  q3zpS)p~l
—zp 1   • 3pS{x 1  g pi  q3zi)p 1 • • • ( a v  +  q2Pps +  q3zPs)p 1 • • • { (ay-  +  q2yPr +  < ? 3 y )* +
' - ^ 3 - 
i d ? 11 k d
r - 1  « V - ~ P
i k , i  <Cp
p—1=Zi
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{(ay+i +  q2yps+i +  q3zpS+i)p 1 +  (p -  l )(xpS+i +  q2yps+i +  q3zpS+i)p 2’
  ^ q3s qks
E  ■ r  | l  +  72!/,,»+2 +  7.v2pS+2)f,- 1+
i ,+ i ,+ t ,=p ,
i s , j s , k s < p
(p -  l ) ( x ps+ 2  +  q2y ps+ 2  +  q3zps+2 )p- 2 ^  •
i s + i + j s + i + k s + i = p ,  s  s  s
i s + i , j s + i , k s + i < p
{ (x pr +  q2ypr +  q3zpr ) 1 +  i ( x pr +  q2y pr +  q3z pr )1 1* 
rpr-l n k"r ~ 1
E H2 H3 i r - 1 j r - l  k r - 1 'I
i ,U Ak A? 6r - lv r - l ,n/r-l '
If r  — 5 , then
^r  — 1 "H j r— 1 ~\~k-r— 1 —P) 
^ r  — 1 i j r  — 1 i ^ r  — 1 “^ P
C7 = z \  1 • • • zpS(xi +  gr2?/l)p 1 • • • (Xps +  q2ypS +  q3zpS) \  
let wpU = (xpn +  q2 yPn)k, for 0  < n < s and 0  < k < p — 1 , so
C7 =  u%~l z { ~ 1 • • • w p 1! zPL_\ zJpS (w ps +  g3v ) z
but CV =  f ^ z (z{(wi +  g32q)*), where =  w\~l z\~l e{6). Thus, we need only to examine 
the independency of the expression Q(q3) = zpS(wps +  q3zpS)1.
Now, if i +  j  < p — 1, then
= E (’)«W*
Obviously, each monomial in Q fe )  represents a basis element, so that; there are i +  1 
linearly independent elements, namely; {fw~z(wi~lz i~1)w^ nzp*'i : 0 <  n < i}. Taken 
any one of them which is Bi = {w i~l z±~1)wp7lzpAl, and replacing the part wpn =
(.x p n +  q 2 y pn ) k implies
Bi = z \  1 • • • zp+l{xi +  q2yx)p 1 • • • (xpS +  ^S/pO* *
but Bi is spanned by p linearly independent elements are determined by q2 such that 
q2 G Fp, and the B[s are distinct. Consequently, we have (i +  1 )p basis elements in this 
case.
If i + j  > p, then using the same techniques as above gives
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since n + j  < p — 1, otherwise; Q(q3) =  0, so n < p — 1 — j ,  and tha t is;
p - i - i
n=0 ' '
Then, we infer the dimension in this range of i and j  is (p — j)p.
Turning to, C3 in case r = s. Precisely, same argument as in case C7 establishes that 
the basis is given by {zp~l • • • Zp^l(x 1 +  t 2 yi)p~l ■ * • (ay  +  h 2/p»)J'-n such that 0  <  n < 
j  where t 2 G Fp}, but these elements are subsets from the basis elements of C7 because in 
this case i > j .  Therefore, C3 C C7 . Similarly, if i + j  > p same reason implies C3 C C7 , 
so C 3 will be disregarded when someone considers this case.
If r =  s + 1, then
C 7 = z { ~ 1 • • • z v~}x • (x i  +  q2 Vi)p~ 1 * • • (Xps-i +  q2 Vps~1 )p—1 • 
ZpS(xps + q2 yps + q3zps)p 1{(ay +1 T q2 Vps + 1 +  q^Zps+iY+
  ^ (+s (As
i ( x ps+ 1 +  q2yps+i +  q3z ps+i ) l~ l ■ ,2. ^  , 3 # y p z f t }
is+js+ks=p, s'-Js' s '
is,js,ks<p
We need only to consider the expression
(^<71? #2 ) =zps{xpa +  q2 Ups + q3zps)p +  q2 Ups+1 +  qzzPs+1)1+
qJS(jka
i(xp»+1 +  g2 yp,+ 1 +  q3 zp,+>y~ 1 • 2 _.  . ,2. ,3,
i . + i . + k . = p ,
is ,js,ks <p
Now, if j  = p — 1, then
C 7 = { x ps +  q2yps)p~ lzP7 1(xps+i  +  q2yps+i +  9 3 V + 1)*
= ( V  F q 2 yps)p~1 zpr 1 Y ^  ( V +1 +922/p-+0l_n^ + i-
n=0 W
Again Vandermonde matrix produces i + 1 basis elements determined by <73. On the other 
hand, each of them can be written by p basis elements, so the dimension in this case 
(i -f- l)p, but when n = i for this value C7 =  C3 . Thus, the dimension becomes ip.
If j  7  ^P ~  1? then; let
Ri =ZpS (xpS +  q2 yps +  q3 Zps)p~1 (xps+ 1 + q2 yps+i +  93 V + 1)*
and
  ^ qjs qks
R 2 = z 3pS{xps + q2 ypS + q3 Zps)p~ 1 (xps+i  +  q2 ypS+i +  q3 zpS+iy ~ l ^  2. t3 x^y fr z fy .
. . • . , 2 s . J s . / vs .is+Js+ks=p,
is,js,ks<p
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So,
p— 1 n
^ E E t - 1)'
n=0 m = 0
it, —hi, y *■ ■- in. ii. hi.H2 H3 x nsyps +
k=0 1=0
k Q2 % xpS+1 ypS+1 zpS+ 1
since, p + j  — n — I < p — 1 = >  n > j ,  thus;
p - j - 1  n + jZLZ \ /  _i_ A
f i i =  E  E c - 1) ^ ! ” ^
n = 0  m = 0  '  '
—m  p —n —j  — 1 m  n + j —m  p—n —1Xps Up*
i k
k j \ i i ^ 2 xps+i'yps+izvs+i
k=0 1=0
n + k + j—m —l p+ i—j —n —k —1
n = 0  k= 0 m = 0 Z=0
m  n + j - m  p - n - 1  I k - l  i - kxps i/ps ^ ps 'LpS + l i/ps + l p^s + l •
Set = ( - l ) n+J(n+J) (I) (kl)x^syp^J~mz^7n~1 x lpS+1y ^ i Z tp7ii, a = n  +  /c, and b = m  +  I. 
Hence,
p + i - j - 1 a + j
a=0 6=0
Turning to,
7-1  p + a - j —2 p + i - j - 3  p + 2 ( i—1)— j —a - 2
*»=E E 9ra“6“1?ri-j-‘- x b + E E
a = 0  6=0 a = i  6=0
p + t —2—6 p + i —j —a —2 tti-t>a,6
Now, if i >  j ,  then
p + i - j - l  a + j
«i= E E ^"4^ -'"*"1***
; a = 0  6=0
! z - j - l  a + j  p + 7 - j - l  a + j
I = E E
( a = 0  6=0 a=i—j  6=0
i - j - l  a + j  p + i - j - l  a + j
=<r‘ E E«2wArj_“A,6 + E E ^ -4^ "'-0"1*-*
a=0 6=0 a=i—j  6=0
i
Since, gf-1  =  1 for q3 G Fp, and clearly the power of q3 is between 0 and p — 1 in the second 
summation, while in the first summation q'3s exponent has the range 1 , • • • i —j  — 1 < p — 1 . 
On the other hand, the power of q-2 depends on the values of a, and it is clear tha t a's
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values in the second summation are greater than the corresponding one in the first sum­
mation.
Hence,
p + i - j - 1 a + j
R '=  E T , ^ +i~b^ ¥i~i ~a~lA^
a —i —j  6=0
where Aa b =  4>a b +  4>a b such tha t q^qi tha t relates with $ ab and q2 q™ tha t is linked with 
I >a:b are identical, otherwise; Aa>6 =  $ ajb or Aa?& =  § a<b. Aa>b ^  0  because 4>a,b ^  $ a,b for 
all values of a , b in both, thus;
p — 1 a+i
^ E E ^ 'A r1-^  (6-3)
a =0  6=0
Turning to,
z - 1 p + a - j - 2 p + i - j - 3  p + 2 ( i - l ) - a - j - 2
r 2 = E  E & a~b' 1& ' - j - ° -2w aib + y  E i+,- j ~a- 2w a,b
o=0 6=0 a = i  6=0
i —j —2 p + a —j —2 i —1 p + a —j —2
= E E + E E </2p+“_6_19?+i“;_“_2w/a,t>+
a= 0  6=0 a=z— j —1 6=0
p + z - j - 3  p+2(z— l ) - a - j - 2
E E
a =i  6=0
same argument that is used in case R\  can be used here, so
i —1 p + a —j —2 p + z - j - 3  p + 2 ( z - l )  —a —j —2
R 2= E E <f2+a~b~1<f3+i- j - a- 2Wa,b + Y ,  E QP2+i~b~2QP3+i~i ~a~2Wa,b
a —i —j —1 6=0 a=z 6=0
j p+a+z—2j—3 p+z—j —3 p+2(z—1)—a—j —2
=E E <fra+i~i ~b~2<&~a~1w** + E E 9ri“i,_293p+i“2“i“2H/«,6-
a=0 6=0 a=z 6=0
When a =  0
— 0203 1-/^ -o,o +  02 *03 1^ -o,i +  • • • +  0203 1Ao,z-i +  q% 1Ao,i,
and
R o  =  Q2+l ^ 2(&  1^ /0,0 +  ^ 2 +Z J 3 03 1^ / 0,1 H +  02 + 1 03 1 ^ 0 , p + z - 2 j - 3 ,
since i > j ,  then p +  f — j  — 2  > p — 1 . I fp  +  z — j  — 2 > p , then Wo,p+*-j-fc —
^2 _ 1 ^2 _J_/C+1^3 - 1 ^ / o , p + z - j - / t ,  so rearranging R 2 and adding it to R 2
R\  +  i?2 — 02 *03 1^ 0,p-l +  02 2 03 1^ 0,p-2 +  • • • +  03 1 0^,0-
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Note, because of; A ^ ^  W^-, and Aij ^  0 and Wiyj ^  0, 0^- ^  0. Similarly, when one 
considers a = 1, • • • , p — 1. Hence,
R { Q 2 ^ q s )  =  ^ 2 ^ q r 1~ a q r 1~ bQa,b
a =0 6=0
For a fixed 6 =  c consider
p - i
#(<?2,tf3) =  ^ r 1_C5Z ^2_1_a6,a,c
a=0
let
E E s E «r1_a^  = E E E x-'-'tr1-*™. = o,
92=0 <73=0 a = 0  a = 0  93= 092= 0
since 0' s are distinct, we get
p—1 p —1
<%-1 - c<sr1- a« ™  = 0 for each a ’
93=0 92=0
the above homogeneous systems can be reduced to the following system
p - i
EJP— 1—cl n°92,9392=0Using Vandermonde determinant shows tha t there are p basis elements, for 0 < a < p — 1, 
but an alternative choice of b gives p different linearly independent elements, so we con­
clude the dimension in this case is p2.
If % < j ,  then 
-^(#2, ^3) =Ri  +  R 2
p + i —j  — l a + j  i — 1 p + a - j —2
= E E ^ ^ ^ - ^ + E  E <ir-b-v3+i-j-a-2wa,b+
a = 0 6=0 a= 0  6=0
p + i —j —3 p+2(z—1)— j —a —2E E Qr2+i~b~2gps+i~j ~a~2w afi
a = i  6=0
j  p + i - j - 2  a + j + 1
= ' Z 4 ~ bC i~j ~1 $o,b + E E qa+j+i - bq ^ - j - a- 2^ +1,b+
6=0 a= 0  6=0
i —1 p + a —j —2 p + i  —j —3 p+ 2(i 1) —j —a —2E E <g*~*~1<gH~i~a-awajb + E E <£H"*_a9?H"i-o“V0*
a= 0  6=0 a =i  6=0
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Excluding the first summation from previous expression then the remaining parts can be 
gathered ( as we have done in previous case ) and we get
j  p + i - j - 2  p - 1
f l f e , » )  = £
6=0 a=0 6=0
The first summation gives j  + 1 basis elements, while; the second one provides (p +  
i —j  — 1 )p linearly independent elements. Hence, the dimension is ( p T i —j ) p —(p—l —j).
If r > s +  2, then ( from the case where r = s +  1, and i > j {from relation 6.3) we 
infer the dimension of this case which is p2. To sum up,
Dim C 7 = <
f (i +  1 )p, if i +  j  < p — 1, and r  =  s;
(p ~  j)P-> if 2 +  j  >  p, and r = s;
(i +  1 )p, if j  = p — 1, and r =  s +  1;
(p + i - j ) p - ( p - l -  j ) ,  if j  > i, and r  =  s +  1;
if z > j ,  and r = s +  1;p 2,
ip if r > s +  2 .
Case 8: 9 ^ ( 9 1 , 9 2 , 9 3 ) * 9£,-(0,*2,*3)-
If r > s +  2 and s > 1, then
= & , j ( 0 , 1,  i 3 ) • 9 2 , 9 3 )
=(l/i +  ^ i ) p_1 • • • ( v  +  t z ps ) 3 ■ ( x i  +  q2y i  +  93^i)p_1 • • • { x ps +  q2y ps +  q z z ps)p~ l 
{ ( X p s + i  +  q2y pS+i +  q^Zps+i ) p ~ l  +  (p - l ) ( x pS+ i +  q2yps+i +  9 3 V + 1 ) P_2
. y '  4 s Qs u j s fco
/  y _• I _• I 7_ \ ' L J)s y p S Vs I
i s + j s + k s = P ,
i s , j s , k s < p
is\ js\k8\ p *p p
{ (Xps+ 2  +  q2y p S + 2  +  qsZpS+2 )p 1 +  (p — T){ xps+ 2  +  q2yps+ 2  +  q^zpS+2 )p 2
£ 92>+1<?3
s +  1
^ A y t +\ z kN \ }  • • • { { x vr +  g2?/pr +  q3z pr ) %+
i s + i + j s + i + k s + i = P ,
*S+1 Us+1 J^ s + l <P
W W W  *
i ( x pr +  q2ypr +  9 3  v ) i—1 £
?r—1 kr — 1
92 93 - 1 1  « r - l 1
1— 1 i / r p — 1 o ’— 1 J
i r —l + j r  — l + k r - i —p,
i r  — 1 jj'i—  1 — 1 < P
p *p p
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Let us consider
R(t ,q 2 ,q3) =(yi + t z i ) p ~ 1 ■ {(xpr~, +  q2 ypr-i + q3 zpr- , ) p ~ 1 + ( p -  l) (a y - i + q2 yp.-i  +  © V " 1)’’-2
T  i ^  \ — \x^~-Wpr- l ^ - l } { ( ^ v r +  © V  +  © v t +, ■ i r“2't/r 2* t**-2*
^ r - 2 + J r - 2 + « r - 2 = P ,
i r - 2 , j r - 2 , k r - 2 < P
i(xpr +  q2 ypr +  qsZprf- 1 ^  : — jv---- }
zr_ i-Jr—l ■K1— \.
* r - 1 + J r - 1 +  Kr _  1 —P,  
i r  — 1 i j r — 1 j k r —1 < P
We looking at the following part from R(t,q 2 ,q3) to investigate the dimension of Cg 
for values of r and s.
Q(t ,q 2 ,qz) = { y i + t z 1 ) p ~ 1 • Q(q2 ,qs),
where
<2(92, 93) =(xpr~i +  q2 Upr- 1 +  93V ~0P 1 {{xpr +  q2 yPr +  93-v0*+
i { x pr +  q2y pr +  qgzpr ) l~ l ^ ----------------------------- ----- ix pr~-WpF-\ZpUl} -
i r — 1 “H jr  — lH- Fr — i —p , 
i r —X i j r — 1 1 < P
Same technique tha t have been used in P ro p o s itio n  1 can be applied for Q(q2 ,qz){ 
replacing Xi,yi,Z\  by xpr-i ,ypr-i , zpr-i ) to showing it provides p 2 linearly independent 
elements. On the other hand,
p - i
<2(L 9 2 , 93) =  ^ 2  ( - w 1^  • ^ ( 9 2 , 93)
n=0
Set 4>n = (—l)nyi~ 1 ~nz^Q(q2 ,qg), and assume that
p— 1 p—1 p—1 p—1
n=0 n=0 Z=0
the linearly independence of <fi'ns gives Ylt= 0 Ctit =  0 for 0 < n <  p — 1, and VandermondCs
determinant shows tha t the only solution for the homogeneous system X)z=o tn^t =  0 will
be the zero solution. Hence, we have p basis elements. Consequently, the dimension in 
this case is ps.
If 5 =  0 and r  >  2, then
Cg ={yi + t z i ) 3 • $ ( 9 2 , 93)
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where Q{q2,q3) as in previous case, which involves p 2 basis elements, and same argument 
gives Cg is written by (j  +  1 )p2 linearly independent elements. Note C 7 C  Cg in this case.
Case 9 g%{qi,q2, 93) • ^ ( ^ 2, h).
The following calculation just shows this case will be disregarded because either Cq =  C7  
or Cq — Cg. Firstly, we simplify such product, so consider
Q ={x 1 +  q2yi +  q^z1 f  1 {(xp + q2 yp +  q3 zp)p 1 +  (p -  l)(z p +  q2 yp +  q3 zp)p 2
cP°ak°
E  • ?■ .1 • fci +  h y i  +  h z \ Y ~ l {{xp +  t 2 yp +  t 3 zp)p~l
x o + J o + k o = P ,
i o , j o , k o < P
f JOfko
+  ip -  !)(% + hy,, +  t3zpf - 2 J j j M ^^i0^ 0^ 0}
io + j o  +  fco=P, 
i o , j o , k o < P
=  ( x i  +  922/1 +  q3Z i ) p~ l { x l +  t2yi +  t 3z { ) p~ l • {{xp +  q2y p +  q3z p )p~ l { x p +  t 2 yp +  t 3z p )p~ l
f j o  j-fco
+ {p -  l){xp +  q2 yp +  q3 zp)p~l (xp + t 2 yp +  t 3 zp ) p ~ 2 ^  Z °^
i o + j o + k o = P , 
i o , j o , ko  < P
i o + j o + k o = p ,
i o , j o , k o < P
(Jo „ko
+  0  -  1 ){zp +  t2 yp +  t3 zpY~^ {xp +  q2 yp +  q3 zp ) p - 2 ^ J o *  Jo  ~ko
a^°ak°
+ {xp + t2 yp + t 3 zp)p~2 {xp + q2 yp + q3 zp ) p ~ 2 Y ]  r" i l  N i V i ^
io+jo+ko=P, Z°':?0' °' 
io ,jo,ko<p
pOfko
11/1 1 1
*o-t-Joi-«o=P ,io,jo,ko<P
= (x i +  922/1 +  93Zi)p-1(zi +  2^2/1 +  M i)p_1(21 +  q2 yp +  93zp)p_1(:rp +  t 2 yp +  t 3 zp)p~l .
Continuing the same procedure by replacing x±, 2/1 ,21  by xpn,ypn,zpn and xp,yp,zp by 
xpn+i, ypn+i, zpn+1 for 1 < n < s — 1 yields
^9 = 9 rj(9 r 92,9 3) • 9%j(hU2, h )
= {xi +  t2yi +  t 3 z 1 )p~1 (x1 +  q2yi +  93^1 )p_1 • • • (xpS +  t 2 ypS +  t 3 zpsy ( x ps +  q2 ypS +  q3 zps)p~l 
+{{xpS+1 +  q2 ypS+i +  q3 zps+x)p~l +  (p -  l )(xpS+x +  q2 ypS+i +  q3 zpS+i )p_2
  ^ qJs „ksE —r i l l x psy?szp°} ‘ * { ( x pr +  93 v ) *  +  i/(x pr +  92yPr +  93 v ) *  1ls.Js.Ks.
i s + j s + k s =p ,
i s , j s , k s < P
lr—1 kj^ —1
92 93E  _________ A r - 1  „ j r - l  k r - n_ i r^ \ Jr^ \ k r^ \  p r - 1 ^ p r - 1 pr~ ^
Zr — l~\~Jr— 1 ~T ^r— 1 —Pi  
i r  — 1 j j r  — 1 — 1 ^ V
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N o w , c o n s id e r
Ri = { x i  4- t 2yi  +  t 3z i ) v~l ■ {xi  +  q2yi  +  93*1 )p_1
p —i p —i
^ 2  ( - l ) mxp~l ~m{t2yi  +  ^ i ) m ^ 2  ( - 1) X - 1- n f e ? / i  +  9 3 ^ i)n
771=0 77=0
p—1 p—1
= £ £ ( _ l ) n + m x 2p 2 m +  t 3z l )m (q2y 1 +
777=0 77=0
p u t  k =  m  +  n  = >  0 <  k < 2 p  — 2 a n d  n  =  k — m
2p—2 p—1
*  =  £ £  ( - 1 ) ^  2 fc( t2?/i + ^ 2 i ) m (g22/i +  9 3 ^ ) *  m -
A;=0 777=0
B u t ,  t h e  t o t a l  p o w e r  o f  X\  h a v e  t o  b e  2p — 2 — k <  p  — 1 = 4>  k >  p  — 1; o th e r w is e  R\ — 0 , 
so
2p—2 p—1
* = £ £  ( - l ) fcx 2p 2 k{t2yi  +  t 2lz l )rn{q2y l +  q^zl )k m
k=p— 1 777=0 
p—1 p—1
= £ £  ( - i)P  l+kx[ 1 +^3^l)m(g2?/] +^3^l)P 1+fc m
k= 0 777 = 0
p—1 p—1
=  ^ 2  ^ 2Vl +  ^ 2 i ) m fe 2 /i  +  93 ^ i)p_1_m ( _ 1 ) fc:ri _1_AS(922/1 +  q z z i t
777 =  0 fc =  0
={(922/1 +  93^1) -  (t2yi  +  t3 ^ i)} p_1(aJi +  022/1 +  ^ 3 ^ i)p_1
=  {(92 -  ^2 ) 2/1 +  (9 3  -  ^3 )^1 )}P 1 (*^1 +  922/1 +  9 3 ^ l)P_1
fo r  a  f ix e d  72 a n d  <73 , w e  h a v e  0 <  72 — h  <  P ~  1 a n d  0 <  73  — tz <  p  — 1 u n le s s  q2 =  t 2
a n d  73 =  £3 in  t h i s  c a s e  R \  w ill  b e  z e ro . T h u s
R i  =  { t2yi  +  t s Z i Y ^ i x !  +  q2yi  +  73^1  ) p _1
w h e r e  £2 , £3 ? 9 2 ,9 3  £  F p . R e p e a t i n g  t h e  s a m e  p r o c e s s  b y  r e p la c in g  X i , y i , Z i  b y  x pn , y pn, zpn 
fo r  1 <  n <  s  p r o v id e s  t h e  fo llo w in g
C9 = (£ i 2/i +  ^2 Z\ ) P 1 • • • { t i y ps +  t 2z pSy  • [x\ +  722/1 +  qzz \ ) p 1 • • • (xps +  q2y ps +  qzZps)p 1
• • ' { ( x pr + 722/pr + q ^ Z p r Y  + z(xpr + 722/pr + q ^ z p r Y
f j r - 1 f c r -1
E 92 93_______~ * r - l  qJ r - \  ykr — 1ir_! !>_!!*,_!!'V - ’V - 'V - n
t r _ _ l + j r - l + f c r - l = P ,
i r—i , j r—i,k r—i <p
S o , if £1 =  0 , then C9 =  C7 , otherwise; C9 =  Cg. □
Chapter 7 
General comments on M*(k)/L*(k)
7.1 Background and Existing Results
Between the space M n(k) and L n(k) there is a space tha t can be provided some informa­
tion, and complete the following sequence to be exact
0 ---------> Ln{k) Mn(k) Mn(k)/Ln( k )  . 0,
where i is the inclusion of L n(k) into M n(k) and 7r the canonical projection. In case when 
p =  2, Alghamdi in [1] showed that this space is almost trivial for k = 1,2,3. Although for 
k = 1,2 the space M n(k) is identical with Ln(k) for all n, when k = 3 we see the deviation 
in the degrees n =  2S+3 +  2S+1 +  2s — 3 for s > 0. In those degrees dim M n(3)/Ln(3) =  1, 
such that dim M n(3) =  15 and L n(3) has dimension 14 according to the following theorem 
that can be found in [2],
T h eo rem  7.1.1 (Alghamdi, Crabb and Hubbuck). M n{3)/ L n{3) = 0 unless n = 2 S + 3  +  
2S+1 +  2s — 3 for, s > 0 when L n{3) has dimension 14, while; M n(3) has dimension 15.
Thus the minimal degree where the divergence between M n(3) and L n(3) is n = 8 . In
[2] the element 6  =  y\ZiX2 y2 z 2 +  x \z i (y 2 Z4 +  z 2 yf) +  Xiy\Z2 Z4  is elected to be the element 
tha t is in M8(3), but we can not see it in L8(3).
The picture is totally different when we look at the case where p  is an odd prime. 
The space M n(k) /L n(k) described in [6] as follows. When k = 1, M n( 1) =  Ln(l) and 
Mn(l) /L n(l) =  0. While, the elements of Mn(2) which are not in Ln(2) are those in 
the image of the linear injection /  in the higher degrees, in the degrees p  +  1 < n  < 
p2 +  {i +  1 )p + j  — 1 are just xj?/]71 for some n, m  multiplies by Crossley bracket Cxy or its 
power. For more details see [6].
7.2 The three variables case
In this case we will see a different pattern from what we have seen in the previous sec­
tion, however; there are some similarities in some situations. Like in the case of two
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variables, the first non-zero dimension of M n(3)/Ln(3) occurs when n  =  p +  1 , with the 
Crossley brackets Cxy, Cxz and Cyz as basis elements, so dim Mp+i / L p+i = 3 for an 
odd prime p. Similarly, according to the computer calculations the basis of M n/ L n can be 
given as x\y[zi  multiplies by Cxy, Cxz and Cyz or their powers such tha t n < p2 + 2 p + 2  — 3.
On the other hand, for degree n > p2 +  2p +  2 — 3, M n and L n diverge further according 
as p is 3,5, • • •, with elements we call them the c rim inals. When n = p2 + 2p + 2 — 3 and 
p = 3, then n =  14 we have M i4  =  16 and L i4 =  15, the following basis element can not 
be seen in L14
D = x 1 x p 2 y \ z \  +  x\y iyp2 z\  +  x \ y \ z i z ^  +  XiXp2/i2/PZp +  x ^ y ^ Z p  +  xly iypzizp+
2 2 2 ,  2 2 2 ,  2 2 2 ,  2  2 2 ,  2 2 2  , 2 2 2  x xyvzp +  xvyxzv +  xpypzx +  x xyx ypzYzp +  xpyxypzxzp +  x xxpy^zxzv.
In the same degree form n, if p =  5, then n =  34, so we get dim L34 =  90 and dim 
Af34 =  96, so dim M34/L 34 =  6 . A choice for the basis elements which are just in M34 is 
the following:
1)xjx25 y U i  +  x t y l y l z l  +  x \ x l y i y l z l  + x \ x l y t z l  + x t y l y 2$4 +  x \ x \ y \ z xzb +  Zx\y\ybzxzb+ 
2>xixlylylzizb +  3x21 x 25 y 1 y%z1 z 5 +  Zx\xhy \z xzh +  x\y\y$zizb +  x \y \ z \  +  x i x \ y \ y bz l+  
x l x l y l y l z l  +  x \ x b y i y l 4  +  x \y \ z \  +  x \y xy l z \ z l  -  x \ y \ y l z \ z \  +  3x\y \ybz \ z l+
O 4  43x]y 1 z 1 z25,
2 )x lx 2 r0y lz l  +  Zx\y iy lz \  -  x xx \y \ z l  +  2 x \y \y 2 bz\  +  x \ x \ y l z \ z b -  x*yfy5 z 2 z5 +  x 1 x*y1 y%z?z5+ 
3x 2 x 2 y^z2 z 5 +  2 x \y \y \ z \ zb +  3x\y \zYz\  +  x xx \ y \ y bz Y4  -  x \ x \ y Yy 2bzxz\  +  2 x \ x by \ z xz l+  
x \ y \ y l z \ z l  -  x i x l y \ z l  +  3x \x \ y \ y bzl  +  2 x \ x by 1 y \z \  +  x \y \ z l  +  x \ y xy \ z \ z \+
2 x \y ly 5 z\z% +  2 x \ y \ z \ z 2b,
^ )x \x 2 by\z \  + x \ y \ z \  +  3x\y ly2 bz{ +  x \ x \ y \ z \ z b +  3x\y lybz\ zb + x xx \ y \ z \ z b +  3 x \y \ y l z \ zb+
4 2 2 2 , 0  3  2 2 , 2 2 2 2 2  4 3 3 2 2 ,  3 2  3 , o 2 2  3 ,x $yiz i z 5 +  3x 1 x 5 yiybz 1 z5 +  x 1 x 5 y5 z 1 z 5 -  x 1 y 1 y 5 z 1 z5 +  x xx hyxzxzh +  3xlx bylybZiZb+ 
x \ x by \z \ z \  +  x \y \ y \ z i z l  4- x \x \y \z^  +  3x\xbyiybz% +  x \ y \ z \  +  x \y iybz\z^  +  x \ y \ z \ z 2b,
4)x \x 2 by \ z \ +  2 x \y iy l z \  -  x xx \y \ z \  +  Zx\y\y 2 bz\  +  x \ x \ y \ z \ z 5 -  x \ y \ y l z \ z b +  3 x 1X52/12/5^ 5+ 
2x\xby l z l zb +  3 x \y \y \ z \ zb +  3 x \x \y \ z l zl  +  x \y lybzxzl  +  2xlx \y l y l z 1zl  +  3x 21 x 5 y 1 y l z 1 z l~
x \y \ z \ 4  +  3x l y l 4  +  x ix lyiV5 zl -  x \ x by \ y l 4  +  2 x \y ly \z l  +  3 x \y \y l z \ z l+
x \ y \ y s 4 4  +  4 y i 4 z2s,
$)x\x 2 by \z \  +  3 X5 y \ z \  +  x \y \ y 2 bz\  +  x \ x \ y \ z \ z b +  x ^ iy f^ i^ s  +  X ix ^ ^ ^ s  +  x \ y \ y l z \ z b+
o  4  3 3  2 2  3 2  2 2 , 0  2 2 2 2  2 3 2 2 , o 3 4 3 2 2 , q 3 3  3 ,?>x ix syiz i z$ -  x 5 yiysz i z 5 +  ^ i ^ y i y s 2^  -  x ^ y ^ ^  +  3x 1 y 1 y5 z 1 z5 +  2x5 y 1 z 1 z 5 + 
3xlx 2by 2ly5 zl zl  +  3x?x5 2/i2/5 ^12:5 +  2x \y lzxzl  -  x ix \y \z^  +  2x \xbylybzl  -  x \y i y \ z l+  
3x\y\ybz \ z l  +  3x \y l z \ z2b,
6 )x i x 2by \ 4  +  2xi y t z t  +  2x?2/?2/25^J +  x \ x \ y \ z \ z b +  2 x 52/12/52:12:5 +  Xixby $ z \ z b +  2x\y\y%.z\zb+  
3 x \ x l y \ z \ z l  +  2 x l y l y l z l z l  +  x 1X5 2/1 y \ z \ z \  +  2 x \ y \ z \ z \  +  2 x \ x \ y \ z Yz \  +  2 x \ y \ y bz l z l +  
x i x by \ y l z xz l  +  2 x \ y l y l z xz l  +  2x\y\z$  +  X1X52/12/525 +  2 x \ y l y l z l  +  2 x \ y \ y bz \ z l +
2 x\y*z\z2b.
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and so on for any odd prime dim Mp2+2p+2 - 3  (3 ) /L p2+2p+2—3 (3) =
The similarities between the criminals D  and 9 where p = 3 and p = 2 respectively are 
both the only elements in M n/ L n, and they are non-symmetric elements, unlike; Crossley 
brackets. That is, there are another versions of those elements can be chosen to be the 
basis elements for M n/ L n. For example, we can chose 9 = XiyiX2 y2 Z2 +XiZi(£22/4 + 2/2^ 4 ) +  
y izxx 2 x 4  or 9 — y\Z\X2 y 2 Z2 +  ^i2/i(2/2^4 +  z2 y4) +  Xizxy2 y4 instead of 9. While, D  could be 
replaced by
D = x 1 x p 2 y \z l  +  xlyxyp2 zl  +  x \y \ z xzp 2 +  XiXpyiypz 2 +  x ^ y ^ Z p  +  x 2pyiypZiZp+
2 2 2 , 2 2 2 , 2 2 2 , 2 2  2 , 2 2 2 , 2 2 2  x 1 ypzp +  xpyxZp +  xpypz 1 +  x 1 xpy 1 ypz 1 +  x i X p y ^ ^  +  x x X p y ^ z ^
or by
D = x 1 xp2 y2z 2 +  x \y iyp2 zl  +  x 21 y l z 1 zp 2 +  x x XpyxypZp +  x xxvy*zxzv +  XpPiPpZ^pT
2 2 2 , 2 2 2 , 2 2 2 , 2 2 2 , 2 2 2  , 2 2 2  x 1 ypzp +  xpyxzp +  xpypz 1 +  x 1 Xpy^Zp  +  x 1 xpy1 z l zp +  x xyxypzxzp.
Turning to n =  15 and p =  3, in this case we see a new pattern that is not in any of 
the previous cases. From [1] where p = 2 in some degrees M n(3) could be calculated by 
M n =  Ln © /(M (n_3)/2) , but in this degree M 15 = f { M 3) 0  M lb/ L l 5  where L X5 =  f { M 3) 
which has dimension 7 and with basis elements given by {x lx pyiyJpzfzp \i + j  +  k = p, 0 < 
h j j k < p  — 1}. Whilst the criminals are the following linearly independent elements:
T)x\y lz \z^  -  (xxyp -  yxxp)zizl  +  (xxxpy2p +  x 2pypyp)z\zp.
2 )x \z \y \y p 2 -  (xxzp -  zxXp)yxy2p +  (xxxpz2p +  x 2pzizp)ylyp.
3 )y lz 2 x 2 x p 2 -  (yxzp -  ziyp)x ix2p +  (yiypz2p +  y lz i zp)x \xp.
4)(xxyp -  y ixp)z 2 zp 2 +  { ( x ^ 2^  +  x \x pyp) -  (xpylyp +  x 1 y 1 y l )}z 1 z'  ^ -  (xxyp 2 -  xpyxy2p+
x\X 2 yp -  y ixp2 )zlzp.
5)(xizp -  ZiXp)ylyp 2 +  {{x ix2pzi +  x \ x pzp) -  (xpz \zp +  x xz xz 2p)}yiy2p -  (xizp 2  -  x pz 1 z2-\- 
x xx 2pzp -  zxXp2 )y\yp.
6 ){y1 zp -  z ^ x 2^  +  {{yiy 2pzx +  y2 ypzp) -  (ypz 2 zp +  y i z ^ f y x ^ l  -  (yxzp 2 -  ypz i z 2p+ 
yiy 2pZp -  z lyp2 )x\xp.
7)xiy 1 {x1 yp -  y ixp)zp 2 -  {x\y2p -  x 2py l )z i z 2 -  (xxxpy2p -  x 2pyiyp)zlzp-
{x\yiyp 2 +  x xxpy \y2p -  x \ x 2 yxyp -  x xx p2 y 2 )zp +  [xixpy iy ^  +  x 2py \y2p -  x l x 2py2p -  x 1 xp2 y 1 yp)z1.
8 )x 1 z 1 (xxzp -  z 1 xp)yp 2 -  (x \ z 2p -  x^zfjyxyl  -  {xxx pz 2 -  x 2pzxZp)y\yp-
(x\ziz p 2 +  x ix pz 2 z 2 -  x \ x 2ZiZp -  x i x p2 zj)yp +  (x xxpzxzp 2 +  x^z 2 z 2 -  x \ x 2 z 2  -  x xxp2 Z1 Zp)yi.
9)yiZi(yiZp -  z 1 yp)xp 2 -  [y\z2p -  y^z2 )xxx 2p -  (yiypz2p -  y l z i zp)x \xp-
{y\z\zp 2 +  yxypz \ z 2 -  y jy fa zp  -  yiyp2 Z2 )xp +  (yxypz 1 zp 2 +  y 2pz l z 2p -  y ly 2pz2p -  y i y ^ z i z p)xi.
Although the previous list of elements show that how M*(3) in the higher degrees looks 
complicated, they are very nice example to see the prospective formula of those elements
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according to lemma 5.2.8 point of view.
The same situation can be seen in degrees of the form n  =  aps +  2p — 3 where L n 
calculates from the product of three generators, applying lemma 6.2.2 implies tha t each 
element in Ln has to be in the image of / .  While, dim M n(3) =  dim f ( M ap»-1+2- 3) +  13, 
see appendix A.
Finally, in [8] Crossley had a conjecture to determine the upper bound of dimensions 
of M^(k ) 1 which is
C o n je c tu re  7.2.1 (Crossley). A set of generators for P(k) as a module over A(p) can 
be chosen with at most k
n t v - 1 - 1 )
1= 1
members in each degree.
According to the appendices A  and B  this conjecture is true for A/* (3), and it seems 
to be in a higher degrees the dimensions of M*(3) become more stable than what it was 
in the lower degrees.
1 In fact the conjecture is to determine the maximum number of generators that we need for the  
polynom ial algebra in k -variables over a field Fp as a module over Steenrod algebra A (p).
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A ppendix A
Tables of computer calculations for
p = 3
In this appendix we list the dimensions of the spaces Mn(3), Ln(3) and M n{3)/Ln{3) 
for p =  3 that are gotten via computer calculations the code is written by M athematica 
program (the code is given in appendix C). I would like to thank Dr. Crossley for his 
help to write this code.
Table A.l: Dimensions o fM n(3), Ln(3) and M n(3) /  L n(3) where 1 < n < 21
Deg n 77 =  apa +  bp& +  cp7 — 3 D im  Mn(3) D im  Ln(3) M n{3)/Ln{3)
n  =  1 1 =  p +  1 — 3 3 3 0
n  =  2 2 =  p +  2 — 3 6 6 0
n  =  3 3 =  2p -  3 7 7 0
n  =  4 4 =  2p +  1 -  3 9 6 3
n =  5 5 =  2p +  2 -  3 14 13 1
n  =  6 6 =  p2 —  3 16 16 0
n =  7 7 =  p2 +  1 —  3 15 15 0
n  =  8 8 =  p2 +  2 -  3 23 17 6
n =  9 9 =  p2 +  p —  3 27 26 1
n =  10 10 =  p2 T p T 1 —  3 27 27 0
72 =  11 11 = p 2 + p  +  2 —  3 15 15 0
n  =  12 12 =  p2 +  2p —  3 19 6 13
71 =  13 13 =  p2 +  2p +  1 —  3 24 23 1
72 =  14 14 =  p2 +  2p +  2 — 3 16 15 1
7 7 =  15 15 =  2p2 -  3 16 =  f(Deg(3))  +  9 7 9
72 =  16 16 =  2p2 +  1 -  3 25 12 13
77 =  17 17 =  2p2 +  2 —  3 30 20 10
77 =  18 18 =  2p2 +  p —  3 35 =  f(Deg(  4)) +  26 29 6
77 =  19 19 =  2p2 +  p +  1 — 3 42 39 3
77 =  20 20 =  2p2 +  p +  2 — 3 27 26 1
77 =  21 21 =  2p2 +  2p -  3 26 =  f(Deg(  5)) +  12 13 13
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Table A.2: Dimensions o fM n(3), Ln(3) and Mn(3)/Ln(3) where 22 < n < 61
Deg n 77 — apa +  bpP +  cp7 — 3 D im  M n{3) D im  Ln(3) Mn(3)/Ln(3)
n — 22 22 = 2p2 +  2p +  1 -  3 39 39 0
n =  23 23 — 2p2 T  2p +  2 — 3 27 27 0
7i =  24 24 =  p3 -  3 16 -  f (Deg{ 6 )) 16 0
77 — 25 25 = p3 +  1 -  3 32 26 6
77 =  26 26 =  p3 +  2 -  3 36 36 0
7 7 -2 7 27 — p3 +  p — 3 42 -  f(Deg{7)) +  27 41 1
77 — 28 28 = p3 +  p +  1 -  3 60 39 21
77 — 29 29 — p3 + p  +  2 — 3 41 26 15
77 — 30 30 — p3 +  2p — 3 36 -  f(Deg(S))  +  13 17 19
7 7 -3 1 31 — p3 +  2p +  1 — 3 58 52 6
77 — 32 32 — p3 +  2p +  2 — 3 42 39 3
(TOCOII£ 33 — p3 +  p2 — 3 27 -  f (D eg (9)) 26 1
77 — 34 34 — p3 +  p2 +  1 — 3 52 39 13
77 — 35 35 — p3 4- p2 +  2 — 3 39 39 0
77 — 36 36 — p3 +  p2 +  p — 3 27 — f ( D  eg (10)) 27 0
7 7 -3 7 37 — p3 +  p2 +  p +  1 — 3 0 0 0
77 — 38 38 — p3 +  p2 +  p +  2 — 3 10 0 10
77 — 39 39 — p3 +  p2 +  2p — 3 16 — f (D eg ( l l ) )  +  1 15 1
77 — 40 40 — p3 +  p2 +  2p +  1 — 3 14 0 14
77 — 41 41 — p3 +  p2 +  2p +  2 — 3 15 0 15
77 =  42 42 — p3 +  2 p2 — 3 19 — f{Deg(12)) 6 13
77 — 43 43 — p3 +  2 p2 +  1 — 3 33 26 7
77 — 44 44 — p3 +  2p2 +  2 — 3 29 26 3
77 — 45 45 — p3 +  2p2 +  p — 3 24 -  f(Deg(  13)) 23 1
77 — 46 46 — p3 +  2p2 +  p +  1 — 3 0 0 0
77 — 47 47 =  p3 +  2p2 +  p +  2 -  3 6 0 6
77 — 48 48 — p3 +  2p2 +  2p — 3 16 -  f (D eg(U )) 15 1
77 — 49 49 — p3 +  2 p2 +  2p +  1 — 3 0 0 0
77 — 50 50 — p3 +  2p2 +  2p +  2 — 3 0 0 0
77 — 51 51 -  2p3 -  3 16 -  f(Deg(  15)) 7 9
77 — 52 52 -  2p3 +  1 -  3 26 13 13
77 — 53 53 =  2p3 +  2 -  3 39
77 — 54 54 — 2p3 +  p — 3 5 1 - /(D e p (1 6 ) )  +  26
77 — 55 55 — 2p3 +  p +  1 — 3 39
77 — 56 56 — 2p3 +  p +  2 —  3 29 26 3
n -  57 57 -  2p3 +  2p -  3 43 =  f (Deg(  17)) +  13
77 — 58 58 =  2p3 +  2p +  1 -  3 52 52 0
7 7 -5 9 59 -  2p3 +  2p +  2 -  3 39 39 0
77 —  60 60 —  2 p3 +  p2 —  3 35 -  f(Deg{  18)) 29 6
77 —  61 61 —  2p3 +  p2 +  1 —  3 65 52 13
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Table A.3: Dimensions o fM n(3), Ln(3) and Mn(3)/Ln(3) where 62 < n < 102
Deg n 7i =  npa +  b p P  +  cp7 — 3 D im  Mn(3) D im  Ln(3) Mn(3)/Ln(3)
n  =  62 62 =  2p3 +  p 2  +  2 -  3 52 52 0
n =  63 63 =  2p3 +  p2 +  p — 3 42 =  /(D ep(19)) 39 3
n  =  64 64 =  2p3 +  p2 + p + l  — 3 0 0 0
n  =  65 65 =  2p3 +  p2 +  p +  2 — 3 13 0 13
n =  66 66 =  2p3 +  p2 +  2p —  3 27 =  f{Deg{  20)) 26 1
n  =  67 67 =  2p3 +  p2 +  2p +  1 — 3 0 0 0
n  =  68 68 =  2p3 +  p2 +  2p +  2 — 3 0 0 0
n =  69 69 =  2p3 +  2p2 -  3 26 =  f(Deg(  21)) 13 13
n =  70 70 =  2p3 +  2p2 +  1 -  3 39 39 0
71 =  71 71 =  2p3 +  2p2 +  2 -  3 39 39 0
71 =  72 72 =  2p3 +  2p2 +  p — 3 39 =  f{Deg{22)) 39 0
t?, =  73 73 =  2p3 +  2p2 +  p +  1 —  3 0 0 0
7 i  =  74 74 =  2p3 +  2p2 +  p +  2 —  3 0 0 0
71 =  75 75 =  2p3 +  2p2 +  2p -  3 27 =  f(Deg(23)) 27 0
7 i  =  76 76 =  2 p3 +  2p2 +  2p +  1 —  3 0 0 0
71 =  77 77 =  2p3 +  2p2 +  2p +  2 -  3 0 0 0
n =  78 78 =  p4 -  3 16 =  /(D ep(24)) 16 0
71 =  79 79 =  p4 +  1 -  3 26 26 0
7 i  =  80 80 =  p4 +  2 -  3 39
71 =  81 81 =  p4 +  p —  3 58 =  f  (Deg (25)) +  26
n =  82 82 =  p4 + p + l  —  3 39 39 0
7 i  =  83 83 =  p4 +  p +  2 —  3 26 26 0
7 i  =  84 84 =  p4 +  2p -  3 49 =  f (Deg(  26)) +  13
7 i  = 85 85 =  p4 +  2p +  1 — 3 52 52 0
7 i  =  86 86 =  p4 +  2p +  2 -  3 39 39 0
n =  87 87 =  p4 +  p2 -  3 42 =  f(Deg(27)) 41 1
7 i  =  88 88 =  p4 +  p2 +  1 —  3 78 52 26
n =  89 89 =  p4 +  p2 +  2 -  3 65 52 13
n =  90 90 =  p4 +  p2 +  p —  3 60 =  f(Deg(2S)) 39 21
71 =  91 91 = p 4 + p 2 + p + l  —  3 0 0 0
? i  =  92 92 =  p4 +  p2 +  p +  2 —  3 13 0 13
7 i  =  93 93 =  p4 +  p2 +  2p —  3 41 =  f(Deg(29)) 26 15
7 i  =  94 94 =  p4 +  p2 +  2p +  1 —  3 0 0 0
7 i  =  95 95 =  p4 +  p2 +  2p +  2 —  3 0 0 0
7 i  =  96 96 =  p4 +  2 p2 —  3 36 =  f(Deg(30)) 17 19
71 =  97 97 =  p4 +  2p2 +  1 -  3 52
7 i  =  98 98 =  p4 +  2p2 +  2 -  3 52
7 i  =  99 99 =  p4 +  2p2 +  p —  3 58 =  f(Deg(31)) 52 6
71 =  100 100 =  p4 +  2 p2 +  p +  1 —  3 0 0 0
71 =  101 101 =  p4 +  2p2 +  p +  2 —  3 0 0 0
71 =  102 102 =  p4 +  2p2 +  2p -  3 42 =  f(Deg(  32)) 39 3
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Table A.4: Dimensions of M n{3), L n(3) and M n(3)/Ln(3) where 103 <  n < 141
Deg n n  =  apQ +  bpP +  cp7 — 3 D im  Mn(3) D im  Ln(3) Mn(3)/Ln(3)
n - 103 103 =  p4 +  2p2 +  2p +  1 -  3 0 0 0
n = 104 104 =  p4 +  2p2 +  2p +  2 -  3 0 0 0
n = 105 105 =  p4 +  p3 — 3 27 =  f(Deg(S3)) 26 1
n = 106 106 =  p4 +  p3 +  1 — 3 39
n =  107 107 =  p4 + p 3 +  2 —3 39
n = 108 108 =  pA +  p3 +  p — 3 52 =  f(Deg(34)) 39 13
n  =  109 109 = pA +P2, + p +  1 — 3 0 0 0
n  =  110 110 = p4  + p 3 + p + 2 — 3 0 0 0
n = 111 111 =  p4 +  p3 +  2p — 3 39 =  /(D ep( 35)) 39 0
n = 112 112 =  p4 + p 3 +  2p +  l —3 0 0 0
n =  113 113 =  p4 +  p3 +  2p +  2 — 3 0 0 0
n = 114 114 =  p4 +  p3 +  p2 — 3 27 =  f(Deg(36)) 27 0
n = 115 115 =  p4 +  p3 +  p2 +  1 — 3 0 0 0
n = 116 116 =  p4 +  p3 +  p2 +  2 — 3 0 0 0
n = 117 117 =  p4 +  p3 +  p2 +  p — 3 0 =  f(Deg(37)) 0 0
n =  118 118 =  p4 +  p3 +  p2 +  p +  1 — 3 0 0 0
n = 119 119 =  p4 +  p3 +  p2 +  p +  2 — 3 0 0 0
n = 120 120 =  p4 +  p3 +  p2 +  2p — 3 10 =  f  (Deg (38)) 0 10
n = 121 121 =  p4 +  p3 +  p2 +  2p +  1 — 3 0 0 0
n = 122 122 =  p4 +  p3 +  p2 +  2p +  2 — 3 0 0 0
n =  123 123 =  p4 +  p3 +  2p2 -  3 16 -  f(Deg(39)) 15 1
n - 124 124 =  p4 +  p3 +  2p2 +  1 — 3 13 0 13
n = 125 125 =  p4 + p 3 +  2p2 +  2 - 3 13 0 13
n = 126 126 =  p4 +  p3 +  2p2 +  p — 3 14 =  f(Deg(40)) 0 14
n =  127 127 =  p4 +  p3 +  2 p2 +  p +  1 — 3 0 0 0
n =  128 128 =  p4 +  p3 +  2p2 +  p +  2 — 3 0 0 0
n =  129 129 =  p4 +  p3 +  2p2 +  2p — 3 15 =  /(D ep(41)) 0 15
n =  130 130 =  p4 +  p3 +  2p2 +  2p +  1 — 3 0 0 0
n =  131 131 =  p4 +  p3 +  2p2 +  2p +  2 — 3 0 0 0
n = 132 132 =  p4 +  2p3 -  3 19 =  /(D ep(42)) 6
rr=  133 133 =  p4 +  2p3 +  1 -  3 26
n =  134 134 =  p4 +  2p3 +  2 -  3 26
n =  135 135 =  p4 +  2p3 +  p — 3 33 =  f (Deg(  43))
n = 136 136 =  p4 +  2p3 +  p +  1 — 3 0
n = 137 137 =  p4 +  2p3 +  p +  2 — 3 0
n =  138 138 =  p4 +  2p3 +  2p -  3 29 =  f(Deg{  44))
n — 139 139 =  p4 +  2p3 +  2p +  1 -  3 0
n = 140 140 =  p4 +  2p3 +  2p +  2 -  3 0
n = 141 141 =  p4 +  2p3 +  p2 — 3 24 =  f(Deg(  45))
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Table A.5: Dimensions o fM n(3), L n{3) and Mn(3) /  Ln(3) where 142 < n < 160
Deg n n = apa U 6 //  +  cp7 — 3 D im  M n{3) D im  Ln(3) M n(3)/Ln(3)
n =  142 142 = p 4  U 2p3 +  p2 +  1 — 3 0
n = 143 143 = p4 U 2p3 +  p2 +  2 — 3 0
n = 144 144 =  p4 +  2p3 +  p2 +  p — 3 0 =  f{Deg{  46))
n =  145 145 =  pA +  2p3 + p 2 + p + l  — 3 0
n = 146 146 =  p4 +  2p3 -Up2 p + 2 — 3 0
n = 147 147 =  p4 +  2p3 +  p2 +  2p — 3 6 =  f(Deg(47))
n  148 148 =  pA +  2p3 +  p2 +  2p +  1 — 3 0
n = 149 149 =  p4 +  2p3 +  p2 +  2p +  2 — 3 0
n -- 150 150 = p 4 + 2 p3 + 2p2 - 3 16 =  f (Deg(  48))
n = 151 151 =  p 4 +  2p3 +  2p2 +  1 -  3
n  =  152 152 =  p A +  2p3 +  2p2 +  2 -  3
n =  153 153 =  p4 +  2p3 +  2p2 U p  — 3 0 =  f (Deg(  49))
n =  154 154 =  p4 +  2p3 +  2p2 U p U  1 — 3
n = 155 155 =  pA U 2p3 +  2p 2 U p U  2 — 3
n = 156 156 =  p4 +  2p3 U 2p 2 U2p — 3 0 =  f (Deg(  50))
n =  157 157 =  p 4 U 2p3 U 2p2 U 2p U 1 -  3
n =  158 158 — p 4 U 2 p3 U 2 p2 U 2 p U 2  — 3
n =  159 159 =  2p4  -  3 16 =  f (Deg(  51))
n =  160 160 =  2p4  U 1 -  3
A ppendix B
Tables of computer calculations for
p = 5
The following tables are for p =  5
Table B .l: Dimensions o fM n{3) where 1 <  n < 21
Deg n 72 =  apa +  bp13 +  cp1 — 3 D im  M n(3)
n = 1 1 =  4 — 3 3
n = 2 2 = p  — 3 6
n = 3 3 = p + 1 —3 10
n =  4 4 =  p +  2 — 3 15
n =  5 5 =  p +  3 — 3 18
n =  6 6 =  p +  4 — 3 22
n = 7 7 =  2p -  3 26
n = 8 8 =  2p +  1 -  3 30
72 = 9 9 =  2p +  2 — 3 37
72 =  10 10 =  2p +  3 -  3 41
72— 11 l l  =  2p +  4 - 3 42
72 =  12 12 =  3p -  3 46
72 = 13 13 = 3p +  1 -  3 50
72 = 14 14 = 3p + 2 -  3 60
72 — 15 15 = 3p + 3 — 3 66
72 = 16 16 = 3p + 4 -  3 68
72 = 17 17 = 4p -  3 66
72 = 18 18 = 4p + 1 -  3 70
72 = 19 19 = 4p + 2 — 3 84
S to o 20 = 4p + 3 -  3 93
72 = 21 21 = 4p + 4 — 3 97
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Table B.2: Dimensions of Mn{3) where 22 < n < 61
Deg n 72 — apa +  bpP +  cp7 — 3 D im  M n(3)
n = 22 22 = p2 — 3 96
n  =  23 23 — p2 +  1 — 3 90
n — 24 24 -  p2 +  2 -  3 109
n =  25 25 -  p2 +  3 — 3 122
n =  26 26 -  p2 +  4 — 3 129
n = 2 1 27 — p2 +  p  — 3 130
n = 28 28 =  p2 +  p  +  1 — 3 125
72 — 29 29 — p2 + p + 2 — 3 90
n — 30 30 — p2 + p + 3 — 3 99
72 — 31 3 1 — p2 + p + A  — 3 107
72 = 32 32 — p2 +  2p — 3 114
3 II CO CO 33 — p2 T 2p  T 1 — 3 120
72 — 34 34 -  p2 +  2p +  2 — 3 96
72 =  35 35 -  p2 +  2p +  3 — 3 93
72 =  36 36 — p2 +  2p +  4 — 3 102
72 =  37 37 — p2 +  3p — 3 112
72 =  38 38 — p2 +  3p +  1 — 3 126
72 — 39 39 — p2 T 3p T 2 — 3 100
n — 40 40 — p2 +  3p +  3 — 3 96
72 = 41 41 — p2 +  3p +  4 — 3 95
7 2 -4 2 42 — p2 +  Ap — 3 106
72 — 43 43 — p2 +  4p +  1 — 3 128
72 — 44 4 4  -  p2 +  4p  +  2 — 3 102
72 — 45 45 — p2 +  4p +  3 — 3 97
72 — 46 46 — p2 +  Ap +  4 — 3 96r-II3 47 = 2p2 - 3 96
72 — 48 48 — 2p2 +  1 — 3 126
72 — 49 49 — 2p2 +  2 — 3 133
72 — 50 50 — 2p2 +  3 — 3 140
72 — 51 51 — 2p2 +  4 — 3 147
72 — 52 52 — 2 p2 +  p — 3 154
72 = 53 53 — 2p2 +  p  +  1 — 3 165
72 — 54 5 4 -  2p2 + p  + 2 - 3 130
72 — 55 55 — 2p2 +  p +  3 — 3 127
72 — 56 56 — 2p2 +  p  +  4 — 3 125
3 II --J 57 -  2p2 +  2p -  3 124
72 — 58 58 -  2p2 +  2p +  1 — 3 155
72 — 59 59 — 2p2 +  2p T  2 — 3 125
3 II o 60 — 2p2 +  2p +  3 — 3 96
72 — 61 61 =  2p2 +  2p +  4 -  3 96
Table B.3: Dimensions o fM n(3) where 62 <  n < 102
Deg n 77 =  apQ +  bpP +  cp7 — 3 D im  M n{3)
n  =  62 62 =  2p2 +  3p — 3 96
n  =  63 63 =  2 /  +  3p +  1 — 3 139
n  =  64 64 =  2p2 +  3p +  2 — 3 114
n =  65 65 =  2p2 +  3p +  3 -  3 96
n =  66 66 =  2p2 +  3p +  4 — 3 96
77 =  67 67 - 2p2 +  Ap — 3 96
n =  68 68 =  2p2 +  Ap +  1 — 3 142
n =  69 69 =  2p2 +  4p +  2 — 3 118
77 =  70 70 =  2p2 +  4p +  3 — 3 97
77 =  71 71 =  2p2 +  4p +  4 — 3 96
77 =  72 72 =  3p2 -  3 96
n = 73 73 =  3p2 +  1 — 3 146
77 =  74 74 =  3p2 +  2 — 3 153
77 =  75 75 =  3p2 +  3 -  3 161
77 =  76 76 =  3p2 +  4 — 3 170
77 =  77 77 =  3p2 -h p — 3 180
7 7 -7 8 78 — 3 p2 +  p  +  1 — 3 210
n =  79 79 =  3p2 +  p  +  2 — 3 169
77 =  80 80 =  3p2 +  p +  3 — 3 160
77 =  81 81 =  3 p2 +  +  4 — 3 155
77 =  82 82 =  3p2 +  2p — 3 153
77 =  83 83 =  3p2 +  2p +  1 -  3 201
77 =  84 84 =  3p2 +  2p +  2 — 3 165
77 = 85 85 =  3 p2 +  2p +  3 — 3 130
77 =  86 86 =  3 p2 +  2p +  4 — 3 127
3 II 00 -7 87 =  3p2 +  3p -  3 125
00ooII3 88 =  3p2 +  3p +  1 -  3 186
77 =  89 89 =  3p 2 T 3p  +  2 —  3 155
77 =  90 90 =  3p 2 +  3p +  3 —  3 125
77 =  91 91 =  3p2 +  3p +  4 -  3 96
77 =  92 92 =  3p2 +  4p -  3 96
77 =  93 93 =  3p2 +  4p +  1 — 3 165
77 =  94 94 =  3p2 +  4p +  2 — 3 139
77 =  95 95 =  3 p2 +  4p +  3 — 3 114
77 =  96 96 =  3 p2 +  Ap +  4 — 3 96
77 =  97 97 =  Ap2 -  3 96
77 =  98 98 =  4p2 +  1 — 3 166
77 =  99 99 =  4p2 +  2 — 3 173
77 =  100 100 =  4p2 +  3 -  3 180
77 =  101 101 =  4p2 +  4 -  3 190
77 =  102 102 =  4j92 +  p — 3 202
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Table B.4: Dimensions o fM n(3) where 103 < n < 141
Deg n 77 =  ap" +  bpP +  cp7 — 3 D im  M n(3)
n =  103 103 =  4p2 +  p +  1 — 3 260
n  =  104 104 =  4p2 +  p +  2 — 3 213
n  =  105 105 =  4p2 +  p +  3 — 3 198
n  =  106 106 =  4p2 +  p +  4 — 3 185
n =  107 107 =  4p2 +  2p -  3 180
n =  108 108 -  4p2 +  2p +  1 -  3 252
n =  109 109 =  4p2 +  2p +  2 -  3 210
n =  110 110 =  4p2 +  2p +  3 - 3 169
n =  111 111 =  4p2 +  2p +  4 — 3 160
n =  112 112 =  4p2 +  3p — 3 155
n =  113 113 =  4p2 +  3p +  1 — 3 238
n  =  114 114 =  4p2 +  3p +  2 — 3 201
n =  115 115 =  4p2 +  3p +  3 — 3 165
n =  116 116 =  4p2 +  3p +  4 — 3 130
n  =  117 117 =  4p2 +  4p — 3 127
n  =  118 118 =  4p2 +  4p +  1 — 3 218
n =  119 119 =  4p2 +  4p +  2 — 3 186
n =  120 120 =  4p2 +  4p +  3 -  3 155
n =  121 121 =  4p2 +  4p +  4 — 3 125
n =  122 122 =  p3 -  3 96
n : 123 123 =  p3 +  1 -  3 192
n =  124 124 =  p3 +  2 -  3 196
n 125 125 =  p3 +  3 -  3 201
n =  126 126 =  p3 +  4 -  3 207
77 =  127 127 =  p3 +  p — 3 220
n =  128 128 =  p3 + p  +  l — 3 315
n : 129 129 = p 3 + p  +  2 — 3 262
n =  130 130 = p 3 + p  +  3 — 3 241
n = 131 131 = p 3 + p  +  4 — 3 221
n =  132 132 =  p3 +  2p -  3 205
n  =  133 133 =  p3 +  2p +  1 -  3 308
n - 134 134 =  p3 +  2p +  2 -  3 260
n =  135 135 =  p3 +  2p +  3 -  3 213
n  =  136 136 =  p3 +  2p +  4 — 3 198
n =  137 137 =  p3 - f  3p — 3 185
77- =  138 138 =  p3 +  3p +  1 — 3 295
n =  139 139 =  p3 +  3p +  2 -  3 252
n =  140 140 =  p3 +  3p +  3 — 3 210
77 =  141 141 =  p3 +  3p +  4 — 3 169
Table B.5: Dimensions o fM n(3) where 142 <  n  < 165
Deg n n = apa +  bpP +  cp7 — 3 D im  M n(3)
n = 142 142 =  p 3 +  4p — 3 160
n = 143 143 =  p3 +  4p +  1 — 3 276
n = 144 144 =  p3 +  4p +  2 — 3 238
n = 145 145 =  p3 +  4p +  3 — 3 201
n = 146 146 =  p 3 +  Ap +  4 — 3 165
n  =  147 147 =  p3 +  p2 — 3 130
n  =  148 148 =  p 3 +  p2 +  1 — 3 251
n = 149 149 =  p3 +  J92 +  2 — 3 218
n = 150 150 =  p3 +  p2 +  3 — 3 186
n  =  151 151 =  p 3 +  p2 +  4 — 3 155
n = 152 152 =  p3 +  p2 +  p — 3 125
n = 153 153 = pi + p 1 + p + \  — 3 0
n =  154 154 = p2, + p2 + p + 2 — 3 36
n =  155 155 =  j93 +/}2 +£> +  3 — 3 64
n = 156 156 = p 3 -\-p2 + p  + 4 — 3 84
n =  157 157 =  p3 +  p2 +  2p — 3 96
n = 158 158 =  j93 +  p2 +  2p +  1 — 3 37
n = 159 159 =  p3 +  p2 +  2p +  2 — 3 45
n =  160 160 =  p 3 +  p2 +  2p +  3 — 3 67
n = 161 161 =  p 3 +  p2 +  2p +  4 — 3 88
n = 162 162 =  p3 +  p2 +  3p — 3 107
n - 163 163 =  p3 +  p2 +  3p +  1 — 3 81
n = 164 164 =  p3 +  p2 +  3p +  2 — 3 80
n = 165 165 =  ]?3 +  p2 +  3p +  3 — 3 80
A ppendix  C
Mathematica code
This appendix is devoted to represent M athematica code to compute the dimension and
basis elements for Mn(3), W^(3) and Afn(3)/VVJ(3) where i = 1,2,3.
p = 3;r = ;s  =  ]t = ;
d — t T  s H- 1] 
xl:=Subscript[:r, 1] 
yl:=Subscript[p, 1] 
zl:=Subscript[z, 1] 
xp:= Subscript [x, p] 
yp:=Subscript [y,p] 
zp: ^ Subscript [z, p] 
xp2:= Subscript [x, p A 2] 
yp2:=Subscript[p, pA2] 
zp2:==Subscript [z,pA 2] 
xp3 := Subscript [:r,pA 3] 
y p3:= Subscript [y, pA 3] 
zp3:=Subscript [z, pA3] 
xp4:= Subscript [x, pA 4] 
y p4:= Subscript [y, pA 4] 
zp4:=Subscript[2:, pA4] 
ml =  15
Cxy  = (x lyp -  ylxp)- 
C xz  = (x lzp  — zlxp);
Cyz  = {ylzp -  zlyp)]
Needs [Combinatorica']
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ConvTab =  Table[{0,0,0,0,0}, (z, 0,100}];
For[z =  0,z <  100, z++,
ID =  IntegerDigits[z,p]; / =  Length[ID];
ConvTab[[z +  1,1]] =  Mod[Product[Mod[Factorial[ID],p][[g]], {p, Z}],p]; 
ConvTab[[z +  1, 2]] =  Mod[(—Factorial[p — l]/ConvTab[[z +  1, l]]),p]; 
ConvTab[[z +  1,3]] =  Product[Subscript[x, pA(Z — <?)]A (ID [[(?]]), {9 ,/}]; 
ConvTab[[z +  1,4]] =  Product[Subscript[z/,pA(Z — g)]A(ID[[g]]), {q, /}]; 
ConvTab[[z +  1,5]] =  Product [Subscript [z,pA(Z — ^)]A(ID[[g']]), {q, /}]; ]; 
Cosets =  Table[{{0,0,0}, {0,0,0}, (0,0,0}}, (z, 1, (p +  1) * (pA2 +  p +  1)}]; 
n  =  1; Cosets[[n]] =  {{1,0,0}, {0,1,0}, {0,0,1}}; n+ + ;
For[q = 0, q < p, q+ + , Cosets[[n]] =  {{1,0,0}, (0, q, 1}, { 0 ,1 ,0}}; n++];
For [q =  0 ,q < p, g+ + , Cosets [[n]] =  {{g, 1 ,0}, {1 ,0,0}, {0,0, l}} ;n+ + ];
For \q =  0 , <? < p, 9 + + , For[a =  0, a < p, a+ + ,
Cosets[[n]] =  {{a, 1 , 0 }, {g, 0 ,1}, {1,0 , 0 }}; n++]; ];
For[^ =  0 , q <  p ,g + + ,
For[a =  0, a < p, a + + ,
Cosets[[n]] =  {{a, q, 1}, {1,0,0}, {0 ,1 ,0}}; n++]; ];
For[q = 0,q < p, g++ ,
For[a =  0, a <  p, a + + ,
For[6 =  0, b < p, 6+ + ,
Cosets[[n]] =  {{a, b, 1}, {q, 1,0}, (1,0,0}}; n++]; ]; ];
Cosets;
Gpaction[xexp_, yexp_, zexp_, gmx_]:=
Module[{z,j, outco, CL, entry, gm =  gmx},outco =  {};
If[xexp = =  0, gm[[l, 1]] =  0; gm[[2,1]] =  0; gm[[3,1]] =  0];
If[yexp = =  0, gm[[l, 2]] =  0; gm[[2,2]] =  0; gm[[3,2]] =  0];
If[zexp = =  0, gm[[l, 3]] =  0;gm[[2,3]] =  0;gm[[3,3]] = 0];
Fx =  (gm[[l, l ] ]*x  + gm[[l, 2 ]]*y + gm[[l, 3]] * z);
Fy -  (gm[[2,1]] * x  +  gm[[2,2]] * y +  gm[[2, 3]] * z);
Fz =  (gm[[3,1]] * x  +  gm[[3,2]] * y +  gm[[3,3]] * z);
Fxi =  1; Fzk =  Table[l, {A;, 1 +  xexp +  yexp +  zexp}];
If[gm[[3,1]] 7  ^ 0||gm[[3,2 ]] ^  0||gm[[3,3]] ^  0,
For[k =  1, k < xexp +  yexp +  zexp, &++,
Fzk[[fc +  1]] =  Fzk[[fc]]*Fz;];];
For[z =  0, i < xexp +  yexp +  zexp, z++, Fyj =  1 ;
For[j =  0 , j  <  xexp +  yexp +  zexp — z, j+ + ,
CL =  CoefficientList[:rA(xexp +  2) * pA(yexp +  2) * zA(zexp +  2 ) +  Fxi * Fyj* 
Fzk [[(xexp +  yexp +  zexp -  z -  j )  +  1]], {x, y, z}]\
entry =  Mod [CL [[xexp +  1, yexp +  1, zexp +  1]], p]; If [entry > 0, outco =
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Append[outco, {z, entry}]];
Fyj =  Fyj * Fy; ]; Fxi =  Fxi * Fx; ]; outco]
CohoBasisList =  Compositions [r +  s +  t, 3]; degdim =  Length [CohoBasisList]; 
flaglst =  {}; flagmtx =  {}; For[/ =  1, /  <  52, / + + ,  Print[Calculatingflag, / ,  outof52];
OCL =  Gpaction[r, s, t, Cosets[[/]]]; Outlm  =  0; NewRow =  Table[0, {q, 1, degdim}];
For[q = 1, q < Length[OCL], g+ + , i = OCL[[g, 1]]; j  =  OCL[[g, 2]]; k = r + s + t — i — j; 
O utIm + =Mod[OCL[[g, 3]] * ConvTab[[r +  1,2]] * ConvTab[[s 4- 1,2]]*
ConvTab[[t +  1,2]] * ConvTab[[z +  1,1]] * ConvTab[[j +  1,1]] * ConvTab[[A; +  1, l]],p]* 
ConvTab[[z +  1,3]] * ConvTab[[j +  1,4]] * ConvTab[[A; +  1,5]]; 
NewRow[[Flatten[Position[CohoBasisList, (z, j , A;}]]]]+ =
Mod[OCL[[g, 3]] * ConvTab[[r +  1,2]]* ConvTab[[s +  1,2]] * ConvTab[[t +  1,2]]*
ConvTab[[z +  1,1]] * ConvTab[[j +  1,1]] * ConvTab[[/c +  1, l]],p];];
flaglst =  Append [flaglst, {Cosets[[/]J, Outlm}];
flagmtx =  Append [flagmtx, NewRow]; ];
flaglst//TableForm;
flagmtx//TableForm;
Steenrod[power_, exponents-]:= Module[{z, j,  /c, input, coeff, outexp, output}, 
output =  {};
For[z =  0, z < power, z++,
For[j =  0 , j  < power — z, j+ + ,
k — power — z — j; coeff =  Mod [Binomial [exponents [[1]], z],p]* 
Mod[Binomial[exponents[[2]],j],p] * Mod[Binomial[exponents[[3]], k],p]\ 
outexp =  exponents +  (p — 1) * {z,j, A:}; If [coeff ^  0, output =
Append [output, {coeff, outexp}]]; ]; ]; output];
Explist =  Compositions [d, 3]; L = Length [Explist]; ElementList =  Explist;
ExponentList =  Explist; TopDegCoeff =  Table[l, {z, L}];
For[z =  l,z  < L, z++, ElementList[[z]] =  ConvTab[[Explist[[z, 1]] +  1,3]]*
ConvTab[[Explist[[z, 2]] +  1,4]] * ConvTab[[Explist[[z, 3]] +  1,5]]; ExponentList[[z]] =
Flatten [Transpose [{ Reverse [IntegerDigits [Explist [ [z, 1]], p, ml/3] ],
Reverse[IntegerDigits[Explist[[z, 2]],p, ml/3]], Reverse[IntegerDigits[Explist[[z, 3]],p, ml/3]]}]]; 
TopDegCoeff[[z]] =  Mod[ConvTab[[Explist[[z, 1]] +  1,1]] * ConvTab[[Explist[[z, 2]] +  1,1]]* 
ConvTab [ [Explist [[z, 3]] +  1,1]], p]\ ]; Explist; ElementList; ExponentList; Length [ExponentList] 
Explistlower =  Compositions [d — (p — 1), 3]; Length [Explistlower]
PIM atrix  =  Table[0, {j, Length [Explistlower]}, {z, Length[Explist]}];
For[z =  l,z  <  Length [Explistlower], z++ , output =  Steenrod[l, Explistlower [[z]]];
For[j =  l , j  < Length [output], j+ + ,  PlMatrix[[z, Position [Explist, output [[;', 2] ] ] [ [ 1,1]]]]+ =  
output [[j, 1]];];];
PIM atrix//TableForm ;
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HomologyPlMatrix =  PIM atrix; If [Length [PI Matrix] >  0, HomologyPlMatrix =  
Transpose[HomologyPlMatrix];
For[z =  1,2 < Length [ExponentList], z++, HomologyPlMatrix[[z]] =
Mod[TopDegCoeff[[z]] * HomologyP 1 Matrix [[z]],p]; ];HomologyPlMatrix =
Transpose [Homology P I Matrix]; ]; HomologyPlMatrix//TableForm;
Length [Homology P 1 Matrix]
power =  p\ Explistlower =  Compositions^ — power * (p — 1), 3]; PpM atrix =
Table[0, {j, Length [Explistlower]}, {z, Length [Explist]}];
For[z =  l , i  < Length [Explistlower], z++, output =  Steenrod [power, Explistlower [[z]]];
For[j =  1 , j  < Length [output], j+ + ,  PpMatrix[[z, Position [Explist, output 2]]][[1,1]]]]+ =
output[[j, 1]]; ]; ]; HomologyPpMatrix =  PpMatrix; If [Length [PpMatrix] > 0, 
HomologyPpMatrix =  Transpose [HomologyPpMatrix];
For[z =  1,2 < Length [ExponentList], z++, HomologyPpMatrix[[z]] =
Mod [TopDegCoeff [[z]] * HomologyPpMatrix[[z]],p]; ]; HomologyPpMatrix =
Transpose [Homology PpMatrix]; ]; HomologyPpMatrix//TableForm;
Length [HomologyPpMatrix]
power =  p A2; Explistlower =  Compositions[d — power * (p — 1), 3];
Pp2M atrix =  Table[0, {j,  Length[Explistlower]}, {z, Length[Explist]}];
For[z =  1,2 < Length [Explistlower], z++, output =  Steenrod [power, Explistlower [[z]]];
For[j =  1 , j  < Length [output], j+ + ,  Pp2Matrix[[z, Position [Explist, output[[j, 2]]][[1,1]]]]+ = 
output[[j, 1]];];];HomologyPp2Matrix =  Pp2Matrix;If[Length[Pp2Matrix] > 0, 
HomologyPp2Matrix =  Transpose [HomologyPp2Matrix];
For[z =  1,2 <  Length [ExponentList], z++, HomologyPp2Matrix[[z]] =
Mod [TopDegCoeff [[z]] * HomologyPp2Matrix[[z]],p]; ]; HomologyPp2Matrix =  
Transpose[HomologyPp2Matrix]; ];
HomologyPp2Matrix//TableForm; Length[HomologyPp2Matrix] 
power =  pA3; Explistlower =  Compositions[d — power * (p — 1), 3];
Pp3M atrix =  Table[0, {j, Length[Explistlower]}, {z, Length [Explist]}];
For[z =  1,2 <  Length [Explistlower], z++, output =  Steenrod [power, Explistlower [[2]]];
For[j =  1 , j  < Length [output], j+ + ,  Pp3Matrix[[z, Position [Explist, output[[j, 2]]][[1,1]]]]+ =  
output[[j, 1]]; ]; ]; HomologyPp3Matrix =  Pp3Matrix; If[Length[Pp3Matrix] > 0, 
HomologyPp3Matrix =  Transpose [HomologyPp3Matrix];
For[z =  1,2 <  Length [ExponentList], z++, HomologyPp3Matrix[[z]] =
Mod[TopDegCoeff[[z]] * HomologyPp3Matrix[[z]],p]; ]; HomologyPp3Matrix =  
Transpose[HomologyPp3Matrix]; ];
HomologyPp3Matrix//TableForm; Length [HomologyPp3Matrix]
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CombinedMatrix =  Join[HomologyPlMatrix, HomologyPpMatrix, HomologyPp2Matrix, 
HomologyPp3Matrix];
TimedAnn =  AbsoluteTiming[NullSpace[CombinedMatrix, Modulus —> p]];
Ann =  TimedAnn[[2]]; TimedAnn[[l]]Annlist =  {};
For[i =  l,z  < Length [Ann], i+ + , newkerelement =  0;
For[j =  1, j  < Length [ElementList], j+ + ,  newkerelement +  =(M od[l +  Ann[[z, j]],p] — 1)* 
ElementList [[j]]]; Annlist =  Append [Annlist, newkerelement]; ];
Print [Theannihilatedelementsindegree, d , formaspaceofdimension, Length [Annlist], withbasis :]; 
Print [Annlist//TableForm];
Length [Annlist]
Combi =  Join [flagmtx, Ann];
Redundancy =  NullSpace[Transpose[Combi], Modulus —> p];
Print[Degree = , d, .Spike = , flaglst[[1,2]]]; (*Thelstcosetmxis/ ,  sothelstflagisthespike*) 
diml =  52 — Length [NullSpace [Transpose [flagmtx], Modulus —> p]];
Print [Dim(flags) =,dim l];dim m  =  Length [Ann];
Print[Dim(M) = , dimm]; If[Length[Redundancy] = =  52,
Print[Dim(M/L) = , dimm — diml],
Print [LdoesnotappeartobecontainedinM!]];
Redundancy//TableForm;
Essentials — {}; j  = Length[Redundancy[[l]]];
For[i =  l , i  <  Length [Redundancy], z++, If [Redundancy [[i,j]\ —= 0?
Essentials =  Append [Essentials, j]; i — ;]\ j---- ;]; While[j > 0, Essentials =
Append[Essentials, j ] \ j  ]; EssentialsEssentialFlagList =  {}; NonFlagAnnList =  {};
For[z =  1, z <  Length [Essentials], z++, I f [Essentials [ [z] ] > 52, NonFlagAnnList — 
Append[NonFlagAnnList, Annlist [ [Essentials [[z]] — 52]]], EssentialFlagList =  
Append[EssentialFlagList, flaglst [[Essentials[[i]]]]]]; ]; 
Print[Abasisfortheflagsgeneratedbythespike, flaglst[[1, 2]], indegree, d, is :,
EssentialFlagList//TableForm];
Print [Column [{ThequotientofMbythissubspaceisspannedby :, NonFlagAnnList//TableForm}]];
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